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INTRODUCTION
Iqbal was a poet of immense erudition. He benefited
from the literary and philosophical sources of the Orient
and the Occident alike. His literary production mainly
consists of poetry but he occasionally expressed himself in
prose too. Apart from his two books1, most of his speeches,
statements and writings have also been edited in many
volumes2, but the possibility still remains that one may
come across an unpublished statement or an article of the
poet. It is my privilege to present here one such article
entitled “Bedil in the Light of Bergson”. Written in the
poet’s own hand–writing, the original article is preserved
among the Iqbal material in the 1qbal Museum. I am
indebted to Mr. Muhammad Suheyl Umar for drawing my
attention to, and then helping me in obtaining the
photocopy of, the article.
It would not be out of place if, before discussing the
article itself, we briefly mention what Iqbal thought and
wrote about the philosophy of Bergson and Bedil.
From his early days to the end of his life, 1qbal spoke
very highly of the poetry of Bedil (1644-1720) and his
1

2

The Development of Metaphysics in Persia, Bazm-i-1qbal,
Lahore, 1964, and The Reconstruction of Religious Thought
in Islam, Institute of Islamic Culture, Lahore, 1986.
For details, see, Rafi-ud -Din Hashmi, Kitabiyat-i-1qbal,
1qbal Academy, 1978.
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dynamic philosophy. He has mentioned Bedil more than
once in his writings–both in his letters and statements,
poetry and prose reflections. In one of his letters to S.M.
lkram, praising his work on Ghalib, he frankly expressed
his candid opinion about the influence of Bedil on Ghalib
and said that inspite of all his efforts, Ghalib could not
succeed in imbibing the spirit of Bedil,1 though he
succeeded in imitating his style. In a letter to Mian Bashir
Ahmed, 1qbal has emphasised the point that a comparative
study of Ghalib and Bedil apropos of their poetry is
necessary. In addition to this, it is also imperative to see
how far the philosophy of life enunciated by Bedil
impressed Ghalib and how far he (Ghalib) could grasp this
philosophy.2 Iqbal was also of the opinion that both in and
outside India the contemporaries of Bedil could not
comprehend the theories of life enunciated by the poet. On
another occasion, answering to a question of Mr. Majeed
Malik, he expressed the opinion that Bedil’s style could not
gain currency in Urdu.
In his Stray Reflections – a conspectus of his early odd
jottings based on the impressions belonging to his period of
flowering – he pays glowing tributes to Bedil, as he does to
so many other poets and philosophers, indigenous and
otherwise. In one such “reflection” he says categorically:
“I confess I owe a great deal to Hegel,Goethe, Mirza
Ghalib, Mirza Abdul Qadir Bedil and Wordsworth.
The first two led me into the “inside” of things, the
1

Bedil himself was well aware of the uniqueness of his style
and spirit and so he had categorically warned those who
intended to follow him:

ú ව Ĩ䰮Ĩ㍊ Ĩü ßĨ孆î㟣 ĨėßĨ⣜ äĨઔ
戩äĨⵗ î Ĩė ä噫 Ĩ࿀ĨþĨú ܉Ĩ⽈
2

Ĩą⪄ Ĩ Ĩ㲁

Guftar-e-lqbal, Rafique Afzal. Ed., p.207.
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third and fourth taught me how to remain oriental in
spirit and expression after having assimilated foreign
ideals of poetry and the last saved me from atheism
in my student days”1
Again under the title “Wonder”, 1qbal compares what
Plato and Bedil have said about it. He is of the opinion that
the standpoint of Bedil and Plato about “Wonder” is
opposed to each other. Thus runs the impression of 1qbal:
“Wonder, says Plato, is the mother of all science.
Bedil (Mirza Abdul Qadir) looks at the emotion of
wonder from a different standpoint. Says he:
ç ⚡ Ĩ嬾⛪Ĩ啔 Ĩñ 㕽ßĨîìĨ⣜
孆Ĩ㥵 ä垌
ǔ ǕǔƲ
Ľ Ꮉ ü 仁  屨  ę仃
äîĨᝯ  妉 î  ŲƷƟ
To Plato wonder is valuable because it leads to our
questioning of nature, to Bedil, it has a value of its own,
irrespective of its intellectual consequences. It is impossible
to express the idea more beautifully than Bedil.”2
1qbal is so enamoured of Bedil that he at times quotes
his verses and reveals certain features of his poetry and at
times exhorts his friend Kishan Parshad Shad to edit the
divan of Bedil.3 What impressed Iqbal most was not only
the style of his poetry but also his life style. Comparing the
mystic attitudes of Bedil and Ghalib, Iqbal had once
remarked that “the mysticism of the former is dynamic and
that of the latter is inclined to be static”.4
Not only in prose but also in his poetry, Iqbal has
mentioned Bedil twice. In Bang-e-Dara, he proclaimed
Bedil as 剙 㥃Ĩą⻎ 亾 (the Perfect Mentor) in a poem entitled

1
2
3
4

“Stray Reflections”, p.54.
Ibid, p.83
Iqbal banam Shad, Abdullah Quraishi, Ed., p, 157,
A. Anwer Beg: The Poet of the East 1961, p.,202
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孈 亽 and inserted his famous couplet at the end of the
poem:
⣜ äĨ ñ ⠩Ĩ ⼕ ßĨ 㺸 垆äĨ ú 㭹Ĩ 寄Ĩ ܉
1

ñ 䰰 Ĩė Ḹ Ĩ ĨĚäĨę⻎ Ĩ㫣 Ĩą㏐ Ĩ⊠ Ĩ寄
In Zarb-e-Kalim, under the title “Mirza Bedil”2, the poet
touches on the problem of the nature of the Universe and
concludes by quoting a couplet from Bedil, which
according to him beautifully throws open the gate of this
“wonderland”. The couplet is:
ǕǔƲ
ǖǕ
ᙢ Ĩ䄸 ĳٱĨٶœաĨƻٱĴƟĨ
 Ĩᮾ ǔٵƫĨƮ ƛٱĳٶœĨ㝂ĨٱĳĨŉٶ
ِ œ
ǔ ǖ ǕƲ
ǔ
ٶœաĨ Ĩ㟩 Ĩ ĨٳƿٱĳĨƮ ơơĨƻٵƫ ܢĨ㠉 Ĩŀِ ưٳƿ
Now the question arises: why is Iqbal so much
enamoured of Bedil? It is because both the poets hold a
similar view of Reality. Though Iqbal, on some occasions,
as is evident from the article under review, shows his
differences with regard to the pantheistic attitude of Bedil,
he praises him for his deep insight into the human mind.
Again both the poets consider intuition to be a powerful
and effective means of apprehending Reality. Both are of
the opinion that the dry-as-dust rationalism does not work.
They also share the unshakable belief in the potentialities
of man and hold the view that man can move mountains
and conquer not only the forces of nature but can also attain
to the highest sublimities, ever dreamt of. Through a host of
similes, metaphors and symbols, Bedil makes this point
clear.3 At places he unfurls the banner of human greatness
and declares that the mount Sinai has borrowed its
resplendence from his glow-worm (a warm and
spiritualized human heart) while on other occasions he
1
2
3

Bang-e-Dara, l9th Edition, 1959, p.277.
Zarb-e-Kalim, llth Edition, 1963, p.121
On this favourite theme, Iqbal has composed hundreds of
beautiful couplets to his credit.
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exhorts man to find out his potentialities which can only be
discovered if he tears up the veil which hides the treasure
from his eyes:

ú ì

ک
ì࿀

Ǖǔ
㗠 ٱĴŅơƲ

⚩

孆Ĩ 匇 ✭Ĩ 呅 Ĩ 寏 ìୢĨ 婨äì
å 徉îì äî 悏 ⠩ î ä⨭ ä⋐ ĨþĨ仁 î ûä㨭
嫆 ĨᠢĨî⽂ ßĨ㖓 Ĩė婩Ĩ寏 Ĩ⋐ Ĩ寄Ĩ㲁
和 ìßĨ壸 ࢚ ᎹĨ⻎ ĕ ⛪䡴㌑þì 寄
ñ ܉î寫 ì⠩ î㟣 ï äĨ嫊 î Ĩě ä
ð 䱦 懓ᄯþĨᜃ Ĩï äĨûî㯵 ĨîìĨ徉îì é 吴

ûäęì㨱Ĩ㿪Ĩ㗍 徉嗚ĨûäĨęì㨱Ĩ㿪 匇 Ĩ圼 ß

Ǖ
ǔŬ
ᳲ î㓋 Ƽ ĽƟ Ĩ屨 Ĩラ þĨîìĨ㉘ Ĩě ǖä
Ǖ
Ǖǔǔ
ä亾 ĨėٱĴƟƹưຩï 峭 ä⠩Ĩ和 Ĩę垆ï 㽻 Û ׃ß
î㌃ Ĩü Ṑ ĨîìĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 妊 Ĩ悏 ⠩Ĩࡆ

ù Ć➶  ï ä Ěî äìĨ懓ᚠ Ĩ╝ äĨå ➃
The instances can, no doubt, be multiplied but I think
these are sufficient to make clear the similarities of both the
poets. The above verses remind one of what Iqbal has said
on the subject in a similar vein. A few such verses are
given below:

8
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Ꮉ᱑Ĩ 剙 Ĩ ᑫ Ĩ 抁娚ä㽻 Ĩ 䀢 Ĩ 㥃Ĩ ╝
ú ìĨ 嬾ä恗þĨ 㥙 Ĩ äì㶠 Ĩ 婨Ĩ ì孆㘄Ĩ 嬸 Ĩ ᠢ
悔 ⠩Ĩ
悔 ⠩Ĩ

ِî Ĩ
îĨ

ú þäĨ

ü 恔ìĨ

ą嶓 

äîĨ

äîíĨė尀 ìĨě äĨ峤Ĩ⸞ Ĩ◟

悏 ⠩

Ĩᄣ äĨ⿆ß

ᠢĨ೧ Ĩラ ⓥĨÛᠢĨ೧ Ĩė äî܉ĨÛᠢĨ೧ Ĩ㶩 ĨÛᠢĨ婨äì
Ƥ ä㘄Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㺸 ĨĘĨ⸞ Ĩラ þĨ啵 Ĩï⡜ĨþĨïⳢ Ĩ䡴㌑
㉘ Ĩç 䒰 Ĩ啵 Ĩ宨 ĨÛþïîßĨĖ 亾 Ĩ啵 Ĩラ þ
Ĩ

Ĩ

ǖ
ƪ
懓ٵƬ ƸōäĨ

崳 ääĨ

╝ äĨ

惏 ⻑Ĩ

üِ 懔äĨ

ïä

èِ î äþ

It is, perhaps, because of such similarities that both the
poets share, to some extent, a common diction. It would be
a very interesting study to discern a common diction of
both the great poets but it is not the right place to attempt it.
Suffice it to say that Iqbal was greatly inspired by his
predecessor and it is owing to this inspiration that a diction
similar to that of Bedil has naturally percolated through his
poetry. The combination of words such asĨ
þĨ妉 îĨ㛱 㞑ĨÛî Ĩ㝊

寘 ĨîäìĨ彾 ßĨÛୢ etc. etc., makes it clear. Dr. Abdul Ghani in his
book Life & Works of Abdul Qadir Bedil has given a long
list of such combinations of words which in one way or
another, have the imprint of Bedilian style.
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It is also interesting to note that both Iqbal and Bedil
were much averse to those forms of mysticism which had
deviated from its centre, freed itself from the Divine Law
and assumed the form of quite an independent “Tariqa”.. In
“Bedil in the light of Bergson”, 1qbal expresses his deep
aversion to such mysticism and reacts strongly against it.
He calls it ‘Persian Mysticism’ which has hardly anything
in common with the Islamic sufism. In many of his writings
Iqbal expresses his deep indignation against this plain
aberration as is amply evident from his preface to the first
edition of the Secrets of the Self and in his incomplete book
on Tasawwuf, in addition to what he has said against it in
his letters and in his poetry. As for Bedil, he expressed his
reaction against this kind of mysticism which he declared
as something “meaningless”:

ìîþ࿀Ĩ和 Ĩð 峤ĨĚî Ĩ⟏ Ĩé ä仁 Ĩîì
垆äĨęì㨱Ĩø ᖯ ĨäîĨ䬉㘹 Ĩû嗚Ĩė㚵 㓈
But it does not mean that the tasawwuf brought forward
by Bedil is wholly acceptable to 1qbal. Iqbal also objects to
it at length and declares that in its ultimate analysis it is
nothing short of the idea of “Descent” – much loved and
propagated by the pantheistic sufis– and quite contrary to
the spirit of Islam. It may, however, be left to the reader to
decide for himself whether the tasawwuf of Bedil is
pantheistic in essence or panentheistic as is insisted by
some scholars of Bedil.
As to the birth-place of Bedil, 1qbal has mentioned him
as “Mirza Abdul Qadir Bedil of Akbarabad” in his article
under discussion. In his famous “Lectures” he again
expresses the same view.1
Now as far as the birth-place of Bedil is concerned,
various Tazkira writers have mentioned various places. Mir
1

The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, Ashraf,
Lahore, rep. 1968, p.8.
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Qudrat-ullah Qasim says that Bedil was born in Bokhara
and Nassakh follows him in this regard. Khushgo is of the
opinion that Bedil was born in Akbarabad while Delhi and
Lahore have also been mentioned in this connection by
Raza Quli Hidayat and Tahir Nasrabadi respectively. May
be because of such contradictory opinions, 1qbal picked
Akbarabad to be the birth-place of Bedil. However it has
now been established both from the internal evidences of
Bedil’s poetry and from the writings of his contemporaries
(the most reliable of his contemporaries being Mir Ghulam
Ali Azad Bilgrami) that Bedil was born in what was known
in the Buddhist era as Patliputra and what is now known as
Patna (Azimabad)1
Perhaps enough of Bedil. We now turn to Bergson
(1859-1941) who remained a favourite of Iqbal throughout
his life and from whose writings Iqbal has gleaned
considerably. It may be noted here that the theories of
“Elan Vital” and “Intuition” amply propounded by Bergson
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century gained a wide
popularity in the first half of the twentieth century. The
concepts of Reality put forward by Iqbal and Bergson have
many common elements. Iqbal was much fascinated by the
concept of Pure Duration propounded by Bergson and both
in his poetry and prose he elaborated it forcefully. In the
Secrets of the Self under the title  Ĩ
㞺 䪫ä (Time is a Sword)
Iqbal quotes Mohammad bin ldrees Ashshāfiee who called
Time as “the cutting sword” and then proceeds to elaborate
the theory of pure duration adding the ahadith 㞺 þĨ
䡠 äĨ僁 Ĩ䬉 and

ǖ
嶔 Ć䒭 äĨäٵɱǌ Ĩ䆨 in support of the Real Time. He accosts those who
are “Captives of tomorrows and yesterdays” and urges
them to see a Universe that lies hidden in their hearts.
1

For a detailed study of ‘the, origin, birth-place and the early
life of the poet, the reader is referred to Dr. Abdul Ghani’s
book, op.cit., PP.4-31.
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Time, which these short-sighted people have taken for a
straight line with nights and days as dots on it1 is, in reality
ever-lasting and indivisible:

î婩Ĩ þĨ 䯏 Ĩ 嬾፮Ĩ ܉Ĩ ï ܉
î㻠ïþîĨ ú ㊓ Ĩ ì፱ Ĩ ᠢĨ 㚧
ĚäĨ婨Ĩ䁑 ßĨė䰮ï Ĩラ äĨï äĨ㲁 Ĩᠢ

ĚäĨ 婨Ĩ 䁑 ßĨ ė äþì᱑Ĩ ç ⚒ Ĩ ï ä
嫆 Ĩ〙 î⠩Ĩñ ì㽻 Ĩï äĨ㞺 þĨラ ä
嫆 Ĩ恔þ᱑Ĩî⠩ĨþĨ⣜ äĨ恔þ᱑Ĩ㞺 þ
ĚäĨ ęì㾂 Ĩ ė凫 Ĩ 䵦 Ĩ äîĨ 㞺 þ
ĚäĨ ęì㨱Ĩ äì㘄Ĩ þĨ ñ þìĨ ï 䴥 ä
٧٢ص،(ⴣ î㖵)Ĩú 㞔äĨç 㭍 Ěì⠩Ĩîä⨭ ä
In the poem quoted above, 1qbal has not mentioned
Bergson but it is clear from its contents that the concept of
Time has been enunciated in the light of Pure Duration
which is the corner- stone in the philosophy of the French
philosopher.
In his preface to Pyām-e-Mashriq (1923), 1qbal has
given us the tidings of a new world with a new man that is
emerging out of the ashes of the old world. According to
the poet a silhouette of this new man and the dim contours
of this new world can be seen in the writings of Einstein
1

In the article “Bedil in the Light of Bergson”, Iqbal has called
the Spatialised Time as “False, unreal time.”
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and Bergson. In the same book, 1qbal delivers a message
from Bergson asė 㽿 Ĩûፁ  in which the intuitioned
philosopher advises humankind to bring forward an
intellect which has drawn inspiration from the heart
because only such intellect can comprehend the mystery of
life. Now this is another name for intuition  the kernel of
the Bergsonian philosophy.
Intuition, according to Bergson, is a direct apprehension
of Reality which is non- intellectual. In intuition all reality
is present. It does not admit of analysis because in analysis
all is over and past or not- yet. But what does this intuition
bring to us? This has been answered pertinently by H.
Wildon Carr. He says:
“What intuition does for us is to give us another
means of apprehension by a fluid and not a static
category; in apprehending our life as true duration
we grasp it in the living experience itself and instead
of fixing the movement in a rigid frame follow it in its
sinuosities; we have a form of knowledge which
adopts the movement”1
Now the question arises why did Bergson lay such a
stress on intuition and how can he say that the Ultimate
Reality of the universe is spiritual? The answer is that after
deep observation and still deeper insight into the
phenomena of life, Bergson had reached the conclusion that
the intolerant and haughty cult of science which was so
prevalent and pervasive in his days and had pretensions of
being all-knowing touched only the surface of the human
self and could not fathom the depths of the ocean of the
Universe. How very strange that all metaphysics had been
thrown aside as “Fantasy” in his days while Bergson
thought and, Indeed, very rightly that science was ill-suited
to grasp the Reality in its entirety and it could only be
grasped with the help of intuition. He was of the view that a
1

The Philosophy of Change, 1914, pp. 30,31.
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genuine metaphysics results from intuition and not from
intellectual activity. He was of the opinion that it was the
soul that brings the past to act in the present and is the only
unifying factor between the past and the future. Hence the
life a perpetual and unceasing flux. Bergson has elaborated
this “unceasing flux” in the following words:
“I find first of all, that I pass from state to state. I am
warm or cold, I am merry or sad, I work or I do
nothing, I look at what is around me or I think of
something else. Sensations, feelings, volitions, ideas–
such are the changes into which my existence is
divided and which colour it in turns. I change, then
without ceasing.”1
This unceasing flux, this formidable impetus equally
governs every living being and the whole of humanity,
according to Bergson, is one immense army galloping
beside and before and behind with a view to beat down
every resistance and clear the most formidable hindrances.
Apparently, it seems that the forces that hinder and thwart
this unceasing flow of life are something foreign to it. For
example matter may apparently be regarded as inimical to
the spiritual reality and may thus be declared as something
detached from it. Bergson’s Elan vital, however, does not
admit of any such detachment or separation. In the article
under discussion 1qbal has expressed the same view and
almost exactly in the same way as the famous exponent of
Bergson – Wildon Carr has. Wildon Carr says:
“The spiritual reality, then, which philosophy affirms
is not reality that is detached from and foreign to
matter, superposed upon matter, or existing
separately from matter. It is not the assertion that
there is a psychical reality, but that the one is the
inverse order of that which is the other. Physics is, to
quote a phrase of Bergson, inverted “Psychics”. The
1

Creative Evolution, p. 3.
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two orders of reality are not aspects, they are
distinguishable and yet inseparable in an original
movement, the absence of one order of being is
necessarily the presence of other.”1
And now something more about the article that is being
introduced in the following pages. In “Bedil in the Light of
Bergson” what is astonishing, is the striking similarities
that Iqbal has discerned between the two master minds.
Instead, it would perhaps be more accurate to say that these
similarities are not circumscribed to Bedil and Bergson
alone but can be found in 1qbal’s philosophy also. But it
must also be noted that Iqbal has also his points of
divergence. His familiarity with Bedil and Bergson is not
one of unquestioning fidelity to them. He has, at points,
very pertinently criticised the philosophy of both Bedil and
Bergson and has posed very pungent questions with regard
to the Sufi idea of “Descent” in case of Bedil and to the
idea propounded by Bergson that intelligence is a kind of
original sin and with a view to reaching the core of Reality
one must revert to the pre-intelligence condition as Bergson
insists. In a similar vein, 1qbal has raised serious questions
as to the total validity of Intuition.
In, his lecture “The Revelations of Religious
Experience”, Iqbal has paid homage to Bergson as well as
criticised him on certain points. For example, Iqbal is of the
opinion that unity of consciousness has a forward looking
aspect also which Bergson has totally ignored. 1qbal thinks
that the error of Bergson consists in regarding pure time as
prior to self to which alone Pure Duration is predicable.
Some such objections taken together with those raised in
the article under review, form almost a pithy critique of
Bergson; much beneficial and, intriguing for the students of
philosophy.

1

The Philosophy of Change, 1914, p. 185.
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In the article under review 1qbal’s attitude towards the
sublimation of man is as pronounced as in his other
writings especially in his poetry. He believes in selffortification:

Ěï Ĩė äî寉 㱾Ĩ⋏Ĩ乄 ĨþĨę恔✮ Ĩìࢁ
⣜ äĨĕ ൠ Ĩ ĨþĨᤓ Ĩä峤Ĩ㲁 ĨĚ 仁 Ĩ✯ Ĩ⋏
He has lashed out severely on the idea of annihilation
which according to him is the vice of all Persian Sufism.
Discussing the sufi idea of “Descent” in the article under
discussion, Iqbal is of the view that this idea is Manichaean
in spirit. Manichaeanism, according to our poet, not only
influenced Christianity but Islam also. He is of the opinion
that:
“The Arabian conquest of Persia resulted after all in
the conversion of Islam to Manichaeanism and the
old Persian doctrine of the self-darkening of God
reappeared in the form of the sufi idea of ‘Descent’,
combined with an asceticism thoroughly Manichaean
in spirit.”
It is quite evident from the above extract that Iqbal
thought the idea of “Descent” and “Asceticism” thoroughly
Manichaean in spirit and held the conquest of Persia
responsible for the “conversion” of Islam to
Manichaeanism. It is strange that Islam, much stronger in
spirit and culture, could have submitted to Manichaeanism
so much so as to undergo a Manichaean conversion. It is a
very debatable question. But this question aside, the
interesting thing is that what Iqbal wrote in 1910 in his
Stray Reflections about the Muslim conquest of Persia is
diametrically opposed to the notion he expresses in the
present article. He had written under the title “The
Conquest of Persia”:
“If you ask me what is the most important event in the
history of Islam, I shall say without hesitation: ‘The

16
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Conquest of Persia’. The battle of Nehawand gave the
Arabs not only a beautiful country, but also an ancient
civilization, or more properly, a people who could make
a civilization with Semitic and Aryan material. Our
Muslim civilization is a product of the cross-fertilization
of the Semitic and the Aryan ideas --- But for the
conquest of Persia, the civilization of Islam would have
been one-sided. The conquest of Persia gave us what the
conquest of Greece gave to Romans “1
The comparison of both the extracts given above not
only makes manifest the contradictions but also shows that
the present article might have been written much after
1910 and probably in 1916 or thereabout.
Although, to the question as to when the article under
review was written, nothing can be said precisely, internal
evidences, however, reveal that the article might have been
written in 1916 or thereabout. My contention is that, in this
article, 1qbal’s opposing and rather indignant attitude
towards Persian Sufism is reminiscent of his writings on
the same subject during 1915-1917. Besides the preface
and certain articles alluded to earlier, his letters to certain
literary luminaries during the period also show his aversion
to the Persian sufism. For example in 1917 he wrote to
Syed Sulaiman Nadvi:
“Tasawwuf-e-Wujudi” is nothing short of an alien
plant on the soil of Islam and nourished in the mental
climate of the “Ajamites.2
How far is this notion different from the one which he
expressed in his Development of Metaphysics in Persia
(1908) in which he had very vehemently repudiated this
idea, propounded by E. G. Browne! It must also be noted
that 1qbal’s stay in Europe was a turning point in his life
and after 1910, he constantly pondered over the question
1
2

Stray Reflections, pp. 49-50.
Iqbal Nama, Ashraf, Lahore, (Vol. 1) p. 78.
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of Muslim revivalism and the concept of Self. Iqbal has
expressed elsewhere that he gave a serious consideration
to the concept of ‘Self’ for at least fifteen years. He had at
last reached the conclusion that one of the most potent
factors of the decay of Muslim culture was the Persian
mystic thought and practices that had entered the Islamic
organism and had sapped its energies. This idea formed its
final crystallization in 1915 when his book The Secrets of
the Self was published for the first time and caused a lot of
stir, commotion, indignation, disparagement and agitation
among the traditional pantheistic sufi circles. The present
article, especially the portion consisting of his criticism of
Pantheistic Sufism, it seems, is the ramification of what he
had written in The Secrets of the Self on the subject.
Lastly, It seems that once written in a running hand with
much editing and pruning, the article was put aside and was
never reviewed by the author. That is why there are certain
omissions. A few spelling mistakes also crept into the text.
We have given the missing words in the brackets and the
spelling mistakes (not more than three or four) have also
been corrected. At places it was deemed necessary to add
some notes. These will be found at the end of the article.
In the end I would like to thank Mr. Mohammad
Salim-ur-Rehman for his help in deciphering certain words
that were not easily readable.
(Dr. Tehsin Firaqi)

BEDIL IN THE LIGHT OF BERGSON
Mirza Abdul Qadir Bedil of Akbarabad is a speculative
mind of the highest order, perhaps the greatest poet-thinker
that India has produced since the days of Shanker1.
Shanker, however, is an acute logician who ruthlessly
dissects our concrete sense-experience with a view to
disclose the presence of the Universal therein. Bedil – a
poet to whom analysis is naturally painful and inartistic–
deals with the concrete more gently and suggests the
Universal in it by mere looking at its own suitable point of
view:

࢚ Ĩė ä噫 Ĩå ⓧ 很 þĨęì࿀Ĩé 吴 ï ”
“⣜ 㧭Ĩå 壯 ⛭  Ĩě äĨĚ äĨࢥ Ĩⅳ ᠢ
“the wave cannot screen the face of the Ocean
O heedless observer, thou hast closed thine eyes,
where is the veil”?
Again we have the poet’s vision of the individual (Jiv
Atma) in the following verse:
Ǖ

ä⨭ ╽

ƠĹ
þĨ承 äĨå ⡟äĨï äĨに Ĩ⋏Ĩũ Ĩ和 ”

“匇 很 äᳬäĨ ࢚ ė ä噫 㲁 ब î ᠲ

The dawn is nothing more than a confused jumble of
scattered particles of light, yet we talk of it as though it
were something concrete, a distinct unity, a substance.
Shankar Acharya – one of the greatest Hindu philosophers. He
lived in the 9th century A.D. and died at the age of 32. He wrote
the exegeses of Upanishads, Brahma Sutra and Shrimad
Bhagvat Gita.
1
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“The conditions (of life) in this wilderness of a
world”, says Bedil, “have fastened upon me like
the Dawn, the false charge of a concrete
combination which my nature does not admit.”
But most remarkable thing about Bedil is the
staggeringly polyphonic character of his mind which
appears to pass through the spiritual experiences of nearly
all the great thinkers of the world - Bergson not excepted.
And it is to the Bergsonian phase of his poetic thought that
I want particularly to draw the attention of our students of
Western philosophy. In our examination of Bedil’s poetry,
however, we should never forget the fact that it is unfair to
expect a worked out system of metaphysics from a poet
whose impatient mind cannot but pass over the infinitely
varying aspects of an elusive Reality without undergoing
the painful work of systematization. In Bedil the
Bergsonian conception of Reality appears to be one among
other views which the poet seems to try in the course of his
spiritual development.
To Bergson Reality is a continuous flow, a perpetual
Becoming; and external objects which appear to us as so
many immobilities are nothing more than the lines of
interest which our intellect traces out across this flow. They
are, so to speak, constellations which determine the
direction of our movement and thus assist us in steering
across the over-flowing ocean of life. Movement, then, is
original and what appears as fixity or rest in the shape of
external things is only movement retarded, so to speak, by a
mathematically inclined intellect, which in view of the
practical interests of life, shows off the flow as something
still. By its very nature this mathematical intellect can go
over the surface of things only; it can have no vision of the
real change from which they are derived. Thus the method
of physical science, working with spatial categories does
not and cannot carry us very far in our knowledge of
Reality. Is one to catch a glimpse of the ultimate nature of
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Reality a new method is necessary and that method is
intuition which, according to Bergson is only a profound
kind of thought, revealing to us the nature (of) life, owing
to the privileged position that we occupy in regard to it.
This method discloses to us that the element of time, which
physical science ignores in its study of external things,
constitutes the very essence of living things, and is only
another name for life. Thus the ultimate reality is time – the
stuff out of which all things are made – a Becoming,
movement, life and time are only synonymous expressions.
But this time which Bergson calls ‘Pure Duration’ must be
carefully distinguished from the false notion which our
mathematical intellect forms of it. Our intellect regards
time as an infinite straight line a portion of which we have
traversed and a portion has yet to be traversed. This is only
rendering time to a space of one dimension with moments
as its constitutive points. This spatialised time is false,
unreal time. Real time or ‘Pure Duration’ does not admit of
any statically conceived todays and yesterdays. It is an
actual ever-present “Now” which does not leave the past
behind it, but carries it along in its bosom and creates the
future out of itself. Thus Reality, as conceived by Bergson
is a continuous forward creative movement with opposites
implicit in its nature and becoming more and more explicit
as it evolves itself. It is not a completed whole of which we
can posses a complete system of truth.
Let us now trace the various steps of Bergsonian
thought in the poetry of Bedil. It is, however, necessary to
state here that Bedil wrote a good deal of prose and poetry.
The present study is based on his Diwan alone (comprising
almost thirty thousand verses) of which the present writer
fortunately possesses a manuscript copy.
1) The first point to be noted is that our intellect can
touch only the surface of Reality, it can never enter into it.
Bedil is never tired of emphasising this fact:-
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乫 Ĩ㡐 û丙 ìì㽻 㲁 倏

㪿 ĨþĨé 吴 ”

“嫆

å ൦ Ĩ䨄 ㌑

ìä⤍ ä  و⣜ äĨᒫ

The wave and the foam cannot
see into the depth of the ocean:
A whole world is restless for the knowledge of
Reality,
Yet does not possess the necessary qualification”!
Physical science armoured with logical categories
decomposes the Real with its conceptualization of it. It is
only a kind of post-mortem examination of Reality and
consequently cannot catch it as a living forward movement:

ì㨱 㾧 ᠢ ᒫ

 ز㲁 廝 䆨ì ᷌ 承 ä”

“⣜ ä û国 üą㓈ä⅁ 〙 î⠩ 嬾⛪Ĩîì
“All these arguments which blossom out of thy
investigation are nothing more than tiny
star-lamps in the lustrous residence of the Sun”
2) What then is the proper method for a vision of the
Real? The poet says:

ė律㽻 ⵙ  ⛭ از Ě堞 ú ව ”

١

“ را剑 㾈 Ĩຩ ᠣ 㑢 㲁 ⣜ 戩ä

O Bedil; look within,
It is here that the “Anqa (a fabulous bird standing in
Sufi terminology for a symbol of Reality) falls a victim
to the fly”.

1

In Kulliyat-e-Bedil (Selected), Al-Kitab, Lahore, 1978, the
second line of the couplet runs:

äîĨ剑 Ĩ⣜ äĨú ܉ĨᠣĨ㑢 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ⣜ 戩ä
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But how is this intuition to be achieved and what is its
character? The answer of both Bergson and Bedil is exactly
the same. This intuition is not a kind of mystic vision
vouchsafed to us in a state of ecstasy. According to
Bergson it is only a profounder kind of thought.
When M. Le Roy1 suggested to Bergson that the true
opposition was between intellectual thought and thought
lived, Bergson replied, “That is still intellectualism in my
opinion”. “There are”, says Bergson “two kinds of
intellectualism, the true which lives its ideas and a false
intellectualism which immobilises moving ideas into
solidified concepts to play with them like counters”. True
intellectualism, according to Bergson is to be achieved by
eliminating the element of space in our perception of ‘Pure
Duration’ just as physical science eliminates the element of
time in its dealing with external reality. Bedil proposes
exactly the same procedure when he says.-

“ آėþ 妉 î  از㺸 垆ä㾧 奢 ”اے
“O thou flower-perfume;
walk out of the world of colour”!
The word “colour” symbolises space in sufi
terminology. The sphere of externality is divided by the
1

Edmuned Le Roy (1870-1954) was a French philosopher of
science, ethics and religion. He was deeply indebted to Bergson
for his own thought. Le Roy took a pragmatic view of the nature
of scientific truth, a view more or less shared by his
contemporaries: Bergson, Henri Poincare, E. Wilbois. He was of
the view that genuine knowledge is a kind of self-identification
with the object in its ,primitive reality, uncontaminated by the
demands of practical need. Intuition, not discursive thought, is
the instrument of such knowledge and the criterion of truth is
that one should have lived it; otherwise according to Le Roy one
ought not to understand it. Le Roy was a notable exponent of H.
Bergson on whose philosophy he wrote his famous book “New
Philosophy – Henri Bergson” (1913).
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sufis as the world of colour and odour. The poet represents
man as a wave of odour which typifies the subtle invisible
movement of the world of consciousness and proposes to
him that in order to have a glimpse of his real nature he
ought to destabilise himself. Thus all that the intuitive
method requires is an effort to get rid of space - which no
doubt is an externally hard affair to our intellect whose
natural bent is mathematical. Bedil employs another
expressive metaphor to convey the above idea. He imagines
life to be a river. So long as the surface of this river is
perfectly calm and undisturbed the waves are, as it were,
beneath the flow and covered by it as a garment covers the
body. When, however, the wave emerges, it leaves the
continuity of the flow, it spatialises itself and becomes
comparatively immobile. Thus it divests itself of its
flowing apparel and appears in its nakedness. The same
applies to the eye - like bubble who by its emergence from
the stream throws away its water-clothing and by sinking
down again into the flow of the stream retrieves its lost
apparel. The reader, I hope, will now be able to understand
the following verse:

ᴎ ä吴 ä ï ⡜Ĩ慄 嫆 徉㍚ 㲁 徉îì 承 îì ”
“ü 〙 ᄯ ⅳ  ⵗ ازî 岭 äጎ  䰮 å ⓧ

“In this river (of life) where the waves emerge into
nakedness,
“The little bubble of my life regains its lost apparel
by closing its eyes.”
Or in Bergsonian language any apparent immobility or
discreteness won back its lost place in the indivisible
continuity of life by intuition.
3) The next question is, what is the revelation of this
intuition?
The following verses will indicate Bedil’s answer to
the question:
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å ⓧ  وé 吴 ė⋏  دلąę㻠 ㉘

”در

“⣜ ä ⪍  دو در寄 ęì᱑  وú 危
“In the domain of heart (i. e. life) both the road and
the destination are like waves and bubbles, in
perpetual motion”!
b)

 دارد㲁 ï Ꮉ ėḸ ï 嗚  روش嶙 ”
“喆 ä✭ 很 ୢ 壇

د㽻  ازû恔ß 和

It is almost impossible to render the verse into English;
I shall endeavour to explain the ideas embodied in it. The
poet imagines human breath (the emblem of life) to be a
mere confusion of fine particles of dust which indicates that
something has swept through the vast domain of existence
leaving a dust confusion along its infinite line of advance
just as (a) meteor leaves a trail of light along its fiery
course. Thus human breath is gross matter compared to the
subtlety of life and its restless confusion “savours of” the
rapidity of the life movement in the universe.
c)
ǖǕ

⚑ þî ⢁

Ʒţ
ð 吴 ૾ 喈ä ũ ơ þ ຩä⨭ ”

“ėᄞ ⪍ ûî äìĨ和 Ĩ慾 îĨ⋏Ĩຩ 壸

ⅳ ز

The desert-sand is supposed to be always journeying
though its progressive motion is invisible even to the eye of
the foot-print, which is by its nature so closely associated
with the sand (the Persian poets speak of the eye of the
foot-prints)’. In the same way the poet tells us, the subtlety
of the life-motion within us cannot be perceived.
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I am wholly a tendency to run away; yet not to betray
the subtlety of inner life, I keep, like the desert-sand my
journey hidden even from the eye of the footprints.
d)

㗍 îĨ ç 恔܉Ĩ 悏 ⠩Ĩ ï äĨ ú ව ”
“ⵗ î

ûä✭Ĩ ė ܈ė ä噫 Ĩ 婨îþ

“Bedil! you ought to move out of yourself if you wish
to have a vision of the beloved’s graceful movement” i.e., it
is by the power of Intuition that we have a vision of the
movement of the Real.
e)

Ĩ嫆 Ĩ䡴㌑Ĩک
㨭 Ĩ╽

ୢĨûäîß ۓ᱑”

嫆 Ĩûî 很 ä峤Ĩû㽻 ⨭ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嫆 Ĩک
îí
ú ව Ĩ壋 Ĩ⣜ äĨᴃ Ĩ╽

þĨ㍀ ܉

“嫆 ĨûìĨ ĨìୢĨì܉Ĩ壇 Ĩ屨 ĨᎹĨĕ ⛪

“No rest in this wilderness: every atom here is
warmed up by a desire to run away:
Even the particles of the body owing to the association
with life-breath have a tendency to disperse:
What is man but dust associated with air”!
f)

ĨïäîìĨ㯴 Ĩù  Ď îĨï ܉Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ壇 ĨþìĨ愡 ”
“䅎 垆ï Ĩç ä✪ Ĩ劖 Ĩï ܬĨú ï äĨï äĨࢌäĨᎹ
“Lose thy thought for a moment or two, prolong the
thread of sympathy:
Then sweep freely from Eternity to Eternity in God’s
vast domain of life”!
i.e. it is in the moments of intuition that we are
identified with the eternally rapid march of life.
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From the verses that I have cited and explained above,
it is perfectly clear that, according to our poet movement
constitutes the essence of all life. It is, however, necessary
to warn the reader against a misunderstanding which may
arise from the necessities of language and the metaphors
employed by Bedil. The form of his expression suggests
that he does not regard movement as absolute, but always
speaks of it as though it were a quality of some thing.
This, I understand, is not the right view of his position.
If movement is supposed to be the essence of life, it is
obvious that it must be regarded as original and absolute.
Otherwise time would cease to be real. Movement thus
regarded would be identical with time itself. And this is
exactly what we find in a number of verses wherein the
poet guards us against the idea of an unreal time which our
mathematical understanding powders up (to use a
Bergsonian expression) into moments. The distinction
between real and unreal time is very clearly indicated by
Bedil in the following two verses:Ǣǔ

ƄƸǌƱ
ìୢĨ媛äþîĨñ ⨭ ĨᎹĨ⨭ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ㐸 Ĩũ ”
“ìୢĨ 媛ä⠩Ĩ⫋ Ĩû峤吴 Ĩç 人Ĩú ⠯

⣜ äĨìୢĨþĨ寏 Ĩç 人Ĩï äĨ⋐ Ĩ寄
ą
“⣜ äĨ ìþï Ĩ ûä✭Ĩ
ፀ Ĩ 孆恗ì

“In the metre of the life-verse which is wholly a flow
the idea of unreal time is nothing more than a hiatus!
“The time of the external world is only delays
compared to the brisk movement (of life)”:
It is obvious from these verses that the words (媛äþî) and
(û峤吴 ç 人 ) in the first verse and (ìୢĨþĨ寏 Ĩç 人 ) in the second verse
are meant only to bring out the distinction between
Bergson’s Pure Duration and spatialized time. Real time
according to our poet, is a continuous flow, and its
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association with matter does not in any way approach the
rapidity of its movement:

ᗻ Ĩ ą㣹 Ĩ 㐸 Ĩ ą墀 䰮Ĩ 堊 ”
“Ě恔垆Ĩ㾧 Ĩîì 很 ຩĨ承 äĨî㖻îĨᠢ
“The restrictions which association with a body
imposes on us cannot obstruct the flow of life, only
you do not see the movement of this prisoner of
earth”.
The poet further emphasises continuousness and
indivisibility of time in the following verses:

⻎ ṎĨ和 ĨᠢĨü ᱑Ĩï äĨ伐

ĨþĨ㇒ 䰮Ĩî㓋 ”

“اîĨäì㘄ĨþĨĚìĨ㜢⽰ äþĨ㽻 Ĩ㿪Ĩ⣜ äĨïþ亾 äĨîì
“The mist of Past and Future rises up from thy
Present; Subject your tomorrow and yesterday to
a searching analysis and you will find them lost in
your today”:

䉺 ⓥĨìï Ĩú ⤣ äĨú 㖵Ĩ⺝ 㽺 Ĩ㚴 㓈Ĩì⠩Ĩï ”
“⻎ Ĩäì㘄ĨᠢĨïþ亾 äĨì㖻äĨጦ Ĩęᶉ Ĩï äĨ姅

“Your Present forebodes the Future only because
you are not aware of yourself (your real nature).
(The idea of a future) is nothing but the desire to
see getting ahead of the thing seen”:

剙 äĨ屨 þĨĚþ
ą ጎ Ĩï äĨᎤ Ĩ⨶ Ĩç 㙎 ”
“⻎ äì㘄Ĩä亾 Ĩïþ亾 äĨ㲁 Ĩìî⠩Ĩご 䚉

“My sluggish nature, following unreal hopes fell
down by a false step in such a way that my
“today” was turned into “morrow”.”
The idea underlying the last two verses is nearly the
same. The poet tries a poetic solution of a psychological
problem i.e. how we spatialise time and suggests that the
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1

idea of a “not-yet” is either the mental fall of sluggish
nature in its pursuit of false hopes, or a mere illusion of
expectation engendered by our immobilization of what is in
its nature mobile and creative. To Muslim thinkers the idea
of an ever-creative Reality is not new. According to the
theologians of Islam who conceived the deity as an Infinite
personal power, the creative activity of God has not
exhausted itself in the Universe. The Universe is not a
complete whole, created once for all; it is not achievement
but a continuous process. Thus our knowledge of it must
always remain a useless achievement of truth as a perfect
system is, in the nature of things, impossible to man and the
potentialities of the Universe are known to God alone.
Beyond the actual present, there is nothing. What we call
“there” is only a “here” in disguise, says Bedil:

ìì㽻 Ĩ戩äĨⴣ îĨ囑 ßĨ⋏Ĩ⣜ 囑 ßĨ⋐ 寄 ”
“ìì㽻 Ĩäì㘄ĨᠢĨïþ亾 äĨ㲁 Ĩ⣜ äĨú ⠯ Ĩ⋐
“What is “there” becomes “here” when you reach
it; likewise your today disguises itself in the form
of tomorrow”
4) We now pass on to another important idea in the
philosophy of Bedil. If the essence of things is an absolute
movement, how is it that we find immobile solid things
around us? Bergson’s answer to this question is perhaps the
most original that has ever been given in the history of
1

lqbal has spoken of this idea in his Reconstruction (pp: 59,60)
also. He says, “The perfection of the creative self consists, not in
a mechanistically conceived immobility as Aristotle might have
led Ibn-e-Hazm to think. It consists in the vaster basis of his
creative vision. God’s life is self- revelation; not the pursuit of an
ideal to be reached. The not-yet of man does mean pursuit and
may mean failure; the not-yet of God means unfailing realization
of the infinite creative possibilities of His being which retains its
wholeness throughout the entire process”.
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thought. He tells us that in the very nature of the vital
impulse as we find it manifested everywhere; there are two
implicit tendencies, opposing and complementing each
other— a movement forward and a movement backward
represented by what we call instinct and intelligence in all
living forms. The function of the backward movement is to
immobilize the onward psychic rush, to drag it from behind
like a brake as it were, and thus, in view of its practical
interests, to give it a static appearance. What we call matter
or extension is not something detached from what we call
spiritual reality. They are both opposing movements
distinguishable but inseparable in an original movement. It
is the practical interests of life to conceal its flow and see it
as though it were fixity or some thing still. For this purpose
it develops along the course of its evolution, the organ of a
selective intelligence which is eminently fit for the task of
veiling it and giving it the appearance demanded by
practical interests. Thus the very thing which apparently
retards the progress of life determines and guides the
direction of its movement. Matter, then according to
Bergson, is only life’s practical vision of itself. Now Bedil
takes exactly the same view of matter, though perhaps he is
not fully conscious of the drift and meaning of this idea.
The following verses will bear me out:

ç îþ㨭 Ĩ 㾈 Ĩ 䰮 ą峭 㻠ßĨ ï Ĩ 把 ៕ ”

“⻎ Ĩü ࢌĨþĨì㖻äĨì⠩Ĩ㚧 ĨîìĨ㲁 ĨìୢĨė᱑
“Our awareness turned the Absolute Purity into
dust; the Vital impulse seeking its own interest
thickened into body”.

⣜ äĨę㚱 äĨᥢ ⚡ Ĩå 壯Ĩ⠮ Ĩï äĨęᶉ ”
“㰘 Ĩ和 Ĩ啔 Ĩî㥃Ĩ孆Ĩ塴 ĨîìĨㄱ Ĩ妉 î
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“The flying sheen (of wine) has put on itself the
veil of wonder, the colour of wine that appears as
a goblet”.
The wordç ⚡ ) ) in the first half of the verse literally
means wonder. Bedil, however, in view of psychological
nature of the emotion of wonder, always uses it in the sense
of motionlessness or arrest. All that he means is that the
apparently inert matter that we see around us is not some
thing foreign to Reality; it is like the flying sheen of wine,
arrested in its flight, appearing to us as though it were a
solid goblet enclosing the flow.
(iii)

Ǖ
î äٶŔƟǏřĨ 儭 Ĩ ą姅 䆨߂ Ĩ 嫆 Ĩ 廪 ⓥ”
“⻎ ܉Ĩ和 Ĩė堆 Ĩⲓ Ĩ䰮ĨąęîĨîìĨຩĨåą ä⠩

“In .the race-course of Reality there is no
obstruction; even the benumbed foot (i.e. arrested
motion) serves along this path as a milestone”.
In this verse, Bedil employs the very metaphor (i.e.
milestone) which some of the Bergsonian writers have
employed to illustrate their meaning. The poet means to say
that the heart of Reality is perpetual movement; what
appears to arrest or obstruct this motion serves only as
milestone directing further movement.
(iv)

Ĩę妊Ĩ妉 嫁 Ĩę㻠Ĩ⻎ äᔊĨ和 Ĩ㚴 ᘶ Ĩ䁑 ”
“⣜ äĨęì㨱ĨäⳢ îĨ⨑ Ĩ䰮Ĩ徂 ßĨäîĨęᶉ
“It is our mirror (i.e. intelligence) which tells
scandulous tales about the nature of Reality!
Now it reveals Reality as inattention (i.e. extension)
now as vision”!
The words(㚴 ᘶ ) and (ę妊 )in the first half of the verse
symbolize matter and consciousness, body and soul,
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thought and extension; and the use of the former is
especially happy in the verse; since it suggests the
psychical nature of matter. Bedil means to say that the
apparent duality which we find in the unity of Reality is
due only to our way of looking at it. We see it through the
spectacles of our intelligence which mars our act of
perception and reveals a sharp duality nowhere existing in
the nature of the Real.
(V) To the question why intelligence mars our
perception of Reality, the poet’s answer is that it is because
the intellectual act is wholly coloured by the practical
interests of life:

⣜ Ĩ徉îìĨ愡 Ĩ⺍ ìĨþĨę㱾Ĩ㛹Ĩ⠵ Ĩé 吴 Ĩï ”
“ì恙îĨ 和 Ĩ å ä⨭ Ĩ 䰮Ĩ 䆪 Ĩ ᖁ Ĩ ú ⠯
The word (㛹) in the verse literally means annihilation.
In sufi terminology, however, the word means self-negation
or absorption in the Universal self of God. Thus the word
(㛹) is negation only from the standpoint of the individual
self; from the standpoint of the Absolute Being it is wholly
affirmation:
“In the ocean of the Absolute Being”, says the
poet, “mountains and deserts form one continuous
flow, it is our thirsty understanding, that builds
mirages in it”.
The thirsty alone are subject to the optical illusion of a
mirage, since the presence of a crying practical interest i.e.
satisfaction of the desire for drink, determines the character
of their perception and makes the dry desert sand assume
the appearance of sheet of water. I think, however, that
Bedil has failed properly to express the idea that the form
and quality of our knowledge is determined by the practical
‘interests of life. The poet ‘Urfi has a similar verse:
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“ìî垄 Ĩå ä⨭ Ĩک
ᶉ Ĩï äĨ㽻 Ĩ徊 㘄Ĩ䉺 ì

“Do not be proud of your power of discrimination
if you are not deceived by the mirage; it is the
want of intensity in your desire for water that has
saved you from the illusion”.
Thus to ‘Urfi the character of our perceptual
knowledge is wholly coloured by the presence or absence
of a practical interest. Bedil, however, means to convey a
much deeper meaning than ‘Urfi. The object of his attack is
our conceptual knowledge—the mirror referred to in the
verse cited in para (IV) which reveals a perplexing
multiplicity of immobility in the one continuous movement
of life.
(VI) In another verse Bedil’s attack on conceptual
knowledge is much more pointed. He orients the idea in
much the same way as Prof. W. James who speaks of our
“Verbalisation of Reality”. Following the metaphor
suggested by the word verbalisation the poet tells us that it
is our speech that turns the dynamic into the static and
spatialises it by a conceptual handling. He says:

ìୢĨ悏 ᖄ Ĩ Ĩù 㖵ßĨ⺟ äìĨ ⠇ ĨᎹ”
“⣜ äĨęì㨱Ĩ㉴  Ĩ䰮 üą܉ï Ĩï äĨࡃ Ĩ承 äĨéą吴
“As long as silence reigned (i.e- as long as there
was no verbalisatbon of Reality) all was calm and
un-disturbed, it is the tongue of man that has given
a hot-bed of stormy waves to the ocean (of life)”.
1

Iqbal was much enamoured of the dynamic vein of ‘Urfi’s
poetry. He has quoted the same couplet in his “Lectures” (pp
52,53) while laying bare the inadequacy of Bergson’s conscious
experience. To Iqbal even our acts of perception are determined
by our immediate interests and purposes.
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To obtain a complete, insight into the nature of reality,
to see it as it is, we must cease to verbalise. As a source of
knowledge all conceptualization is in the words of Prof.
James, “a challenge in a foreign language thrown to a man
absorbed in his own business”. The only course open to us
is to identify ourselves with the life of reality. Through
sympathy and actually to live its forward movement,
Intelligence touches only the outer skein of reality; it is like
the fisherman’s net which dips into the water but cannot
catch the flow of it. Bedil, therefore, recommends silence
or deverbaliazation of reality as a means of getting rid of
the oppositions of life:

⣜ äĨ㣰܉Ĩ㉖ ܉ĨþĨ◒ Ĩ扳 妝 Ĩ ⠇ Ꮉ”
“⣜ äĨ⨭ ĨþìĨìï垏 Ĩᶶ Ĩę㽻 Ĩ㲁 Ĩäî Ď î
“So long as you do not resume silence, the
distinction of appearance and reality will remain;
a thread not tied by a knot must always have two
ends”.
5) We have now to see whether Bedil’s view of reality
gives us any promise of personal immortality as understood
in Islam. Wildon Carr1 raises this question from the
standpoint of Bergsonian philosophy and says:1

H. Wildon Carr (1857-1929) seems to have been a favourite
writer of lqbal. Carr has both translated and commented on the
philosophical works of Bergson. He published two books on
him: Henri Bergson and The Philosophy of Change, both in
1911. The latter was his famous work on the fundamental
principle of the philosophy of Bergson. He also translated
Bergson’s Mind-Energy (1920). In addition to these he wrote on
the philosophy of Benedetto Croce also. He was a professor of
philosophy in the University of London, King’s College. He was
also president of the Aristotlean Society and a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Literature. He has numerous publications to his
credit some of which have been mentioned above. His other
important publications are Changing Backgrounds in Religion
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“It is certainly impossible that the soul of an
individual can exist as that individual apart from
the body, because it is just that embodiment which
constitutes the individuality. But it is quite
possible to imagine, if we find it otherwise
credible, that the miracle of a restriction of the
body may be a fact. Clearly it would be vain to
seek in philosophy the confirmation of such a
belief but also it would be beyond the sphere of
philosophy to negate it.... But there is one distinct
ground of personal hope that this philosophy of
change alone gives. We have seen that in the
reality of ‘Pure Duration’ the past is preserved–
preserved in its entirety. Now if this preservation
of the past is a necessary attribute of ‘Pure
Duration’, then may it not be that some means
exists, some may think must exist by which life
preserves those individual histories that seem to
break their continuity at death? If it is not so there
must be unaccountable waste in the universe, for
almost every living form carries on an activity
beyond the maturing of the germ and its
transmission to a new generation. It would be in
entire accordance with what we know if it should
prove to be so, but we may never know.1”
It must, however, be remembered that if life is a
psychic flow carrying on its own past within it, thus
preserving its history, it is clear that every forward creative
step that life takes must be a new situation and can never be
and Ethics (1927) The Free will Problem (1928), The Unique
Status of Man (1928) and Leibnitz (1931).
His books The Philosophy of Change and The Philosophy of
Benedetto Croce were found in the personal library of Iqbal, now
preserved in the Iqbal Museum Lahore.
1
The extract has been taken from Wildon Carr’s book The
Philosophy of Change (1914), PP. 194-195.
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regarded as a mere repetition. I think then that the
philosophies of both Bedil and Bergson negate the
possibility of a resurrection of the body. Bedil is perfectly
clear on this point and is not at all afraid of an inference
which necessarily follows from the view of life he takes
though it happens to be opposed to the teachings of Islam.
He, says:

ìîìĨ和 Ĩ⸆ ĨþĨ㰘 Ĩ和 Ĩ㕨 Ĩì徉Ĩ㾧 ”
“ìĨ婃 Ĩė㱫 äĨû⻎ Ĩ和 Ĩᶶ Ĩ奡 ßĨ㖺 î
“The flower thinks of its bud-state and rends
asunder its heart; could I revert to the bloom?
Impossible now!”
Having drawn the reader’s attention to all the principal
features of Bedil’s thought, it is now time that I should
proceed to a critical estimate of his ideas. I think the reader
will agree with me when I say that a system of
metaphysics, worked out in detail cannot be expected from
a man whose immediate interest is poetry rather than
philosophy. But when we study Bedil’s poems carefully we
cannot fail to recognise that although his love of
imaginative expression makes him impatient of logical
analysis, he is fully conscious of the seriousness of his
philosophical task. Considering his view of the nature of
intelligence and the revelations of intuition, it is obvious
that his poetry treasures up a great philosophical truth
regarding the ultimate nature of reality, the details of which
he orients in the spirit of a poet rather than a philosopher.
The truth that we live forward and think backward, that the
two opposing movements of thought and extension are
inseparable in the original Becoming is sufficiently clear
from his poetry, yet we find in it nothing of the great
wealth of illustrative details, nothing of the practical
attitude towards time-experience that characterises the
philosophy of Bergson. In so far as the former point is
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concerned, I think, we cannot, in fairness, claim it for
Bedil, since he is essentially a poet, but we are surely
entitled to claim for him the latter. Bedil’s poetry, however,
falsifies the expectation. All conceptual handling of reality
according to him is absolutely valueless. He counsels us not
(to) fall a victim to the concrete, since the beauty of the
mirror of life does not consist in its reflection:

ᘯ

很 婩ٵƬơƖǌƲĨ 徚 壅 Ĩ äîĨ ú ì ”

“⻎ 嗝Ĩ ú  Ĩ 彾 ßĨ 承 äĨ 庫 äîß
imagined to argue, a kind of conceptualization of
reality? Are we not in the practical attitude towards reality,
suggested by him, employing the same conceptualist
intellect, which by its very nature decomposes and
spatialises the original flux of things? Does the practical
attitude of Bergson amount to anything more than the
possibility of acquiring more profitable short-cuts, artifices
and arrangements? Can empirical science give us anything
more than this? If the two tendencies forward and
backward, are implicit in the psychic flow and the real
nature of life in its onward rush, why should we not reject
the schematic or diagramatic representation of it altogether
and centralize all our hopes in intuition alone? Have we to
live in a Universe as it is, or a Universe constructed by
intelligence and distorted in the construction? Bergson’s
practical attitude, though it may be more profitable to us as
spatialised centres of life, is much less intellectual than the
purely intellectual outlook of the older intellectualists. Both
practical and intellectual outlooks on life feeding only on
the outer husk of reality - which as a perpetual flow must
always remain beyond their reach are equally futile as
means of furnishing a complete insight into the ultimate
nature of life. The difference between them is only one of
degree and not of kind. The same aspect of our experience,
far from giving us an insight into reality, is admittedly a
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veil on the face of reality... Why should we then follow this
aspect and entertain any hopes about it? When it is
admitted that our distributive experience has another
aspect, i.e. the aspect of absolute continuity which reveals
reality itself, then it follows that the highest knowledge is
the work of intuition and not the result of patient
observation however profitable. Rationalism and
empiricism are equally worthless though the latter, by
suggesting fresh artifices may extend the range of our hold
on things and bring us happiness and comfort which can
never justify our desire for the ultimate knowledge of the
nature of reality. The highest ideal of man, then, is not to
wade through the concrete expressions of reality - but to
extinguish ourselves into its vast flow by conquering forces
i.e. which sever us from it. “Only by getting rid of its
immobility that the pearl can become one with the ocean
out (of) which it has formed and severed itself”.

“ را䁔 ì㨱 ä᳥ ࡃ  از䅎 ìⳢ ß”
Line of argument appears to be formidable; though, I
am afraid it does not justify the kind of intuition which
Bedil thinks it necessitates. A detailed examination of the
various premises on which the inference of Bedil is based
would be, in fact, a criticism of the philosophy of Bergson,
and for such an undertaking it would be necessary to
approach Bergson through the Romantic Development in
Germany in the 19th century and specially through
Ravaisson1 who, it appears communicated the influences of
1

Jean Gaspard Felix Ravaisson-Molien (1813-1900) was a
French spiritualist and art historian. He received his
philosophical training in Munich under Schelling.
The most influential of Ravaisson’s publication was his “Report
sur la philosophie en France au xix Siecle” (1867). His purpose
in this report was to show that there was a continuity in the
French philosophical tradition and, that French philosophers had
always presupposed metaphysical principles that implied what
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Schelling to him. And even if we succeed in shaking the
foundation of Bergson’s philosophy, our success would not
necessarily mean the refutation of the kind of intuition set
up by Bedil, for the necessity of an intuitive kind of
knowledge can be based, and I think, successfully, on the
general consideration of the finiteness of all human
knowledge which no body has ever denied. It may,
however, be remarked that Bergson’s view of human
intelligence takes no account of the task that it has
accomplished in the sphere of Religion, art and ethics. This
argument in support of the spatialiazation of spirit as
determined by biological considerations seems to take for
granted that all the needs of man are fulfilled by a practical
knowledge of matter, and it is this uncritical assumption
which is obviously responsible for the low and inadequate
view of man that he takes. It is not the experience of the
engineer alone but the entire experience of man as man that
could give us a complete revelation of the function of
human intelligence. In his analysis of human knowledge
Kant followed exactly the same procedure i.e. he assumed
without criticism a certain function of the mind, yet we find
Bergson accusing him of wrongly stating the problem and
thus prejudicing the solution of it from the very beginning.
As a matter of fact the whole argument which he directs
he called spiritualism. He held the view that the phenomena of
consciousness are never spatial or quantitative and to attempt to
categorise them in these terms is to change their essential nature.
Within the human soul are two powers of understanding and of
activity which in their logical sequence give birth to will and
when one asks what the will is seeking, the answer is that it
seeks the good or God.
Bergson wrote on and benefited from the philosophy of
Ravaisson. E. Le. Roy in his book New Philosophy -Henri
Bergson has spoken very highly of Ravaisson’s spiritualist
realism and has quoted his prediction as to the emergence of a
new era characterized by spiritualism.
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against Kant applies with equal force to his own procedure.
Bergson’s argument is plausible only if we regard man as a
piece of living matter which has continually to insert itself
in an unfavourable environment working for its decay and
dissolution. The history of man, however, shows that he is
something more than the brute and his needs are sometimes
such that he can easily sacrifice the matter in him for the
satisfaction of those needs. But Bergson will probably reply
to this contention that the so called higher demands of man
are met by the intuitive vision. It is here that Bergson and
Bedil come into real touch and it is, therefore; our chief
concern to examine this claim of intuition. In the system of
Bergson (I am using the word system carelessly; as a matter
of fact Bergson’s philosophy is not a system) intelligence is
a kind of original sin, the commission of which resulted in
giving life a distorted view of itself; and in order to see
itself as it is, life must revert to its pre-intelligence state and
put itself by a kind of regress, into the animal or plant
consciousness
or
perhaps
lower
down
into
protozoa-consciousness where materiality reduces itself to
almost vanishing point. Is such a regress possible to a form
of life which has developed intelligence and clothed itself
into matter? It would perhaps be possible to forms nearest
to the original impulse of life, surely it is not possible to
man who by developing a highly complex organism stands
higher up in the scale of evolution. But assuming that we
can, by an effort of sympathy, put ourselves just at the
point where materiality emerges, what does this act of
sympathy bring us? In Bergson’s system all that it gives us
is a mere hypothesis which we have subsequently to
corroborate by an empirical study of the facts of Evolution.
Thus understood it is nothing more than the flash of genius
which sometimes suggests a theory when only a few facts
are immediately before us. Bergson himself tells us that this
intuition comes to us by a long and systematic contact with
reality in all its concrete windings. It seems to me that
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Bergson’s intuition is not at all necessary to his system and
may easily be detached from it without injuring his main
thesis which, on careful analysis, reveals itself as a kind of
empiricism with a hue of Idealism not likely to last long.
However, I have no objection to intuition in the sense of
supplying us with workable hypotheses; the trouble begins
when it is set up as a vision which would satisfy all the
demands of our nature. With Bedil intuition is not so much
as a source of knowledge as a mode of salvation from the
storm and stress of life. Our poet appears to identify the
Absolute psychic movement with God and proposes to
transcend the painful limitations of a narrow individuality
by a sink1 into the Absolute. Obviously if intuition brings
us salvation from the pains of life and sends us back to our
truest life; the highest task must be to make an effort and to
turn this momentary dip into the Absolute into a permanent
state. And what if intuitive vision becomes permanent?
Does this super-conscious state mean the satisfaction of all
our inner longings? Does it satisfy the whole of our
complex personality? Action, knowledge, beauty and to a
certain extent even the pleasures of sense --- all constitute
the demands of our personality. Does the intuitive state
open up to us new vistas for our multifarious activity? Does
a prolonged or permanent intuitive state mean anything
more than an absolute cessation of individual
consciousness which, far from satisfying the needs of a
complex personality destroys the very condition of these
needs? To appeal to such a state is only another way of
saying that the so- called higher demands of man are false
and the only way to get rid of these false aspirations is to
destroy the conditions of life which generates them in us.
Such a view of human personality is simply revolting and
amounts to nothing more than a philosophically reasoned
1

I have not been able to decipher what this word really is. It
looks like “sink” but this is surely a very odd use of it.
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out counsel of suicide to those whom the ills of life have
driven to despair. But perhaps you will say the intuitive
state does not destroy our individuality, it only expands its
limits and transforms it into a much wider consciousness.
Yes, perhaps it does expand us, but it expands us to
breaking-point and robs us of the entire meaning of our life
in as much as the supposed expansion is neither rational nor
aesthetic nor active.
The history of man is a stern reality and the glory of
human personality consists not in gradual self-evaporation
but self-fortification by continual purification and
assimilation. If God, as Bedil seems to teach is essentially
life and movement, then it is not through an intuitive
slumber, but through life and movement alone that we can
approach Him. If, in any sense He has chosen to dwell
within us and our personality is but a veil that hides Him
from us, our duty lies not in demolishing the tiny dwelling
He has chosen, but to manifest His glory through it by
polishing its clay walls through action and turning them
into transparent mirrors. The idea of annihilation is indeed
the vice of all Persian sufism (the reader will please bear in
mind that in my opinion Muslim sufism and Persian sufism
are two different things) which has, for centuries been
prevalent in the entire muslim world, and working as one of
the principal factors of its decay. This type of sufism has
soaked up the energies of the best muslims in every age,
and has imperceptibly undermined the foundations of a
revelational system of law which it regards as a mere
device to meet the emergencies of communal life. It is
supposed that the movement towards Pantheism originates
in the creature’s desire to make itself more intimate with
the Creator. It is, however, not difficult to see that
philosophically speaking the All of Pantheism is not more
intimate with the individuals it includes and transforms into
itself than the God of Monotheism with His creatures. My
belief is that pantheistic idea is really a subtle force of
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decay cloaking itself apparently in the sweet and innocent
longing for a greater intimacy with the Divine. In its
ultimate essence it is a tendency generated by a people’s
decay, the tendency, that is to say to relax or drop the
attitude of tension and take a sort of interminable furlough
from the war-front of life.
But apart from the ethical consequences of Bedil’s
philosophy, we have yet to look at the philosophy itself
from the standpoint of Islamic theology. If God is identified
with life-movement as conceived by Bedil, it is obvious
that he is a God in time i.e. the poet gives us a God with a
history partly worked out and carried within himself and
partly being worked out every moment. No conception of
God would be more inimical to the notion of God as
oriented in the Quran. And further what would the creation
of a material universe mean from the standpoint of Bedil’s
metaphysics? Only the free creative activity of God
momentarily interrupted by Himself, or in other words,
God opposing his own free action so that He may distort
Himself into a material universe. In words still more plain,
the universe according to the sufism of Bedil is the selfdegradation of God. Thus we are really brought back to the
old hypothesis of the follower of the Persian
prophet-philosopher Mani who held that the creation of the
world was due to the Absolute light obscuring or darkening
a portion of itself. The truth is that the thought of the world
has never been able to rid itself entirely of the influence of
the Manichaean ideas. Both in eastern and western thought
Manichaeanism still persists. The enormous influence that
these Persian ideas exercised over the development of early
Christianity is still visible in the philosophical systems of
Europe e.g. Schopenhauer, Hegel and Bergson himself. Of
the ancient religious systems of the world Islam alone
purified the idea of God, but the Arabian conquest of Persia
resulted after all in the conversion of Islam to
Manichaeanism and the old Persian doctrine of the
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self-darkening of God reappeared in the form of the sufi
idea of “Descent” combined with an asceticism thoroughly
Manichaean in spirit. Leaving, however, these
considerations we may further ask the sufi
metaphysicians--- why should God obscure His own light
or descend into matter? To manifest His power and glory?
Self-manifestation by self-degradation! Strange way of
looking at Him whom the sufis are never tired of calling the
Beloved! If the object of God in creating the universe is
held to be the revelation of his power and glory, the
hypothesis of creation out of nothing seems to be much
more reasonable than the absurd and monstrous idea of
Descent. Moreover, if the tendency to free movement and
the tendency to descend into matter were implicit in the
nature of God and started, as these metaphysicians must
hold, from a common point how can the two tendencies be
regarded as opposing each other? Why should then the soul
be regarded as prisoner of matter endeavouring to release
itself from its prison by ascetic practices? And why should
the one tendency be evaluated as higher or of greater worth
than the other? Ethically speaking the sufi view of
‘Descent’ may serve as a basis for Epicureanism as well as
Asceticism. And as a matter of fact there have been sufi
sects referred to in Maulana Jami’s biography of saints1
1

Iqbal has referred here to Nafahat-ul-Uns min Hazarat-il-Quds,
being a celebrated biography of saints from the pen of maulana
Abdur Rehman Jami, having short biographical notes on 554
saints and some 34 saintesses. The book was written on the
request of one Nizam-ud-Din Ali Sher in 1478. Jami based the
book on the famous “Tabaqat-al-Sufia (of Abdur Rehman
Mohammad bin Hussain al Nisaburi) and added much to the
original from authentic sources. The book includes a detailed
preface which deals with the exposition of sufi terminology.
Edward Browne in his famous Literary History of Persia has
spoken of the book as a first rate “Tazkira”-almost equal in merit
to Tazkiratul-Auliya of ‘Attar. Its language and style has been
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who led by the Mephistopheles in them have allowed
themselves all the intensest pleasures of a Faust.
Such is the metaphysics of sufism and Bedil’s idea of
“Vitality seeking its own interest and becoming matter” is
no more than the sufi idea of ‘Descent’ veiled in a more
poetic expression. There were many among his
contemporaries who, owing to the simplicity and nobility
of his life looked upon him as a great saint but in so far as
the content of his verse is concerned, he himself tells us
plaintively that nobody ever listened to him and better so:-

匇 Ĩ ⨛ Ĩ ìäࢌĨ 垆ⵗ 垊Ĩ ė äî徉Ǣ”ǔ
ůƄƲ
“⻎ Ĩ㨱Ĩ岠 Ĩñ 䁐Ĩ㲁 Ĩ垆ä⠩Ĩė㘓 Ĩ⋐ Ĩũ
“My friends never did justice to my utterances;
The Magic of my verse has charmed every body into
deafness”.

regarded the best Persian prose of the 15th century. In 1859, the
book was assiduously edited with the commentary on Jami and
was published by the R.A.S.B., Calcutta. Recently, it has been
edited by Mehdi Tauheedi Pur.
1
A famous character of Marlowe’s The Tragical History of Dr.
Faustus to whom and to Lucifer, Faust sold out his soul for the
intensest pleasures of life. Mephistophilis (so it has been spelled
in the book) is the villain of the tragic drama., He is one of the
seven spirits of second rank among infernal rulers. In the
beginning he is able to win Faust over. However, when Faust
gives himself up to a life of sensuality, Mephistophilis abandons
him and Faust realizes that he has become a damned soul for all
time to come. The story of Faust was also dramatized by Goethe.
(For preparation of some of the notes, I have made use of The
Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, Vols. 4,7, Macmillan & Company
& the Free Press, Who Was Who, Vol. 3, Adams and Charles
Black, London, and Jami (a book by Ali Asghar Hikmat).
( T. F. )
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Ĩ懓 ï 啶 Ĩú 㞔äĨ࿀Ĩ峭 垆堆 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㐸 Ĩⴖ Ĩ乗 Ĩå ᷪ Ĩ㱾Ĩî䓜 äĨ㢻 äîĨ㞢 Ĩ ㍚ Ĩ㨗 ĨĜ嵉 ĨĚ ࿁Ĩ啵
“Bedil in the Light of ü 傍 Ĩ
愡 äĨ很 峤Ĩ䟔 Ĩ啵 Ĩ➂ ĨìąäⳢ Ĩᄭ äĨ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵

Ĩ⸞ Ĩç ï ᱑äĨ㷨 Ĩú 㞔äĨ恔þ᱑㦪 äĒĨå ᷪ Ĩ࿀ ñ î ä㽽 ĨĚ 哶 ĨĜä峤Ĩù ᙑäĨ㥃Ĩ慭 ìĨ㱾 Bergson”
ǘ
Ĩᴍ Ĩ徉ìĨ㨱 Ĩ屨 ä㘄Ĩ⦬ ᩝ㜌Ĩ㥃Ĩęî 㱾亽 Ŗٱƀ亏 Ĩ嬸 㴒 㶠 Ĩ䐐 äĨì佉 Ĩå ᷪ Ĩ忚 î㺮 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ懓 ï 啶
۔徉ä㨱Ĩ庾 Ĩ啵 ĨÞğħĦĤĨ⮻ ìĨ㦐 äĨęî⾛Ĩ㺸 (Ě恙妛 ä)技技îĨú 㞔äĨ㺸 㨱ĨᎻ 亾 Ĩ嬸 Ĩ啵
抦þäï Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ࿀Ĩ廝 仅 Ĩ屨 äĨृ Ĩ೧ ü 傍 Ĩ抁Ĩê ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩė þ恗ᒌ Ĩ憇 ìĨ㷨 Ĩú 㞔äĨ奡 ⋏Ĩ䮵

ĨþìîĄäĨ㥃Ĩð äĨ嬸 Ĩ啵 Ĩ࿀Ĩě î倢 Ĩ㺸 Ĩå ⓧ äĨृ Ĩ䰋 Ĩð äĨÛ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ䅎 弎 娚îᄯహ Ĩ㷨 Ĩę妊

Ĩ匥 Ĩ啵 ĨþìîĄäĨ㱾Ĩü 傍 ĨĜ⬍ Ĩ㨱 Ĩęì⤚ äĨ⸞ Ĩð äĨ☔ Ĩⵧ þĨ㥃Ĩ彫 î㞑Ĩ㲁 ᎹĨ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩᷗ ᔊ
Ĩ࿀ ‘‘ç 䰮冬 ’’Ĩ倏 Ĩृ 嬸 Ĩ㐸 Ĩⴖ Ĩå ᷪ ĨîþäĨ恔þ᱑Ĩ♀ äĨå ᷪ Ĩ啵 Ĩ☶ 亾 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 㨱
Ĝė峤Ĩîä㽽 Ĩ⽇ Ĩ㥃Ĩü þᗐ Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ä□ ĨûᝯĨ䆨܉Ĩęî㱾亽Ĩ啵 ĨĜ抜 ìĨě î倢 Ĩ冦 Ĩ䶵
ǘ
Ĩò ⛪Ĩò ⛪Ĩृ Ĩ㺸 ‘‘啵 Ĩ þîĨ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩą㚧 Ĩú ව Ŗٱƌō傑 ’’Ĩü 傍 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ吶 ㏵
ǔ
ĨĚ ٳҘąĨ㷨 Ĩú 㞔äĨ⸞ Ĩė 㽿 ĨîþäĨú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩð 丣 ĨĚîþㆈ Ĩᄸ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ㾗 Ĩ࿀Ĩė áᄶ

Ĝ很 ᱑Ĩ徉ìĨ㨱 Ĩ㨱 íĨ䬉ᶣ äĨ㥃 (ç 废先 Ĩ徉)  ܫî冬

٦

ǘ
 Ĩ῀ ٵƫٳƿĨ⦾ Ĩƻ ⫥ ٳǀǌƱą␥ :ŉ ܠŖƌō㒝

ǔ
Ĩú ව Ĩᚪ Ĩû徉äĨĚ ✭ßĨ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ïĨᄣ äĨ㨱 Ĩ䰍 Ĩ⸞ Ĩï㓈ßĨ㺸 Ĩ㓞 ઝĨĚ ҘٳąĨᄣ äĨú 㞔ä

Ĩė 媑 äĨĜ嵗 îĨê ä亻Ĩ╌ Ĩ Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ⚒ Ĩîąᖰ Ĩ㷨 ⛄ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äĨîþäĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ㷨 (ء١٧٢٠۔١٦٤٤)
Ĩᵤ Ĩì䲷 Ĩ啵 Ĩç ᥤ亾 ĨîþäĨç äî⻐ ĨÛĚ㍚ ĨÛô➏ ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ࿀Ĩç 䰮冬 Ĩì䲷 Ĩ㨱 íąĨ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ嬸

Ĩ惱 ᗜ Ĩ㷨 Ĩå 㥶 Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨ࿀Ĩ䆪 㓈Ĩ啵 Ĩ➂ Ĩ愡 äĨû嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩûä㨱äĨ懓 äĨ恛 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ弥 ຩĨᵤ Ĩ嬸 Ĩú ව

:ᡁ 㷩 Ĩ㨱 íĨõ䚵äĨ承 ܉Ĩ೧ Ĩ㥃ĨĚ ᔊĨ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ࿀Ĩ䆪 㓈Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱

Ĩ和 㥃嗚Ĩ啵 Ĩ Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ啵 Ĩ塵 ĨþìîĄ
äĨ㱾Ĩ䆪 㓈Ĩą
ç □ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ孆îĨú ⠯ Ĩ抁Ĩ⸞ Ĩ岪 Ĩä哶

Ĩᠽ Ĩ匇 äìĨ㥃Ĩð äĨ⸞ Ĩ媛僂 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ䮵 Ĩ㷨 Ĩîþㆈ Ĩ䬉壯Ĩ㷨 Ĩõ䚵äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ嬸 Ĩ䆪 㓈ĨĜ弥峤
١
Ĩ啵 Ĩç  Ĩ㺸 Ĩ亾 ăäĨð ä Ĝᡁ Ĩຩ恙㽻 ĨäîíĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė þٳ
ǂŽăƊĨ屨 Ĩᄭ ä㚧 Ĩîąä峤î Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව ĨĜ孆î
Ĩü 㻠ìä䒭ìĨě ⨭ þìĄĨîþäĨú ව Ĩ戆 エ 僂 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ岳 Ĩüąþෂ ĨîþäĨ岳 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫌ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩጦ Ĩç ì
٢

Ĝ嵉 Ĩ嵗 îĨエ 㞑Ĩ⸞ Ĩ⯧ Ĩ㱾Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ抦塴 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩⴣ î㖵Ĩą
塵

Ĩᄣ äĨ⸞ Ĩì㌴ äĨ㨵 ĨĜ㻠Ĩ峤 Ĩ䎽 ìĨą㍀ ܉Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ彫 î㞑Ĩ塴 Ĩîą㌀ äĨ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩì⠩Ĩ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩð ä
:嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩî㌀ äĨ抁㘀 Ĩ㥃Ĩᔄ Ĩą㙣 î

ĜĨᣬ Ĩę㻠ßĨ⸞ Ĩ徰 ìä壅 ä䵦 Ĩ Ĩ㷨 ĨĚ ㍚ ąĨê þîĨ
Ąî þäĨå ⮋ ĄäĨᄭ äĨ೧ Ĩú ව Ĩì⠩ -١

:Ĩᡁ Ĩ䞻 Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ䴀 Ĩ㱾Ĩė 䪫äþ嬸 ßĨ啵 Ĩी ĨîþäĨ戆 エ 僂 Ĩᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨ䰋 Ĩⴣ ä
ú ව Ĩ䰮Ĩą㍊ Ĩü ßĨ孆î㟣 ĨėßĨ⣜ äĨઔ
戩 äĨⵗ î Ĩė ä噫 Ĩ࿀ĨþĨú ܉Ĩą⽈

Ĩą⪄ Ĩ Ĩ㲁

:㲂 Ĩ࿀Ĩ㡃 吴 Ĩě ⨭ þìĨ愡 äĨîþä
ǘǖĽǔư
⣜ ࢌĨ 恔ß Ŗٱƶ Ĩ 㽻 Ĩ 䰍 ව åą 㥶 Ĩ ï ä
⽈

Ĩ恔܉Ĩ孆Ĩᓏ Ĩìï ĨėäᠢĨᕌ ßĨ孆 垽

噒 ìäìĨ 㚴 ᘶ Ĩ üą㖵ण Ĩ 恔܉Ĩ ≸ Ĩ ウ

࢚ Ĩ 妉 îĨ 孆î㟣 Ĩ 承 äĨ 媛äᠢĨ ú ìĨ üąࢁ Ꮉ
٢٧۔ġĠĤĨò ĨÛûþìĨᵸ  اﻗﺒﺎلﻧﺎﻣﮧ-٢

ǘ
 Ĩ῀ ٵƫٳƿĨ⦾ Ĩƻ ⫥ ٳǀǌƱą␥ :ŉ ܠŖƌō㒝

٧

ñ äĨ儭 ĨþĨú ව Ĩú ⠯ ĨĨ㨵 Ĩą崋 Ĩą
ç 㙎 Ĩⵗ 垊
孆Ĩñ 峤Ĩ⋐ ĨþĨ⟏ Ĩî Ĩ⋐ Ĩ ĨþĨĚ ⛭ Ĩ Ĩ⣜ äîĨ岠
__________

!寀ä⠩Ĩ和 Ĩ្ Ĩ㜒 ĨÛ匇 Ĩąઔ Ĩ儭

 دارم㦈 ĨþĨ巩 㱾ĨÛ嫆 Ĩė⡜ßĨû㚧 Ĩⵙ
⣜ 孆Ĩ儭 Ĩą⠵ Ĩé 吴 Ĩú ව Ĩᝮ 㙎 Ĩąࡃ
ûî äìĨú 㓴 ĨÛ㱦 ⨭ Ĩ屨 ä⠩Ĩ㽻 äĨ㑽 值
Ĩધ ᚎĨ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨîþäĨ䆪 㓈Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 ‘‘ûፁ ’’Ĩû嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩ♀ äĨࣰ Ĩė咍 Ĩê ㈲ Ĩⴣ ąä

:㷨Ĩ峭 垆堆 Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 够Ĩïþ㘄äĨ㚧 Ĩ很 峤Ĩ忕 ìĨîþïĨ࿀Ĩç îþㆈ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䙾 傑

Ĩ⯧ Ĩ㱾Ĩė áᄶ Ĩ乾 Ĩ㺸 Ĩᘌ Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨîþäĨ◟

Ĩ㷨 Ĩû㫤Ĩⴣ î㖵Ĩ㺸 (䆪 㓈Ĩäï亾 ) ’’ان

Ĩ㥃Ĩ䆪 㓈ĨîþäĨú ව Ĩîì䜑ä㌗ Ĩäï亾 Ĩ啵 Ĩ Ĩą
䡴㌑Ĩ㲁 Ĩ抁Ĩú þĆäĨÛ嵗 ĨĚîþㆈ Ĩ婋᱑Ĩ㥃Ĩė ᠢ܉ĨþìĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸
ǘơŐƑ
Ĩė 㲂 Ĩᰂ吵 Ĩ࿀Ĩ÷ 䰮ìĨþĨú ìĨ㺸 Ĩ䆪 㓈Ĩç ⚒ ĨŖ
ٱƔ Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩäï亾 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ抁ĨûþìĨÝ嵗 Ĩᗻ Ĩ㷩 Ĩ啵 Ĩ࿄ ß
ǘơŐƑ
١
‘‘ÝäٵсǏĄĨå 咍 㥃Ĩᚪ Ĩ╌ Ĩ㨵 Ĩ啵 Ĩ⯧ Ĩ㱾Ĩç ⚒ ĨŖ
ٱƔ Ĩð äĨ䆪 㓈Ĩäï亾 ĨîþäĨäс
ٵǏĄĨᚪ

Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩ徉䰮㘄Ĩ嬸 Ĩ吶 ㏵ Ĩ啵 Ĩå äṎĨ㺸 Ĩú äⳢ Ĩ愡 äĨ㺸 Ĩ劖 Ĩ䶺 Ĩ࿀Ĩ㡣 吴 ĨîþäĨ愡 ä

Ĝ⫆ ĨຩĨ婨Ĩé äþîĨ啵 ĨĚ ㍚ ĨþìîĄä Ĩåą ⮋ Ąä
Ĩृ Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨęþ㏵ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė ᠢ܉îþăäĨ啵 Stray Reflections ﻓﮑﺮ اﻗﺒﺎل
ِ
ِ ﺷﺬرات

Ĩú ව Ĩ啵 Ĩ媒 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩî㌀ äĨ㥃ĨĚïþ垆äĨü 㝋 Ĩ⸞ Ĩü ĄäĨîþäĨç ㏠ Ĩᄣ äĨ⸞ Ĩ⪚ 㚵 ĨþĨä

:嵉 Ĩ䟁 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩጦ Ĩç ㏠ Ĩéąä✭Ĩå ⠩Ĩ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨḽ Ĩ嵉 Ĩ剙 Ĩ೧

ᡀ î þăïĒî þăĨîþäĨú ව Ĩîì 䜑ä㌗ ĨÛ䆪 㓈äï 亾 ĨÛ庄 䁐ĨÛ崣 Ĩ嬸 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㲁 Ĩė 峤Ꮉ㨱Ĩø ä㌬ äĨ啵

ĨĚ 哶 Ĩ啵 Ĩᅇ Ĩᚪ Ĩ◟

Ĩ㊎ ܉Ĩ㷨 ĨÞäĨ嬸 Ĩ庄 䁐ĨîþäĨ崣 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩęì⤚ äĨ㨗 Ĩ୧ Ĩ⸞

ĠĞĥĨド ĨÛﮔﻔﺘﺎر اﻗﺒﺎل
-١
ِ

ǘ
 Ĩ῀ ٵƫٳƿĨ⦾ Ĩƻ ⫥ ٳǀǌƱą␥ :ŉ ܠŖƌō㒝

٨

Ĩ䯻 ĨⰊ Ĩî垆äĨᄭ äĨîä㟣 äĨ㷨 ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ൝克 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ徉⫩ Ĩ抁Ĩ䶵 Ĩ嬸 Ĩ䆪 㓈îþäĨú ව ĨĜ㷨 Ĩ弥 峕 î
ᡀ ں اور َورڈز َور㶠 îĨę垆ï Ĩ㹄 Ĩê þî Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㣵 俬 Ĩ啵 Ĩî㌀ äĨîþäĨ ᳨ Ĩᄭ äĨìṎþ܉Ĩ㺸
١

Ĝ䬊Ĩߠ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ徰 寄ìĨ䶵 Ĩ啵 Ĩ嬸 䰮ï Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䇠 ㇰ嬸

Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව ĨîþäĨü ㊓ 㚵 äĨÛĨú 㞔äĨü ä㑥 Ĩą恗ï Ĩ㺸 ‘‘ç ⚡ ’’Ĩᵤ îþäĨ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩ峭 Ĩç äî⻐
Ĩ㺸 Ĩě ⨭ þìĨ愡 äĨç 徉塴 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė婧þìĨ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩð ąäĨ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ ܬîþäĨ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩਮ ᚎ
:嵉 Ĩó î䲴

Ĩ愡 äĨ㱾 ‘‘ç ⚡ ’’Ĩú ව Ĩîì䜑ä㌗ Ĩäï哶 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩė 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩûٵ
ƬŐĄƈûᝯĨç ⚡ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩú 㣡Ĩ㥃Ĩü ㊓ 㚵 ä
:Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 䰮㘄ĨęþĨĜĨ嵉 Ĩ慪 ìĨ⸞ Ĩ塴 Ĩ抦þäï Ĩ乾

ç ⚡ Ĩ嬾⛪Ĩ啔 Ĩñą 㕽ßĨ
îìĨ⣜ 孆Ĩ㥵 ä垌
ǔ ǕǔƲ
äîĨᝯĨ妉 î ŲƷĽƟᎹĨü 仁 Ĩ屨 Ĩę仃

Ĩ啵 Ĩě î ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 㙎 Ĩ⸞ Ĩð äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩî㟣 Ĩਮ 㞑Ĩ䰋 Ĩð ąäĨç ⚡ Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ㊓ 㚵 ä
Ĩç äᰂäĨþĨ庆 噓Ĩ峚 íĨᄭ äĨÛç ⚡ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ愡 ᒌ (Ý㱾)Ĩ㷨 Ĩᑍ Ĩě î屩
Ĩ╬ Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ⸞ Ĩ Ĩð ąäĨ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩî㌀ äĨ㥃Ĩú ⠯ Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩî㟣 ਮ 㞑 壍 㜢Ĩ塴 Ĩą
㠯 Ĩ⸞
٢

Ĝ媎 Ĩ勴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ很 äጎ

ğĞģĨド ĨÛ(愔 ウ Ĩ♀ äĨî㗄 äĨᶢ 䲗 ) ﻓﮑﺮ اﻗﺒﺎل
ِ  ﺷﺬرات-١

ĨîþäĨĨ嵗 Ĩᣲ 㨱Ĩî㌃ Ĩ啵 Ĩė 技äጎ Ĩ婧Ĩ婧Ĩ ޤĨ᱑Ĩ啵 Ĩû㫤Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩê コ äĨ㷨 ĨÛĨᓈ Ĩ徉Ĩç ⚡ ĨĜğĠĦĨò ĨÛ悻 ä-٢
:嵉 Ĩ▹ 剚Ĩ 㞑Ĩ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ憗 íĨ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ 㨱Ĩ呤 Ĩ㱾Ĩú ⠯ ĨþĨ㚧

䰮  ِن㑓 Ĩ ᓈ Ĩ ⣜ äĨ 㗙 㽻 Ĩ  Ĩ ï ä
ǔ
䰮Ĩ üąäþîĨ ą⽁ äĨ ÛӇǎǎßĨ û宪 Ĩ ìî äì
__________

㞺 ㇰĨ⛷ ä㽶 ĨþĨば Ĩ哴 îĨ䪭 ìąĨïĨç äĨęᶉ Ĩ䯼 þäĨ
ǔ
ᝯĨ承 îìĨç ⚡ Ĩî㓋 Ĩìਣ ĨᎹĨӇǎǎßĨ⣜ 㧭

ǘ
 Ĩ῀ ٵƫٳƿĨ⦾ Ĩƻ ⫥ ٳǀǌƱą␥ :ŉ ܠŖƌō㒝

٩

Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 ĨⓈ 律ì㺸 Ĩú þĆăäĨㇷ اﺳﺮار ﺧﻮدی
Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩç ܉Ĩ䎼 ì
ِ
Ĝ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩጦ Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㉝ Ĩü ⫦ Ĩą䯏 ìĨ㷨 Ĩü äĨ㱾Ĩ Ĩð ąä
Ĩð äĨ㺸 Ĩė ⛪Ĩ♀ äĨ♠ Ĩ㜺 þ࿀Ĩç  Ĩ愡 ä㥃Ĩ〯 Ĩ㷨Ĩú 㞔äĨ⸞ Ĩç 徉㚧 Ĩ㷨Ĩú ව
Ĩ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䞻 Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ徰 äþîĨ⸞ Ĩ吶 ㏵ Ĩ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨ啵 Ĩά ǌąĨ嵗 Ĩ剡 Ĩ⸞ Ĩü 傍

Ĩ൝Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ吶 ㏵ Ĩ啵 ĨÞğħĠĤĨ承 ï äĨęþ㏵ ĨĜᡁ Ĩ㲢 îĨ㨱 Ĩå 噛 äĨ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩûą㫤Ĩ啵 Ĩ嬸 䰮ï Ĩ愡 ä
انĨ吶 ㏵ ĨĜ㷩 Ĩ剙 Ĩ㺸 㨱Ĩå 噛 äĨ▗ Ĩ㨗 Ĩ⸞ ‘‘ú ව Ĩą
ç 够 ’’Ĩ啵 Ĩð î㱾Ĩⴣ î㖵Ĩ㺸 Ĩě ä
ǘǖǔ
⻎ þ㘄Ĩ ⋐Ĩ 䰮 ٱŖƶţⳢĨ 壇 Ĩ ú ව

孆Ĩ ė㥃ìĨ ⣜ äĨ ì婁 Ĩ ᓏ Ĩ ᱑Ĩ 岠 Ĩ ç ⚡
__________
孆Ĩå ᎹĨþĨዾ Ĩą乥 Ĩ╟

Ĩě 孆Ĩ⠮  Ĩï Ĩě ä
ǔ
孆Ĩå äì㽻 ĨîìĨé 吴 Ĩ⋏Ĩ ӇǎǎßĨî垆äĨç ⚡
__________
ñ î ä⨭ äĨąⵙ Ĩìî äìĨ㲁 䰮äĨ⣜ äĨ㿂 Ĩᓈ
äîĨ堅 ܉ï ĨٶŔŮǏŜƒĨ和 Ĩ㲁 䰮äĨ⣜ äĨ Ĩ ⠇
__________
ǖ
Ʒťŷ
嫆 Ĩ⛭ Ĩ㽻 ìĨ愡 ï äĨäî䰮ĨþĨũǎƹǌ Ĩ屨
㑢 Ĩ î ‹ìĨ ⻎ 㽻 Ĩ 恔娚äþĨ ⋐ 㑢
__________
匇 Ĩï äîĨ üą܉ï ĨٶŔŮǏŜƒĨ和 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ峐 ßĨç ⚡
ǔ
匇 Ĩ ïąäþßĨ Ě࣬ ᎹĨ 婨Ĩ ӇǎǎßĨ ñ 䁐
__________

١٠

ǘ
 Ĩ῀ ٵƫٳƿĨ⦾ Ĩƻ ⫥ ٳǀǌƱą␥ :ŉ ܠŖƌō㒝

Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩø ㈲ Ĩ愡 äĨė Ṑ Ĩ⸞ Ĩå 噛 äĨð ąäĜ١ᣬ Ĩ勢 Ĩ㺸 ĨĒîୢĨぇ ࿀Ĩ㺸 Ĩ⦧ î嬪技Ĩė 婧ì

Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 徉㚧 Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව ĨîþäĨ吶 ㏵ Ĩ嵉 þĨ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩęï ä垆äĨ㥃ĨĚî㥃Ĩęîì嗚ĨîþäĨ扳 㘄ßĨ夥 ĨÛ塴 Ĩ婨☀

Ĝ嵉 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ彾 ßĨî㟣 Ĩ㩴 Ĩ೧ Ĩç ᰕ 募

ĨęþĨḽ Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩ⸞ Ĩî⻪ äĨü äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨᠢĨ㲝 Ĩî㌀ äĨ㥃Ĩⴣ ⿆Ĩú ව Ĩ㷨 Ĩ吶 ㏵ Ĩᇆ

Ĩ㪣 Ĩú 㞔äĨ㲝 ĨÛ⸞ Ĩç 怰 ᕨ Ĩïþ㘄äĨ㚧 Ĩ㷨 Ĩî⻪ äĨृ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äĨ㲝 îþäĨ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩᖻ

ĨîþäĨ䆪 㓈Ĩ㲝 Ĩîþä٢嵉 Ĩᥢ ß塴 Ĩ忕 ìĨ㖂 ᔊĨ㷨 Ĩ嬸 㨱Ĩď 恕äĨú ව Ĩüąä技ìĨ㱾ĨìĨì࿀

Ĩ㱾Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㨱 䒰äĨ✭ 吵ĨîþăäĨ媛⫦ Ĩ㱾Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㨱 䒰äĨú þĆäĨ㺸 㨱Ĩઞ 冬 Ĩ㥃Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව
۔٣嵉 Ĩ忕 ìĨîä㟥Ĩĕ 䲇

Ĩ㷩 Ĩ㨱 íąĨ࿀Ĩė 㡗 吴 ĨþìĨ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ೧ Ĩ啵 ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩᄣ äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ媎 Ĩ啵 Ĩ峭 Ĩ囍 Ĩø エ

Ĩ㱾Ĩú ව Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩ塵 Ĩ剙 Ĩ⸞ Ĩü ä㑥 Ĩ㺸 ‘‘孈 亽’’Ĩ啵 ﺑﺎﻧﮓ درا
ِ ĨĜ嵗
Ĩ㲁 Ĩ᱓ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ࿀Ĩð 丣 Ĩì Ĩ㷨 Ĩ恔 ᳥ ĨûٵƬĄŐƈĨ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ䟁 ĨîþäĨ嵉 Ĩ忕 ìĨîä㟥 ‘‘剙 㥃ą⻎ 亾 ’’
:㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁 Ĩ塴 Ĩ変 Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව

⣜ äĨñ ⠩Ĩ⼕ ßĨ㺸 垆äĨú 㭹Ĩ寄Ĩ܉
ñ 䰰 ĨėḸ Ĩ  اىę⻎ Ĩ㫣 Ĩą㏐ Ĩ⊠ Ĩ寄
ǘ
Ĩ㨱 Ĩ┍ ㅨ þĨ൝ࢁ Ĩ㷨 䅎 垆ï ĨŖٱƔơŐƑĨᄭ äĨ㺸 㨱Ĩᖻ

Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩą Ĩ䆨܉Ĩęî㱾亽Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔ä

Ĩṏ ᠢĨਮ 㞑Ĩü 傍 ĨäîᄯĨ㥃Ĩė ⛪Ĩ♀ ä♠ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩø îᗐ Ĩᙩ

Ĩî㟣 Ĩ㩴 Ĩ⸞ Ĩú ව Ĩçą够Ĩå 噛 äĨ㺸 Ĩ吶 ㏵ -١

Ĝ嵗 ĨĚì

اﻗﺒﺎل ﮐﯽ ﺷﺨﺼﯿﺖ اورĨå 㥶 Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨ⸞ Ĩü ä㑥 Ĩ㺸 ‘‘ú ව Ĩå 噛 äĨ㥃Ĩú 㞔äĨ吶 ㏵ ’’Ĩü 傍 Ĩ抁ĨĜ嵗

١٠٤۔٨١۔ص嵗 Ĩ剙 Ĩ啵 ﺷﺎﻋﺮی

۔١٥٧( ص悬 㟥Ĩ䡠 ä㌗ Ĩ乗 ĨᏠ 亾 ) اﻗﺒﺎل ﺑﻨﺎم ﺷﺎدĨ峤 Ĩ▹ 剚-٢

۔٢٠٢ص،١٩٦١،The Poet of the EastĨå 㥶 Ĩ㷨 Ĩฆ î婧äĨ䡠 ä㌗ Ĩ峤 Ĩ▹ 剚-٣

ǘ
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١١

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩ塵 Ĩü ä㑥 Ĩą恗ïĨ㺸 ‘‘ú ව Ĩäï亾 ’’Ĩ啵 Ĩ㭤 Ĩå ㆈ
Ĩð äĨ Ĩ抁Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ徉ܬĨ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩᖻ

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ Ĩ愡 äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ孆‹Ĩ嗚⬸ Ĩ㱾Ĩ侵

:嵗 Ĩ䉻㶠 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ൝⠩Ĩ୧ Ĩęï äþîìĨ㥃Ĩě 㨭 Ĩç ⚡

≸ Ĩ承 äĨìୢĨė 堆 Ĩ Ĩ⩷
ìୢĨ᠊ Ĩ啔 Ĩࢸ Ĩï äĨ堍

þĨ⺍ äìĨ和 Ĩ㽻 äĨú ì
Ĩėþෂ Ĩ喆 Ĩą妉 î

Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨÝ嵉 Ĩė 㺮 Ĩê ä亻Ĩî㟣 Ĩð ąäĨ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩú 㞔ä✭ßĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩäጌ Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢĨå ä

ą恗ĨïĨ⋐ 㽻 äĨÛ嵗 Ĩᰔ 募 Ĩ୧ Ĩ塴 Ĩ変 Ĩ啵 Ĩě î܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ◟

ĨîþäĨ◒ Ĩ㥃Ĩė 婧þìĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩå äṎ

Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ㷨Ĩìî äþĨ೧ Ĩç 悺 ᗜ Ĩ恔⻎ ࿀Ĩú ව Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ࿀Ĩç 䰮冬 Ĩ⊠ Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴

Ĩᇆ ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ ß塴 Ĩê ä亻Ĩ╌ Ĩ Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ँ ĨĚ 䁔 Ĩ啵 Ĩ媛垏 äĨą壇 Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව ĨęþĨ㑽 䶬 Ĩąࡖ

Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩ⸞ Ĩì人Ĩ㷨 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵉 Ĩ忕 ìĨîä㟥Ĩⶤ þĨîþäĨî儸 ĨęþĨ㱾Ĩ峭 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨä Ĩ㎵ Ĩė 婧þì
ĨĜ∁ Ĩ媎 Ĩû㥃Ĩ⸞ Ĩ⥢ ࿀Ĩ㏐ Ě㴒 ĨĚ 垊Ĩîþäì䶊 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩ㡤 吴 㥃Ĩė 婧þìĨĜ嵗 Ĩ勴 Ĩᚆ
ĨęჄĨ Ĩü äĨìṎ吴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ媛垏 äĨìąṎþĨ塴 Ĩ㷨Ĩė婧þìĨîþäĨ嵉 Ĩ廝 㞑Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 垏 äĨą㎪ Ĩė婧þì

Ĩ࿀ĨᎻ ä亾 Ĩ戆 ᔊĨ㐪 äĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㷩 Ĩᔘ Ĩ㱾Ĩė ᠢ㣡Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 㙎 Ĩ࿀Ĩਮ Ĩ㺸 Ĩᷩ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ࿀Ĩç 嗚凫 ä
Ĩ㥃Ĩ◟ Ĩð ąäĨ⸞ Ĩì人Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 䴌 ㏵ ĨîþäĨė ᕕ ĨÛėþî⤋ ąäĨì䲷 Ĩú ව ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩä峤Ĩ庠㖵
ĨჄäĨ೧ Ĩ嬸 Ĩⷁ Ĩąę㱾Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ㲇 Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩઔ Ĩ㐇 Ĩ㥃Ĩ媛垏 äĨą㎪

ĨęþĨ㲝 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩî㌀ ä
ǔ
ą
Ĩ㱾Ĩü 垏 äĨęþĨ㲝 îþäĨĜ嵗 Ĩ䬊Ĩî仺 Ĩ⸞ (媛垏 äĨą㡷 Ĩî吂 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰐 äĨî ä婧ä)Ĩᵡ Ĩⴣ äîͽٵĄ
Ĩ峤 Ĩ弥⡜îĨ㷨 Ĩð äĨᚪ Ĩ䬉ïăäĨ嬾 ä✮Ĩ㲁 ᎹĨě ìĨ㨱 ĨîþìĄĨç ┱܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㡷 Ĩᄭ äĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ忕 ìĨ㖂 ᔊ
Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ┍ ㅨ þĨ൝ࢁ Ĩ㷨 Ĩü 垏 äĨą
î ᖯ ĨîþäĨç ⚒ Ĩîąᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨṎ Ĩ慴 ìĨ Ĩ⊠ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ憗 íĨĜ⬍
:嵗 Ĩ➵ ìĨĨäĨ೧ Ĩ㥃Ĩ庵 ❠ Ĩ埜 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äĨ啵 Ĩç ⚒ îĨąᖯ Ĩ㷨 ═Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 îĨㅻ äþĨĜ嵉
㖺 徉Ĩ峭 ä⠩Ĩ⋐ 寄Ĩ㖺 徉Ĩė ä噫 Ĩú ìĨüąþ
嫆 ĨᠢĨåą ä✭Ĩ嬾 ⛪ĨîìĨ㲁 Ĩ䀢 Ĩûä㨭
__________

١٢
ú ìĨ

ک
ì࿀Ĩ

Ǖǔ
㗠 ٱĴŅơƲĨ

ǘ
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⚩

孆Ĩ 匇 ✭Ĩ ą呅 Ĩ ⣜ äĨ ìୢĨ 婨äì
__________

ǔ
⣜ äĨ匇 Ĩᔯ Ĩ㨳 亾 ۂ废äìĨ㛐 ĨٷĄ
ǖ
Ǎ
垆ìäìĨٚ Ĩą屮 ï äĨ㍆ Ĩąę㻠Ĩ⣜ ì
__________

⻎ 㪂 ę⋖ ĨþäĨą儭 Ĩûì⠩Ĩ㚧 Ĩîì
ǖǔǎƴ
Ʒ
㜢⽰ Ĩ ęîíĨ ï äĨ ũ ŧîĨ ėþĨ 〙 î⠩
__________

ú ව Ĩ㉘ Ĩù þíĨ悏 ⡜ß⣜ äĨ和 äîßĨ Ĩ
äîĨú 危 Ĩ㜗 Ĩì⠩Ĩ很 ຩĨîą⛪Ĩ㲁 Ĩþ寄îĨė ßĨñ ⠩
__________

ǔǖǕ
ٶС 㽺 Ĩ ⣆ Ĩ 嬾坭 㭹Ĩ ï Ĩ ė äþٳǌ
ßĨėþĨ妉 ✪ ĨþĨ࿀Ĩė 㱫 äĨ㯴 ĨûäوĨ嫃 Ĩᠢ
__________

徉îìĨ承 äĨ慾 îĨęì亾 Ĩ䁔 Ĩ屷 Ĩñ 䰰
㉘ Ĩå ⓧ Ĩą屮 ĨþĨ㯴 Ĩઔ Ĩ塴
Ǖ
Ěî äව Ĩ㯴 Ĩø エ Ĩ㾧 Ĩ ⋏ĨЙǌ
㉘ Ĩå 㖻ßĨラ þĨþĨ⨭ îßĨĨĨ⨈
__________

å 徉îìĨäîĨ悏 ⠩Ĩî ä⨭ äĨ⋐ ĨþĨ仁 îĨûä㨭
嫆 ĨᠢĨîą⽂ ßĨą㖓 Ĩė婩Ĩ寏 Ĩ⋐ 寄Ĩ㲁
__________

ǘ
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Ǖ
和 ìßĨ夀 Ĩ࢚ ĨᎹĨʱٶĄĨĕ ⛪Ĩ䡴㌑ĨþìĨ寄
Ǖ
ñ ܉ĨîٱĴǎƶơřĄǏĨì⠩Ĩą
î 㟣 Ĩï äĨ嫊 Ĩą
î  Ĩě ä
__________

⣜ äĨęì䰮ßĨî噣 äĨù Ĩñ 㕽ßĨ㛐 Ĩ婨

ßĨ㾧 ĨþĨå ßĨïąĨ姟 îĨ Ĩ÷܉Ĩúą婩Ĩě 㥃
__________

⣜ ĨĚìäïßĨąęî ąĆ⨪ Ĩ悓 ⠩Ĩą和 丙 Ĩ嗚
Ǖ
ǔƲ
孆Ĩė ä垆ï ĨîìĨ㡩 Ĩ Ƽ ĽƟǌĨ Ĩⅺ
__________

⣜ äĨ ܷ äĨ ėṐ î㥃Ĩ 夀 Ĩ ė äï ä
⣜ äĨ 憇 ìĨ 愡 Ĩ ą Ĩ îą᯳ßĨ 㲁
__________

ą Ĩ ė܉ï Ĩ 
人ßĨ 勞 ìßĨ û嗚
ůŌ
人ßĨ ũ ㌑Ĩ þìĨ 寄Ĩ 塴 Ĩ îì
__________

ð 䱦 Ĩ懓 ᄯĨþĨᜃ Ĩï äĨûî㯵 ĨîìĨ徉îì éą吴
łĄ
ûäĨęì㨱Ĩ㿪Ĩ㗍 徉嗚ĨûäĨęì㨱Ĩũ Ĩ匇 Ĩ圼 ß
__________

ǖ ţǌ
Ǖ
ǔŬ
ٵƬǌŧƷơĄĨąî㓋 ĨƼ ĽƟ Ĩ屨 Ĩラ þĨîìĨ㉘ Ĩě ǖä
Ǖ
Ǖǔǔ
ä亾 ĨėٱĴƟƹưĨຩï Ĩ峭 ä⠩Ĩ和 Ĩę垆ï Ĩ㽻 Ĩ ׃ß
__________

î㌃ ĨüąṐ ĨîìĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 妊Ĩ悏 ⠩Ĩąࡆ

ù Ć➶ Ĩï äĨĚî äìĨ懓ᚠ Ĩą╝ äĨ åą ➃
__________

١٣

ǘ
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١٤

ࢮ Ĩ ęì䰮ßĨ ù ïîĨ úąࡇ Ĩ ú ව
✭ĨęĎଦ ✭Ĩ㾈 Ĩ婨Ĩ⬏ Ĩą㨱 ‹Ĩ⬏

ė凫 äĨ ąę㻠î㥃Ĩ çą㌑乵 Ĩ ï ä
ǔ
 ĨƇƸŸĄĨᳬĨ嫆 Ĩî Ĩą婓 Ĩ承 ä
__________

懓ṎĨ和 Ĩ悏 ⠩ îą㓋 ĨîìĨäîĨĨì⡛Ĩ㲁 Ĩ㢻 Ĩė ßĨ匇

懓ᄯĨ和 ĨþĨì忻 äĨûäĨęì㨱Ĩú 危 Ĩąᾞ ĨîìĨ嵗 î
__________

ì㨱Ĩ 㚴 㓈Ĩ ◔ Ĩ ï äĨ ⟏ Ĩ ąᏒ

⣜ äĨ 戆 äĨ ᒫ Ĩ 䅝 Ĩ  Ĩ ĕą ᔊ
__________

ą Ĩ⣜ äĨ㍮
嫆 Ĩ㨵 Ĩû乊
ıĨ

䦨 äĨ

þĨ

ąㅃ Ĩú ì

ıĨ

䐸 ä

嫆 Ĩ㨵 Ĩ婨⛪îìĨÛñ 吴 ⛪Ĩ䪬嗚Ĩě ä
ǖ
ƷƹƔŃ
ǎ
ęᎹ㱾Ĩ 婨㘈 اĨ ũ Ĩ ø ═ Ĩ 愡
__________

⣜ 孆ĨĚï媜Ĩ Ĩą㩷 äĨ✑ ä㽶 دل
ِ
Ý弥ṎĨ和 Ĩ⋐ Ĩ㺒 ĨÛ㉘ ĨìîìĨą
ï ä㽶
__________

Ěî äìĨ⛭ Ĩ姟 îĨ愡 Ĩï⡜Ĩï äĨ㽻 äĨ㿂 Ĩ承 îì

äîĨ ĨïąäþßĨ㪮 ĨîìĨ媛äᠢĨ㾧 Ĩ很 ୢ ز
__________

ǘ
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١٥

Ĩ媒 äĨĚî㞑Ĩ㲁 Ĩė 峤⯠ Ĩ啵 Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㷩 Ĩ㜍 ㅨ äĨ恔仁 Ĩ啵 Ĩė 䪫䵠 Ĩ䆨܉Ĩṏ î卬

ĨîþäĨĚ 儬 ĨĚ 䁔 Ĩî㟣 Ĩ㨵 Ĩ啵 Ĩî⻪ äĨृ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äîþäĨ啵 Ĩü äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ㨱 Ĩęï ä垆äĨ⸞
Ĩ࿀Ĩç ㌑㇌ 吴 媒 ä㨱ĨĘ࿁Ĩ㱾Ĩî⻪ äĨü ąäĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ᱑Ĩ弥ຩĨᰖ 募 Ĩ൝⮋ Ąä(࿀Ĩė⩦ Ĩृ )

:嵉 Ĩᥢ ᱑Ĩ㺶 Ĩé îìĨ啵 Ĩ憗 íĨÛ嵉 Ĩᥢ ßĨ啵 Ĩ岭 íĨ ĨṎ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔ä

Ꮉ᱑Ĩ剙 Ĩᑫ Ĩ抁娚ä㽻 Ĩą䀢 Ĩ㥃Ĩ╝

ú ìĨ嬾ä恗þĨ㥙 Ĩäì㶠 Ĩ婨Ĩì孆㘄Ĩ嬸 Ĩᠢ
__________

悔 ⠩Ĩ

١

îą Ĩ

ú þĆäĨ

ą寀

悔 ⠩Ĩ îąĨ ü 恔ìĨ äîĨ 悏 ⠩
__________

äîíĨė尀 ìĨě äĨ峤Ĩ⸞ Ĩ◟

Ĩᄣ äĨ⿆ß

ᠢĨ೧ Ĩラ ⓥĨĨÛᠢĨ೧ Ĩė äî܉ĨÛᠢĨĨ೧ Ĩ㶩 ĨÛᠢĨ婨äì
__________

ù ä㘄Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㺸 ĨĘĨ⸞ Ĩラ þĨ啵 Ĩï⡜ĨþĨïⳢ Ĩą䡴㌑

㉘ Ĩą
ç 䒰 Ĩ啵 Ĩ宨 ĨþïîßĨą
Ė 亾 Ĩ啵 Ĩラ þ
__________

ǖ
Ĩ 懓ٵƬƪƸōäĨ ╝ äĨ 惏 ⻑ Ĩ ï ä
Ĩ

幅 ääĨ

üą懔äĨ

__________

èąî äþ

ì㨱ĨûìßĨą䅎 ଦ ĨĚࣷ Ĩ Ĩï äĨûìß
ì㨱Ĩᶢ ĨþĨì㞔 îą垉Ĩ䰍 þĨ⺍ äìĨě 寄䁐

Ĩ㥃Ĩ峭 اﺳﺮارورﻣﻮزĨø エ Ĩ嵉 Ĩ㲠 Ĩî⻪ äĨė þ Ĩ࿀Ĩö ㇌ 吴 ĨĚ 㨳 亾 îþäĨå 㕽亾 Ĩð ąäĨᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔ä-١
Ĝ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ㨱 Ĩ徰 㫀 Ĩ൝ࢁ Ĩ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩð äĨ䙯 傑
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١٦

⣜ äĨᔊî ä⠩Ĩė⬐ ïĨ和 㔢 Ĩ很 ⠩ĨîìĨ惠
ì㨱Ĩ⟹ ⨭ Ĩ⬥ Ĩፀ Ĩ⬥ Ĩ㲁 Ĩû恔垆Ĩ匇
__________

㱾ĨĐ ßĨᄭ äĨú 㞔äĨě äĨė峤ĨᎹᇆ ĨᎹ垈帴 Ē
啵 Ĩė峤Ĩú 危 Ĩ峭 ĨĐ ßĨ㘄仅 Ĩ徉䁐Ĩ峭 ĨĐ ß
__________

!㪪 Ĩì⠩Ĩ嵗 Ĩ୩ ĨᠢĨ⸞ Ĩñ þîĨ㷨Ĩ

دےĨē⏢ Ĩ೧ ĨäìⳢ Ĩ㥃Ĩ❿ Ĩ垈帴 ĒĨ೧ Ĩ⥕ î
__________

ęᎹ㱾Ĩ婨㘈 äĨÛ⾥ Ĩå ㆈ Ĩĕ äĨĜ䉺 þìĨ㷨 Ĩ䰗ìĨ᭛ 䪫Ĩ嬸 Ĩîì嗚
䡠 Ĩ 䦨 äĨ 䡠 Ĩ 䐸 äĨ Ĝ㣰܉Ĩ î㲊 Ĩ Û㣰܉Ĩ ü 㚉ä
__________

⣜ äĨ ĨėṐ Ĩ䰮Ĩçą䰮ä㨱ĨþĨ懓î㢟

弥ṎĨ 和 Ĩ ⋐ Ĩ 㺒 Ĩ Û㉘ Ĩ ę妊Ĩ 䰮ï
__________

婨îþĨ嵉 Ĩ抜 ìĨ㺸 帴 ìĨ嬸 Ĩ㾗 Ĩą
ï ä垆ä
嵗 Ĩ⋗ Ĩ㷨Ĩú ቩ Ĩୢ Û Ĩ很 ୢĨ嵗 Ĩ墴
ǖǕ
Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨîþäĨú ව Ĩ⸞ Ĩṏ þĨ㷨 Ĩė ʁ ٵ募 Ĩᣲ ٱĴǎƶƎǎƸǌƹƃōäी Ĩ䰮Ĩृ ĨîþäĨ㑽 ㇌ 吴 Ĩ媒 äĨ恔

Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව ĨîþäĨú 㞔äĨ㽻 äĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹßĨ塴 Ĩĕ ä⺑ äĨ㲝 Ĩ㲝 Ĩ࿀Ĩ⩥ Ĩ㷨Ĩ㷪 äᔊĨþĨõ䚵äĨė抂

Ĩ䆎 Ĩ徃 ßĨ吮 ⡜Ĩ廎 ◓ Ĩ䎼 ìĨ⸞ Ĩ୧ ĨᠢĨ很 ᱑Ĩ㷩 Ĩ䙯 傑 Ĩᙩ Ĩ㥃Ĩõ䚵äĨþĨ㷪 äᔊĨĕ 俖
Ĩ㥃ĨĚ 恗྿ĨᰂᎹĨ恔⻎ Ĩⴣ ąäĨ⸞ Ĩú ව Ĩú ⓥ୳ ĨĜ媎 Ĩ庫 䀣 Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ啵 Ĩø îᗐ Ĩ乷 Ĩð äĨ䮵

Ĩ悇 ä ‘‘î Ĩą㝊 ’’ ‘‘اور寘 ĨąîäìĨ彾 ß’’ ،‘‘ĨþĨ妉 îĨ㛱 㞑’’Ĩė孆Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ嚄

Ĩ᱑Ĩ慥 ìĨø で Ĩ妉 îĨ㥃Ĩå ⮋ ĄäĨì厰 ĨþĨ㈝

Ĩïä㈲ Ĩì忻 äĨ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ࿀Ĩᷩ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᣲ ßĨ塴 Ĩ㷪 äᔊ

ǘ
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١٧

Ĩ啵 Life & Works of Abdul Qadir BedilĨå 㥶 Ĩᄣ äĨ嬸 Ĩ䚥 ä㌗ Ĩ㦪 äĒĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⫈

Ĝ嵗 ĨĚìĨ㨱 Ĩ呲 Ĩ⣜ 㜑 Ĩ憗 ㊓ Ĩ愡 äĨ㷨 Ĩ㷪 äᔊĨ悇 ä

Ĩîᖯ Ĩĕ 嗚➋ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ剠 Ĩìąä㘄äĨ㱾Ĩė ᠢîㄯ Ĩü äĨ㷨 Ĩø ᖯ Ĩė 婧þìĨú ව ĨîþäĨú 㞔ä

ĨïäṎĨ㥃Ĩ愋 ㈲ Ĩ悇 äĨ㨱 Ĩú äĒĨᎳ Ĩą࿄ Ĩ㱾Ĩė ㇌ ᚎĨîþäĨ䮔 ᚫ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ惏 ⻑ Ĩ嬸 Ĩė Ḽ Ĩᣬ Ĩᥢ 㨱
Ĩç ㌑ࢌĨ悇 äĨė ⸐ ìăĨ嗜 ᱑ĨĚ ⨭ þìĨîþäĨ弥 峤Ĩ ܫ᯳Ĩ㑃 Ĩ Ĩ嬾  Ĩø ㈲ Ĩ愡 äĨṎ Ĩᡁ Ĩ徉ìĨ㨱 Ĩ呲
Ĩ㍑ Ĩ㱾Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ悎 äĨ࿀Ĩç 䰮冬 Ĩì䲷 Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨĜᣪ Ĩ㜢 匈 Ĩ㺸 Ĩû⬧ äĨêąþîĨṎ Ĩ徃 ßĨ啵 Ĩî㌃

Ĩᄭ äĨęþ㏵ Ĩ㺸 Ĩå 㥶 Ĩ乷 Ĩᄣ äĨ࿀Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩç äᰂäĨ厸 Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨû嗚Ĩ㥃Ĩø ᖯ
ǔ
ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ䬊 Ĩę庠᱑Ĩ冇 Ĩ啵 Ĩę㖓 þĨü 傍 Ĩ塴 Ĩ恗ï Ĩᄭ äĨîþäĨĚì⠩Ĩîąä⨭ äĨ⋐ 律ìĨÛô➏ ĨÛ啓 ҅ ٱă
:嵉 Ĩᥢ ᩷äĨïäþßĨø ➶ Ĩ㺸 Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㟮 Ĩð ąäĨ೧ ĨęþĨ嵗 Ĩᗻ Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩᚪ Ĩė Ṑ
ìîþ࿀Ĩ和 Ĩð 峤ĨĚî㥃Ĩ Ĩ⟏ éąä仁 Ĩîì
ǔ
垆äĨęì㨱Ĩø ᖯ ĨäîĨ䬉ٵƬżĄƓĨû嗚Ĩė㚵 㓈

Ĩਮ 㞑Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩ创 Ĩø ᖯ 㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵖 ‹Ĩ⯥ Ĩ婨Ĩ抁 ⸞ Ĩð äĨ䮵
Ĩ㷩 Ĩó ä㌬ äĨ࿀ĨṒ Ĩð ąäĨ㷨 Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 Ĩ恗ï Ĩᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩú 㞩
ĨᏙ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ人 þ⻏ Ĩ୧ Ĩ嬸 Ĩ㝾 ㄯ Ĩ⥢ þäĨŖŮǇĨ㷨 Ĩᳮ ĨÛ嵉 Ĩ㲇 ‘‘Descent’’Ĩú ៕ ĨęþĨᴍ Ĩ嵗

Ĩ岠 Ĩîᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ㷩 Ĩ䮵 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㜢 匈 㠰 Ĩ㺸 Ĩê þîĨ
Ą和 ⬧ äĨ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨṎ îþäĨ嵗 Ĩ㷨
Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㥃Ĩė þì壯Ĩृ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü Ą
äĨ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩῇ Panentheistic Ĩ徉Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⥢ þä
Ĝ媎 Ĩ㡃 吴 Ĩ抁Ĩ㥃Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ࠻ Ĩ䟢 äĨ愡 äĨ抁ĨÛ嵗

Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ៶ Ĩ࿀Ĩî㚦äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ⸞ Ĩė 䪫ä⚉ĨîþäĨ⊠ Ĩė Ṑ Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩü 傍 塴 ą恗ï

Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ ܫ᯳Ĩ抁Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ࠻ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ Ĩ愡 äĨ㺸 Ĩü äĨė 抂 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ嵉 þ
Ĩ㺸 Ĩá⹑ ĨîþäĨᚆ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ࠻ Ĩ̤ǔĄĨü 悐 ࿀Ĩð äĨĜᣬ Ĩ婨Ĩ廝 㞑Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 䦰äĨी Ĩą
ç ⚒ (ú ව ) وہ

Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨĜ嵗 ĨĚîþㆈ Ĩ徰 婩Ĩ㵧 î Ĩ啵 Ĩę妊Ĩ㱾Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩîąᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ䰋
Ĩě î܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 䧩 äी Ĩह Ĩîᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㾗 Ĩᙩ

ĨᠢĨ࿀Ĩü 䰮ïĨîąᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව

ǘ
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Ĩᙩ Ĩ࿀Ĩð äĨ奡 䆨ⓥĨ îþäĨ嵗 Ĩ徉ì㨱Ĩî㌀ äĨ䬉ᶣ äĨ㥃Ĩ很 äîĨĕ ᩝĨþìĨîþäĨᨋ äĨęî㱾亽Ĩᄣ äĨ啵
Ĩ婨Ĩ廝 㞑Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 䦰äी Ĩç ⚒ ĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ㱾Ĩîᖯ Ĩð äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ㽻 äĨ奡 㺮 Ĩᣗ Ĩç îþㆈ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ࠻

Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 䧩 äी Ĩह Ĩઃ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᣲ ᱑Ĩ尪 Ĩ承 ì Ĩ㷨 Ĩ孈 亽Ĩø エ Ĩ婨ĨᠢĨ很 ᱑Ĩ䬊 Ĩü 䰮Ĩ⣜ îìĨÛᣬ

Jiri ߮ ĨĚĔîĔĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩṏ þĨ抋 Ĩ恔ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ ᱑Ĩ࿁Ĩ啵 Ĩ⽁ Ĩó 僤 Ĩ೧ Ĩç 䲿 Ĩ憇 ì

Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ啵 ‘‘ᚪ Ĩú ⓥĨ婨䰮ï ⸞ ĨĚ ウ Ĩ承 䬀 Ⳣ Ĩå ìăäĨ Ꮉ’’Ĩü 傍 Ĩᄭ äĨ嬸 Becka

:Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䞻 Ĩø で Ĩø で Ĩ啵 Ĩě î܉

He rejected the doctrine of life after death, fairy tales of
Paradise and Hell.

Ĩ圼 ⊆ ĨĜᣬ Ĩ婨Ĩ傭

Ĩ⸞ Ĩç ܉äṎĨęì㨱Ĩ屨 ä㘄Ĩ㺸 Ĩû⬧ äĨú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䞻 Ĩᚪ Ĩė 抂 Ĩઃ

ĨîþäĨç 弄㥃Ĩîąᖰ ĨჄäĨ⸞ Ĩ唺 Ĩú ᎹĨ㺸 エ 㑓 Ĩृ Ĩ㺸 Ĩû⬧ äĨîþäĨ䱰 þ岳 Ĩ嬸 Ĩė媑 ä
١

Ĝ㷩 ĨᎻ 亾 Ĩü 垏 äą
îᖯ
ǘǖ
Ĩ啵 Ĩ峭 Ĩú ⓥĨ抁Ĩ㲁 Ĩᡁ Ĩ㡤 吴 Ĩ㥃Ĩü äĨîþäĨᣬ Ĩ嚎 䰮Ĩę╌ äþĨ϶ ٱäþĨ㱾Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ啵 Ĩラ ä
:惠 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩç äᙍ Ĩ丰 Ĩ伐

和 嗚Ĩ和 Ĩú ⓥĨä垊Ĩ㥃Ĩ⣜ äĨ㇒ 䰮ĨþĨ伐

ĨþĨ㇒ 䰮Ĩ㲁 Ĩ᱓ Ĩ嵗 ĨìṎ吴

Ĩą㕔

戩äĨ࿄ ĨþĨጦ Ĩñ î㓋 ĨïäĨ⣜ äĨė 咍 îìĨ 壯

ǘǖ
ĨþĨ媜ìĄĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ媎 Ĩîäᚾ Ĩ啵 Ĩ寘 ĨÛ嵉 Ĩ嵗 îĨ峤 Ĩîäì婁 Ĩç äᙍ Ĩ䐪 Ĩ寄 Ĩ೧ Ĩ啵 Ĩę╌ äþĨ϶ ٱäþĨð ąä
Ĩ丰 Ĩ㇒ 䰮ĨþĨ伐

Ĩ奡 ⋏Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩ傛

Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩࢥ äþĨ⸞ Ĩ岭 íĨě î屩Ĩîᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩ㏌

Ĩ䣎 Ĩ啵 Ĩ峭 Ĩú ⓥĨ೧ Ĩç ⚒ Ĩी Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 吴 Ĩ啵 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩð äĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ◟

Ĩ峭 Ĩú ⓥĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ屨 þ

ą⟏Ĩ ’’Ĩ䐪 Ĩ寄 Ĩ奡 ⋏Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㋄ Ĩú ව Ĩ䪬äࡑ Ĩ೧ Ĩ抁Ĩ峭 Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ峭 îĨ㨱 Ĩî㌃ Ĩ䣎 Ĩ
Ĩð äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨĜ㻠峤Ĩ婨Ĩी Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 吴 ĨęþĨ嵗 Ĩå äĨú ව ĨṎ Ĩ䰋 Ĩð äĨ嵗 ĨĚî᱑Ĩ㐽 Ĩ㥃 ‘‘恔᳥
٥٢٠۔ģğģĨò Ĩ㺸 ﮨﺴﭩﺮی آف اراﻧﯿﻦﻟﭩﺮﯾﭽﺮĨᏠ 亾 Ĩ㷨 ĨအîĨ峤 Ĩ▹ 剚Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩᙤ

-١

ǘ
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ĨᠢĨ㺸 Ĩ媛᯳Ĩçą⚒ Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨी Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 吴 Ĩ㷨 Ĩì㘄ĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ奁 Ĩ抁Ĩ嚄 Ĩ⸞ Ĩî⻪ äĨì䲷 Ĩ啵 Ĩå ܉
:㻠峤Ĩ婨Ĩ峭 þĨ䞠 ܉ĨÛ㻠峤Ĩᰔ 募 Ĩ㺸 Ĩᄸ Ĩî㌃ ĨęþĨ䮵 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ廝 㞑

⣜ äĨ㨱Ĩäþ࿀Ĩ⻎ Ĩ乥 Ĩ㽻 Ĩ困 äĨ承 äĨç îٵĄ
ʂ
ǘ
ì婁 Ĩ寀ä⠩Ĩ㽻 ìĨ夀 Ĩ䰮Ĩ ñą 壯Ĩ⛪ ̬ٱ
__________

㛹Ĩ ąⶔ Ĩ ąęĨ äîĨ 䰮Ĩ ą寘 Ĩ ąፉ

寏 Ĩě î儠 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嫆 Ĩė äï äĨĚì܉Ĩìą徉
__________

⣜ äĨ廝 ⓥĨ㏌ Ĩü 㘓 äĨûî ਊ Ĩ戇 ز د㽻
嫆 Ĩî ä岟 䰮ĨąęäîĨÛ㣰܉Ĩ寏 ᎹĨ䰍 危
__________

Ĩ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩð äĨ䮵 Ĩᣬ Ĩ媎 Ĩ叏 Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 䧩 äी Ĩąह Ĩú ව Ĩ㲁 ĨäсٵǏĄĨ抁Ĩ傛

Ĩ㥃Ĩð ä

Ĩ忋 äþîĨ和 㑈 Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 䦰äी Ĩą
ç ⚒ ĨęþĨ惠 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⑼ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ吮 ⡜Ĩ೧ Ĩ恙㽻 Ĩ㥃Ĩü äĨ⸞ Ĩç 侃

Ĩ啵 ĨìṎþĨ㽻 ìĨ夀 Ĩी Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 吴 㽻 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢ Ĩå äĨĜ嵉 Ĩ䌑 够Ĩ⥕ îĨ䟢 äĨ⸞ Ĩîᖯ

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䆪 㞑þĨ壸 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩä哶 ĨĜ䅎 峤Ĩìî äþ࿀Ĩ㨵 äᳬĨþĨä⨱ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢ ĨᠢĨ㻠Ĩ很 ß
Ĩῇ îþäĨṎ Ĩ啵 Ĩç îٵĄ
ʂ Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 䧩 äी Ĩह ĨÛ壸 Ĩ䰋 Ĩð äĨĜ媎 Ĩû伛 Ĩ㱾Ĩ憿 Ꮖ Ĩ㷨 Ĩê þîĨ
Ą憿 Ꮖ
Ĩ峭 Ĩ ⡜ĨêąþîĨ
ĄÛê þîĨ
Ą啵 Ĩð äĨ奡 㺮 Ĩ峭 Ĩ䅎 峤Ĩ࿀Ĩð äĨú ⓥ୳ ĨäᳬĨîþäĨä⨱ ĨÛ㻠Ĩ很 ßĨ啵 ĨìṎþĨ೧

ĨᰂĎ吴 îþäĨ୩ Ĩ弥㱾Ĩ恔Ĩ㥃Ĩû㫤Ĩúą㊓ Ĩ࿀Ĩü äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ┪ 䰰 Ĩęጊ îþäĨĕ ï嗚Ĩ悎 äĨ抁Ĩú ⓥ୳ ĨĜ䅎峤
Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩó ㍚ Ĩ䆯 äĨç ܉Ĩ愡 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㜧 ㌑Ĩ啵 Ĩ峭 Ĩ㱼 þîĨ㱾Ĩ㢔 Ĩ䰋 Ĩð ä⫈ Ĩ夿 Ĩ媎 Ĩ嚄

Ĩąह Ĩîąᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව (ç ➅ Ĩ䪬äࡑ )Ĩç 䧩 äĨी Ĩह Ĩîᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩú 㞔äĨì⠩Ĩ㲁 Ĩė峤孫 ‹
Ĝ嵗 ᎹßĨ塴 ᰂ䱱 Ĩ⸞ Ĩç 䧩 äी

٢٠
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Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 Ĩą恗ï Ĩᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨĜ嵗 Ĩᗻ Ĩ㥃Ĩ庫 äጌ Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩᚪ Ĩė Ṑ

Ĩç ➅ Ĩᄭ äĨĜĨ嵗 Ĩ䞻 ‘‘Mirza Abdul Qadir Bedil of Akbarabad’’Ĩ媓 ä
Ĝ嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨîä㟥Ĩ峭 ١Ěì܉ßĨ㥋 äĨú ව Ĩ媓 äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ೧ Ĩ啵

Ĩ㷩 Ĩ㨱 íĨ㥃Ĩç 䰮冬 Ĩ乾 Ĩ嬸 Ĩė þî妊Ĩę㨱ᔉĨ乾 Ĩ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ庫 äጌ Ĩě ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ⮷ 㞑Ĩ೧ Ĩ嬸 Ĩë 垏 Ĩîþä٢嵗 ĨĚìĨîä㟥Ĩäî࡚ Ĩ庫 äጌ Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨ嬸 Ĩ⮷ 㞑Ĩ䡠 äĨç î㤶 ĨĜ嵗

ĨîþäĨ徰 ä寀Ĩ㢣 Ĩㅨ îĨ㲁 Ĩ᱓ Ĩ很 峤äጌ Ĩ啵 Ĩì܉ßĨ㥋 äĨú ව Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㺸 ⽿ ⠩ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷨 ĨĚ þጎ

Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ峤 ĨĜ嵗 ĨĚìĨîä㟥Ĩî峤䆨ĨîþăäĨ屝 ìĨᣴ 䊕 ܉Ĩ庫 äጌ Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨ嬸 ĨĚì܉ßĨ堼 Ĩ寄 ㇰ

Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩゞ Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ㱾Ĩ峭 Ĩì܉ßĨ㥋 äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩ þîĨ㷨 Ĩç 嗚൞Ĩ乾 îþäĨó î䲴 ì䲷 Ĩü ä
Ĩ啵 Ĩç ᒬ Ĩü äĨîþä)Ĩ嵗 ĨĚìĨ㨱 Ĩ ܫ᯳Ĩç ܉Ĩ抁Ĩ嬸 Ĩç ᒬ Ĩ恔᳥ Ĩ䮵 Ĩ峤 ĨĚìĨ᾿ ᔊĨ㨱 Ĩ⯞ Ĩ庫 äጌ

庫 äጌ Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩヹ äîþäĨゞ Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ㲁 (嵗 Ĩ䅏 Ĩ䬊Ĩû㥃Ĩ⸞ Ĩ寀äĨ㺸 Ĩê ㈲ Ĩė 婧þìĨᾜ î⛪ĨîþäĨ⟞ äì
Ĩ和 äઉ ĨìäïßĨ㐓 Ĩû㔢 Ĩ哶 䵨 Ĩエ 僂 Ĩ伡 Ĩृ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩð ąäĨĜ嵗 (༿ )Ĩì܉ßĨ㎵

Ĩ庫 äጌ Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㍚ Ĩ㱾Ĩ峭 ì܉ßĨ㎵ Ĩ 傑 Ĩ㺸 Ĩᷩ ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㷩 Ĩì㌴ äĨ࿀Ĩç 嗚൞Ĩ㺸 Ĩę㖓 þ
٣

Ĝä峤Ĩラ ⓥĨø ⻑ Ĩ㥃Ĩ嬸 峤

Ĩ㐸 ĨûᝯĨ吶 ㏵ ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ ßĨø ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ屨 Ĩå äĨी Ĩ㺸 Ĩø îᗐ Ĩ乷 Ĩð äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව

Ĩ⸞ Ĩç 䆨⠯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ嬸 Ĩė 媑 ĄäĨîþäĨ嵗 îĨê ä人Ĩ㺸 Ĩî㚦äĨ㺸 (ء١٩٤١ء۔١٨٥٩)Ĩė 㽿 
Ĩ【 Ĩ㑵 傕 ĨÛğħĤĦ)The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in IslamĨ峤 Ĩ▹ 剚 -١

۔٨ ص،(ø ⻑ ä

— ‘‘ęì㖻äĨĜĜĜĨü ⣝þ岳 Ĩĕ ຩĕą ࡚ ĨⰭ Ĩソ [îìĨ㲁 ]Ĩ䒭 吴 Ĩ弥 äî࡚ Ĩラ 䆨äĨ媛äîᠢĨìୢĨ䆎 îĨě þ’’ -٢
ǘǖ
۔١١٥ءصğħĥġĨ屝 ìĨÛ和 㸮 äĨ嫖 (媛ä〛 ̎ٱǌ亾 ) ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋۂ ﻧﻐﺮ
Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 䰮儕 Ĩ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ弥 äܵ äĨ㷨 Ĩü äîþäĨ庫 äጌ Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨÛìä᳥ äá܉ßĨ㺸 Ĩú ව -٣

Ĩ▹ 剚 ٣١۔ĢĨò Ĩ㺸 Life and Works of Abdul Qadir BedilĨå 㥶 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䚥 ä㌗ Ĩ㦪 äĒ
ں۔峤
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“Elan Ĩ
ç ⚒ Ĩą⻙ ṎĨîᖯ Ĩᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 îĨì徉Ĩç ܉Ĩ抁Ĝ㷩 Ĩ೧ Ĩęì⤚ ąäî㟣 Ĩ㩴

Ĩ媓 äĨ㺭 Ĩጦ Ĩç ㇖ ᠢṎĨ啵 Ĩ✭ ßĨ㺸 ĨĚ ウ Ĩ承 嫏 ĄäĨ㷨 ‘‘ü ä᳥ þą
î ᖯ ’’  اورVital”
Ĩî㚦äĨ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ೧ Ĩú 㞔äĨĜ弥峤Ĩラ ⓥĨ䬣 冯 Ĩ╌ Ĩ Ĩ啵 Ĩ弥 ᡁ ⋏Ĩᄷ Ĩ㷨 ĨĚ ウ Ĩ承 ැ

Ĩĕ 俖 Ĩ㷥 Ĩ啵 Ĩ◟

Ĩîąᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 婧þìĨė 㽿 ĨîþäĨú 㞔äĨĜ⬍ ĨęîĨ婨Ĩॼ Ĩ很 峤Ĩᰂ䱱 Ĩ⸞

Ĩᄣ äĨ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äîþäᣬ Ĩᰂ䱱 Ĩ୧ Ĩ⸞ Ĩîᖰ Ĩ㺸 ‘‘丰 Ĩîąþ亾 ’’Ĩú 㞔äĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ ᱑Ĩ很 ຩĨエ 㑓

Ĩ啵 ĨĚì⠩Ĩîąä⨭ äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䉺 㥃þîþäĨ┍ ㅨ þĨ㨱 Ĩ㵅 Ĩ୧ Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ啵 Ĩė 婧þìĨ囍 îþäĨĚ ㍚ 
ǔ
‘‘嵗 Ĩ㈸ 㞑 ą⾥ Ĩ㞺 þ’’Ĩ㲁 Ĩú 㣡Ĩî値 Ĩ㥃Ĩ㚁 Ĩû䰮äĨú 㞔äĨü ä㑥 Ĩą恗ï Ĩ㺸 ‘‘ӱ āǎăĨ㞺 䪫ä’’
Ĩ啵 Ĩ◒ Ĩ㺸 ‘‘◦ Ĩüą䰮ï ’’Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ┍ ㅨ þĨ恔仁 Ĩ㷨 ‘‘丰 Ĩîąþ亾 ’’Ĩᇆ îþäĨ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ夊
ǖ
ǌ
Ĩäì㘄ĨþĨñ þì ’’ĨęþĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 䆨Ĩú 䆨⣼ äĨîąण Ĩ忱 ìⓥä‘‘嶔 䒭äاɱ ٵĨ䆨 ’’‘‘ اورĨ㞺 þĨ䡠 äĨ僁 Ĩ䬉’’

Ĩü äĨṎ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ㓊 äî Ĩ嗜 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩð äĨ媓 äĨîþäĨ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩㇲ 买Ĩ㱾 ‘‘ėþⵙ äĨ㺸

Ĩ㲢 îĨ⯞ Ĩ䟙 Ĩ常 ⵗ Ĩ愡 äĨ㱾 ‘‘ü 䰮ï ’’Ĩ嬸 Ĩė 䁐䪫Ĩ塴 Ĩ㭸 Ĩü äĨラ äîìĨĜ嵗 ĨìṎ吴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㡷 Ĩ㺸
Ĩ啵 Ĩ◟

Ĩ奡 آú ⓥ ١Ĝ嵗 Ĩ㲢 îĨě ìĨîä㟥Ĩ夈 Ĩ很 峤 䠂 Ĩ࿀Ĩ➂ Ĩð äĨ㱾Ĩç äî ĨîþäĨü ìĨîþäĨ嵗

:嵗 Ĩᚕ Ĩਮ 㞑嗚ĨęþîþäĨ嵗 ĨûäþìĨ㱾Ĩü 䰮ï

î婩Ĩ þĨ 䯏 Ĩ 嬾፮Ĩ ܉Ĩ ï ܉
î㻠ïþîĨ úą㊓

د፱ Ĩ ᠢĨ ą㚧

 اى婨Ĩ䁑 ßĨė䰮ï Ĩラ äĨï äĨ㲁 Ĩᠢ

 اى婨Ĩ 䁑 ßĨ ė äìþ᱑Ĩ çą⚒ Ĩ ï ä
嫆 Ĩ〙 î⠩Ĩñą ì㽻 Ĩï äĨ㞺 þ ąラ ä

嫆 Ĩ恔þ᱑Ĩî⠩ĨþĨ⣜ äĨ恔þ᱑Ĩ㞺 þ
“False, Unreal ،‘‘ü 䰮ï Ĩ◦ Ĩ㖓 Ĩîþäᥴ ’’Ĩ㱾Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ媛凫 Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 Ĩą恗ï Ĩᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔ä-١
Ĝ嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨîä㟥 Time”
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ĚäĨ ęì㾂 Ĩ ė凫 ą䵦 Ĩ äîĨ 㞺 þ

١

ہ اىì㨱Ĩ äì㘄Ĩ þĨ ñ þìĨ ï 䴥 ąä

Ĩ㝾 䰮Ĩ㺸 Ĩî⻪ äĨü äĨ䮵 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ媎 ᠢĨ㨱 í㥃Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ⋐ 㽻 ä啵 Ĩî⻪ äĨ䆨܉Ĩęî㱾亽

ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ┍ ㅨ þĨ㷨 Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩîąᖯ Ĩ啵 Ĩ þîĨ㷨 ‘‘丰 Ĩîąþ亾 ’’Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩㅻ äþ⸞

Ĝ嵗 Ĩü ⥔ Ĩ屨 äĨ㥃Ĩ㛋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 

ą 嬸 Ĩ
ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 ĨĚìĨ⛭ Ĩ㷨 Ĩì㘄Ĩ悎 äĨ愡 äĨ岫 Ĩ啵 ĨⓈ 律ìĨ㺸 (ء١٩٢٣)Ĩù 俬 Ĩûኹ
吶㏵

:嵉 Ĩ䟁 ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ䆨äþĨ嬸 峤Ĩäጌ Ĩ⸞ Ĩठ Ĩ㺸 ą㲓 Ĩ䡴㌑

Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äîþäĨûìßĨ媜Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩė 径 ä䁔 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䅎 垆ï ،ç 㙎 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ㨿 ⛪Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ច ĨþĨ徊 ᠬ Ĩå ä’’
ĨîþäĨ弃 ⥸ Ĩ弃 ßĨ岫 Ĩ㲁 ⛪Ĩ⡜ Ĩ䆨布 ìĄĨ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩᳮ ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ峭 îĨ㨱 Ĩᘚ 媜ìĨ媙 Ĩ愡 äĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ峣 î

‘‘Ĝ嵗 Ĩ剡 Ĩ啵 Ĩ嫦 ᖐ Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 

ą
ĨÛ嵗 Ĩü ä㑥 Ĩ㥃Ĩ塵 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ ⰮĨûፁ Ĩ愡 äĨ媛܉ïĨ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩ峭 Ĩù 俬 ûኹ

ą ’’
Ĩங Ĩ㏐ Ĩ悇 äĨ愡 äĨ㱾Ĩ媛垏 äĨö 婧Ĩė㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩ ➶ Ĩ㥃Ĩûፁ Ĩð äĨĜ‘‘ė㽿 Ĩûፁ
Ĩîä⨭ äĨ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ïĨ⸞ Ĩ⩠ ᠢĨ㺸 Ĩð äĨ奡 㺮 Ĩ峤 ‘‘ú ìĨęĎìî⠩ ’’ادبĨṎ Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩᝁ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ嬸 ᅀ

:嵗 Ĩ⫌ Ĩ峤 Ĩ勴 Ĩᚆ Ĩ㷨

⣜ äĨ㉖ ܉Ĩû孆þäĨ岠  ࢥ اىĨ㲁 Ĩ壿
⣜ äĨú ìĨęĎìî⠩Ĩå ìäĨ㲁 Ĩė⡜îĨங ĨƾŐƨƊ

Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫌ Ĩ峤 Ĩ㷩 ĨîþäĨ㺸 ‘‘ü ä᳥ þ’’Ĩ很 äⳢ ĨÛ峤 ‘‘Ĩú ìĨęĎìî⠩Ĩå ìä’’ĨṎ Ĩ㏐ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ寄 ㋋
Ĝ嵗 Ĩ㳁 îĨ⚜

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ夈 ĨĚ 㨳 亾 Ĩ啵 Ĩç 徉㚧 Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨîþä

non- ◒ 抁ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃Ĩᚆ Ĩ⩬ äþਯĨ㷨 ‘‘◒ ’’Ĩü ä᳥ þĨ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩė㽿 

Ĩ抜 ᑌ Ĩü ä᳥ þĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤ĨìṎ吴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㭏 Ĩᄣ äĨ◟

Ĩ啵 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨĜ嵗 intellectual

ĥĠĨò ĨÛĨⴣ î㖵ﮐﻠﯿﺎت اﻗﺒﺎل
ĨÛĚì⠩Ĩîąä⨭ ä-١
ِ
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ė㽿 Ĩå äṎĨ㥃Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ剡 Ĩ岫 Ĩ⸞ Ĩü ä᳥ þĨð äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢĨ䮵 ĨĜ嵗 ĨÞäîþ䰮Ĩ⸞

:嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨõ䚵äĨ承 ܉Ĩ嬸 î㥃Ĩü 䒮þĨ怡 äĨᶢ 䲗 ĨîþäĨê îĨ㺸

“What intuition does for us is to give us another means
of apprehension by a fluid and not a static category; in
apprehending our life as true duration we grasp it in the
living experience itself and instead of fixing the
movement in a rigid frame follow it in its sinuosities; we
have a form of knowledge which adopts the
movement.”1

Ĩð äĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨė 㺮 Ĩîþï Ĩî㟣 Ĩð ąäĨ࿀ ‘‘ü ä᳥ þ’’Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩäጌ Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢ Ĩå ä
Ĩě 䁔 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩå äṎĨ㥃Ĩð äĨÝ嵗 Ĩė㺮 Ĩ媛ⓥþîĨ弥婩 ą◟

Ĩ㷨Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸

Ĩ࿀Ĩ嚆 Ĩð äĨė 㽿 Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩç ँ ĨĚ 䁔 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㊂ ܉ĨîþäĨ寄 傴 Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 㙎 ĨîþäĨě 寀俍
Ĩ弥 ⡜îĨᚪ Ĩ⩥ Ĩø エ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ媛垏 äĨą壇 Ĩ⥢ ࿀Ĩ弒 ⡜ĨîþäĨ抁þîĨ婨ä䳢 Ĩ㥃Ĩ弒 ⡜Ĩ㲁 Ĩᡁ Ĩᅀ

Ĩᗕ Ĩą㍀ ܉Ĩç ܉Ĩ抁Ĩ㷩 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩエ 㞑Ĩ⸞ Ĩ嬸 䆨Ĩ⛭ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ弥 ä䁔 Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩ剐 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫌ Ĩ㨱 Ĩラ ⓥ
ǖǔǔ
Ĩⴣ  ٱĨ丰 Ĩ㱾Ĩû塳 Ĩě îᄯĨ㺸 ‘‘ç ٱĴǎƶƎǎƸǌƹƃōäी 䰮’’Ĩ啵 Ĩ㑷 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ媎

Ĩ抁Ĩ塴 Ĩ変 Ĩ㥃Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ᱓ Ĩᣪ Ĩ峭 îĨ峤 Ĩ⻠ 㱾Ĩ㷨 Ĩ嬸 㨱ĨìîĨ㨱 Ĩě ìĨîä㟥 Phantasy
ǖŐ
ķĨ㷨 Ĩð äĨ㥃 ‘‘◒ ’’Ĩ弒 ⡜Ĩ㲁 Ĩᡁ Ĩ塴 Ĩ変 Ĩ⣜ îì 㡚 äþîþäĨᡁ
Ĩ⸞ Ĩ嬸 㨱Ĩĕ äîìäĨ啵 ĨƮ ǎƸĆ

Ĩ⧼ ĨîþäĨヹ äĨ㲁 Ĩᡁ Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㥃Ĩð ä٢Ĝ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩᅀ Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨᚪ Ĩð äĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩエ 㞑
Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨĜ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩė 㝽⽰ 吴 Ĩ㏘ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ婨Ĩ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩäጌ Ĩ啵 Ĩ嚆 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨç ٱĴǎƶƎǎƸǌƹƃōäी 䰮
Ĩ抋 îþäĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ ਯĨ䆨Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 㨱Ĩ㐽 Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⓥĨ㱾Ĩ㇒ 䰮Ĩ峭 Ĩ媛垏 äĨêąþîĨø エ Ĩ啵 Ĩ很 äî
٣١۔٣٠ص،(ء١٩١٤)  دیﻓﻼﺳﻔﯽ آفﭼﯿﻨﺞ-١

Ĩ㺸 (ءğħĢĢĨ悡 恕äĨĚ 恗幝 䆨Ĩü îĒ䰮)Creative Evolution ،ﺗﺨﻠﯿﻘﯽ ارﺗﻘﺎĨå 㥶 Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 㽿  -٢
ĨìäïßĨ愡 äĨ⸞ äĨîþäĨᡁ Ĩ⯠ Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 㣡Ĩ䬉儢 Ĩ㖓 Ĩ愡 äĨ㱾Ĩü ä᳥ þĨė 㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ∁ ໋Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䙾 傑

Ĝᡁ ĨᎹ㨱Ĩîᖯ Ĩç 㣡
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ĨîþäĨü ㉅ Ĩ乴 Ĩ嗚îþäĨ廾 äìĨ䅎 垆ï Ĩ嚂 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨû㥃Ĩ㥃Ĩìᒄ äĨ変 Ĩü 咍 îìĨ㺸 Ĩ伐

ĨîþäĨ㇒ 䰮

Ĩě Ĩ啵 Ĩî⩫ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ憗 íĨ┍ ㅨ þĨ㷨 Ĩá ĨîþäĨü ㉅ Ĩ乴 Ĩ嗚Ĩð äĨ嬸 Ĩė 㽿 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃Ĩá
:(⫈ Ĩ㨱 Ĩ媎 Ĩê þ䶊 Ĩ㱾Ĩ㖺 䗋 Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ㺸 㨱Ĩᷗ ᔊĨ㥃Ĩᷨ ᔊĨ啵 )ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ啵 Ĩïä垆äĨᓱ

“I find first of all that I pass from state to state. I am
warm or cold, I am merry or sad, I work or I do nothing,
I look at what is around me or I think of something else.
Sensations, feelings, volitions, ideas— such are the
changes into which my existence is divided and which
colour it in turns. I change, then without ceasing.”1

Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩîþä嵗 Ĩᣲ 㨱Ĩ䱰 ◾ Ĩ࿀Ĩご Ĩę垆ï Ĩ寄 Ĩî㖻îĨᔘ Ĩ 㞑嗚Ĩ抁ĨîþäĨá Ĩ乴 Ĩ嗚Ĩ抁

Ĩ寄 Ĩገ Ĩ䆎 ßîþäĨ徃 ܉Ĩ徃 äìĨṎ Ĩ媎 Ĩ㨗 äⳢ Ĩ㺸 Ĩé 㜌ĨęჄĨ Ĩ愡 äĨ媛垏 äĨöą婧ĨûᝯĨ愡 ì垌

Ĩ㱾Ĩç 墁 ä吴 ᔘ Ĩਮ 㞑嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩê ㈲ Ĩ寄 îþäĨě ìĨ㨱 Ĩ㣃 Ĩ㢅 㥃Ĩď þ㥃îĨ寄 Ĩ㲁 ᎹĨ嵗 Ĩĕ 䲇 Ĩ嗜 ᱑
Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ廝 ⓥĨ啵 Ĩ⥴ îĨ㺸 Ĩá Ĩ乴 嗚Ĩð äĨᥖ 㣡ĨṎ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䟥 Ĩ恜 äĨ寄 म ĨĜě ìĨ完 Ĩ⸞ ⥴ î

Ĩ媛ⓥþî Ĩ⸞ ĄäĨ圼 ⊆ Ĩ嵗 Ĩûì䲣 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ◟

Ĩ媛ⓥþîĄĨ寄 म Ĩęì䰮䵨 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ䲾 Ĩ㖓 Ĩ⸞ Ĩð äĨ嵉

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㟮 Ĩð ä ‘‘并 äþĨü 憘 ä’’Ĩ㥃Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ徉ìĨîä㟥Ĩ䲾 Ĩ㖓 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ◟

Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩî㌀ äĨ㥃Ĩú ⠯ Ĩⴣ äĨ೧ Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 恗ï ĨĜ徱ìĨ媎 Ĩç ï ᱑äĨ㷨 Ĩ䅎 㐗

ĨĜ嬸 î㥃Ĩü 䒮þĨê î Ĩø þ僤 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ啵 Ĩᳮ Ĩ啵 Ĩå ⮋ ĄäĨþĨïä垆äĨⴣ äĨු ĨþĨ㭸 îþä

:嵗 Ĩ䞾 î 㥃ü 䒮þ

“The spiritual reality, then, which philosophy affirms is
not reality that is detached from and foreign to matter,
superposed upon matter, or existing separately from
matter. It is not the assertion that there is a psychical
reality, but that the one is the inverse order of that which
is the other. Physics is, to quote a phrase of Bergson
inverted “psychics”. The two orders of reality are not
aspects, they are distinguishable and yet inseparable in an
٣ص،(١٩٤٤)،Creative Evolution -١
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original movement, the absence of one order of being is
necessarily the presence of other.”1

ǘ
ĨîþäĨú ව Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 ‘‘啵 Ĩ þîĨ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩą㚧 ĨÛú ව ĨŖٱƌō傑 ’’Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 Ĩ恗ï
Ĩ㲒 Ĩ抁Ĩઃ ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ̤ǔĄĨü ä⚡ ĨîþäĨ䎼 ìĨęþĨ嵉 Ĩ㷨 Ĩñ  Ĩᰗ 募 ĨṎ Ĩ啵 Ĩç 徉㚧 Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 

Ĩì⠩Ĩઃ Ĩ媎 Ĩìþ丗 Ĩ峭 Ĩᚪ Ĩė 㽿 ĨîþäĨú ව Ĩø エ Ĩç ᰕ 募 Ĩ抁Ĩ㲁 Ĩ㻠峤Ĩė þï吴 Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ恔
ǘ
ǘ
ĨþĨᙍ ĨŖٱƔơŐƑĨė ᥒ Ĩė 㽿ǖ îþäĨú ව ĨÛú 㞔äĨĜ嵉 ĨìṎ吴 Ĩ寀äĨㅻ äþĨ㺸 Ĩü äĨ೧ Ĩ啵 Ĩú 㞔äŖٱƔơŐƑ
ǎŐƨǎƲ寄 Ĩ⸞ Ĩõ䏸Ĩ愡 äĨ匌 Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨ啵 Ĩラ äĨĜ嵉 Ĩ廝 㞑Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㥵 ═
HeraclitusĨÛƘ ƹƶ
Ĩ徉îìĨ峭 Ĩ愡 äîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ峭 îĨ峤 Ĩ䳏 Ĩ䣎 Ĩ寄 Ĩ◟

Ĩ⸞ ĨþîĨ
Ą㷨 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㛆 Ĩęþ㥃 (ق۔م٥٠٠)
Ĩ抁Ĩç ܉Ĩ䎼 ì (Ý嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑ĨäᔊĄäĨ೧ Ĩî܉Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩ徉îìĨ峭 Ĩ愡 äĨ㷩 )⫈ Ĩ᱑ĨäᔊĄäĨ媎 Ĩî܉þìĨ啵
ĨᎹ㨱î㌃ Ĩ啵 Ĩê コ äĨ㷨 Ĩú 䵠 äĨìᑊ Ĩė 孆Ĩ㺸 Ĩ൝㍚ Ĩୡ äĨ㛆 Ĩ抋 Ĩ㥃Ĩ㥵 ═îþäĨᙍ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗
Ĩᙍ ĨþĨ㥵 ═ Ĩ㛆 Ĩ啵 “ú ව ”Ĩå 㥶 Ĩî㟣 Ĩ 㞑Ĩᄣ äĨ࿀Ĩú ව Ĩ嬸 Ĩ⛼ äĨ䡠 äì㌔ Ĩṏ ä⠩ĨĜ嵗
Ĩᓱ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ嵉 þĨÛ嵉 Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ൞Ĩç ᰕ 募 Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව ĨîþäĨ൝㍚ ୡ äĨė Ṑ Ĩ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩ㺸

Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩç ܉ĨᔊĨ屨 äĨ䮵 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨîä㟥Ĩᰔ 募 Ĩ╌ Ĩ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ㛋 Ĩęî㱾亽Ĩ೧ Ĩ㱾ĨÞᚎî ä
Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 ą恗ï Ĩ࿀‘Descent’ ‘‘ú þ垌’’Ĩîᖯ Ĩ婨㜣ㄯ Ĩ䰍 äþĨ嬸 ᱑Ĩ很 ຩĨė 孆Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㏐ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ徉૾Ĩ៶ Ĩą
ø 寀Ĩ㱾Ĩîᖯ Ĩð äĨ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 ĨîþäĨ嵉 Ĩ㺶 Ĩìî äþĨç ㅨ ä㌬ äĨ恔⻎
Ĩ㞢 ’’Ĩ屨 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ勴 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩⴣ äĨ丰 Ĩ弥 ⡜îĨᚪ ‘‘◒ ’’ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩⴣ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䬉ï äĨąĨę䀇 Ĩ⚜
Ĩ㺸 ‘‘ü ä᳥ þ’’Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨê ㈲ Ĩⴣ ąäĨĜ徃 ᱑Ĩ㨱 Ĩᴝ îĨø ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨ㷨 ‘‘î ĨþĨ㏐

Ĝ嵉 Ĩ很 ᩷äĨú äⳢ Ĩïþ㘄äĨ㚧 Ĩृ Ĩ೧ Ĩ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩ人 ßî㥃㭴

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㛋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩė Ṑ Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 ‘‘î儸 Ĩ婨㛈 Ĩ㥃Ĩç ä寀俍 Ĩ存 亽’’Ĩ➈ Ĩᄭ ä

Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä䵨 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ㺶 Ĩìî äþĨ೧ Ĩç ㅨ ä㌬ äĨ恔⻎ Ĩ࿀Ĩð äĨ嵉 þĨ嵗 Ĩ㷨 Ĩㅎ ᠢĨþĨ惱 ᗜ
Ĩᳮ 嵗 Ĩ೧ ĨęþĨᄶ Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩî Ĩą
ç ╌ þĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ徱ì㨱Ĩïä垆ä塴 Ĩ㱾Ĩ◟

Ĩð äĨė 㽿 Ĩ啵

١٨٥ص،(ء١٩١٤)  دیﻓﻼﺳﻔﯽ آفﭼﯿﻨﺞ-١

٢٦

ǘ
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Ĩ⭏ Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩ峭 Ĩṏ ᠢĨú 㐶äĨ䅎 垆ï Ĩ㲁 Ĩ䰋 Ĩð ä’’ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ宅 î 䟺 Ĩ࿀Ĩ伐

Ĩ嵉 妊Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ啵

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉㺸 Ĩ准 Ĩ徉Ĩ徰 㓈Ĩ㩴 Ĩ婨Ĩ㩴 Ĩ ᠢĨ㷨 Ĩð äĨ㻠峤Ĩ㐽 Ĩ೧ ĨṎ Ĩ㥃Ĩṏ ᠢĨîþäĨ嵗
Ĩ嬸 Ĩė媑 ĄäĨ啵 Ĩ➈ Ĩⴣ ąä‘‘۔١Ěî Ĩ㖓 Ĩęä⠩Ĩ峤ĨĚî Ĩ⚜ Ĩ㷨Ĩð ĨäĨęä⠩ĨĜ䅎 Ĩ很 ᱑

Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩě î屩 ’’Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䞻 Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ峭 ìĨü 堆 Ĩ㷨Ĩė啶 ⛪Ĩ恔仁 Ĩ㷨Ĩ㚧 Ĩ㷨Ĩė 㽿 

Ĩüą䰮ï Ĩ奡  آú ⓥĨ徉äᬬ Ĩû䳚 Ĩ࿀ĨĚì⡛Ĩ㱾Ĩ䕧 ⛪Ĩüą䰮ï Ĩ嬸 Ĩð äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩ㔳 Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 
Ĩü ąäĨÛ丰 Ĩüą䰮ï 徉Ĩ峤 Ĩ丰 Ĩüą凫 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ䰋 Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ峤 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ峭 Ĩ壇 Ĩ徉ĨĚì⠩ ì⥊ ä㥃Ĩ䕧 ⛪
Ĩ啵 Ĩ➈ Ĩð äĨ㽻 ä٢‘‘Ĝ⬋ Ĩě ìĨäî⳥ Ĩ㱾Ĩç 㧧 Ĩ㷨 Ĩè ìä⚉Ĩ徉ĨÞäĨ㲁 Ĩ媎 Ĩ峭 Ĩ⚓ リ Ĩ抁Ĩ啵
Ĩ䅍 Ĩ很 ᩷äĨ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 Ĩą
恗ï ĨṎ Ĩç ㅨ ä㌬ äĨęþĨîþäĨç ㅨ ä㌬ äĨ㺸 Ĩê ㈲ Ĩð ąäĨ䅍 Ĩ很 ᩷Ąä
ą Ĩ㺸 Ĩė㽿 Ĩ抁ĨᠢĨ徃 ᱑Ĩ抜 ìĨ㨱Ĩ愴 ĨÛ嵉
Ĩü 䰮⡜þï ⡜ĨĚ៶ Ĩ䎼 ìĨîþäĨ冦 ࿀Ĩ㚧 Ĩû塳

ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ⫎ 㨱 屨 ä㘄

Ĩ嵗 Ĩñ ṎᎲîþäĨ兌 ĨᎲ ĨÛîäìĨᠣĨ峭 ĨីäĨ媛垏 äą㎪ ąîᖰ Ĩ㥃Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 ą恗ï
ą äĨú 㞔äĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹßĨ塴 Ĩ啵 ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨ徉Ĩė þ恗ᒌ Ĩ憇 ìĨ㷨 Ĩü äĨᲗ
çĨąäĨîþäĨç äíĨû⣱

:ᣬ Ĩ㳉 îĨ愘 Ĩ啵 Ĩç äí

Ěï Ĩė äî寉 㱾Ĩ⋏Ĩ乄 ĨþĨę恔✮ Ĩìࢁ

⣜ äĨĕ ܉Ĩ Ĩ ĨþĨᤓ Ĩä峤Ĩ㲁 ĨĚ 仁 Ĩ✯ ⋏
Ĩ࿀Ĩ㛹Ĩîᖯ Ĩ೧ Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 ą恗ïĨê ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 䰮冬 Ĩ憇 ìĨ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩṏ þĨ抋

Ĩîᖯ Ĩ婨㜣ㄯ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨîä㟥Ĩ婨✰ 㥃Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㍑ Ĩ㱾Ĩîᖰ Ĩð äîþäĨ嵉 Ĩ㺶 Ĩç ㅨ ä㌬ äĨ恔⻎

ĨĚ 婧䰮Ĩ啵 Ĩê þîĨᄣ äĨ抁Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䞻 Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 ą恗ïĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ࠻ Ĩ࿀Ĩú ៕

Ĩઃ Ĩ媎 Ĩ㱾Ĩ峭 Ĩ弨 㒋 Ĩ丰 Ĩ嬸 Ĩ徰 婧䰮Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨĜ嵗 Ĩîᖯ Manichaean
ٰ
٨١ص،(Ěï 媜Ĩ恗垉ⵗ ᶢ 䲗 ) ﮩﯿﺎت اﺳﻼﻣﯿﮧ
-١
ِ ﺗﺸﮑﯿﻞﺟﺪﯾﺪاﻟ
ِ
ĦģĨò ĨÛ悻 ä-٢

ǘ
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Ĩ啵 Ĩ徰 婧䰮Ĩû⬧ äĨ啵 Ĩ嚆 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä恗äĨ㖿 Ĩ㷨 Ĩė ୢ㍚ ’’Ĩ啵 Ĩ很 äîĨ㷨 Ĩü äĨĜ㷩 Ĩᰂ䱱 Ĩ೧ Ĩ㱾Ĩû⬧ ä
Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ啵 Ĩ⽑ Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ៕ îᖯ Ĩ㺸 㝾 ㄯ ÛĨîᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩᣲ ㋟ ì⠩Ĩ㷨 Ĩä✪ îþäĨ䅏 峤Ĩú 䰻

Ĩð 㞽 äĨð ä ‘‘Ĝä峤Ĩ寄 ㋋ĨÛᣗ ĨĚ 婧䰮㭴 Ĩ⸞ Ĩî㌦ äĨ㺸 Ĩê þîĨ
Ąᄣ äĨṎ Ĩᣗ Ĩ哸 ßĨ孚 äîĨ悇 ä
㭴 ⸞ Ĩî㌦ äĨ㺸 Ĩê þîĨᄣ äĨ嵏 ĨîþäĨú ៕ îąᖰ Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩㅻ äþĨ䞠 ܉Ĩ⸞

Ĩ憗 Ꮖ Ĩ啵 Ĩ徰 婧䰮Ĩû⬧ äĨ啵 Ĩ嚆 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä恗äĨ㖿 Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 婧侃 Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äîþäĨ嵉 ĨĚ 婧䰮
Ĩê þîĨ䕧 ⛪Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ㱾ĨûĨ⬧ äĨᚪ ėⳢ ĨĚ ✭ßĨ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩᄣ äĨú 㞔äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩ◟

ĨĜ䅏 峤

Ĩ➂ Ĩ愡 äĨ㺸 ĨÞğħġĢĨ⮻ ì /ğğû嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩ╝ äĨ㓊 äî䵨 ĨĜ嵗 îĨ⒡ Ĩ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ慭 ìĨ啵
Ĩìäïß⸞ Ĩç äᰂäĨ㺸 Ĩ徰 ì抉 ĨîþäĨⴰ 䶮 ĨûĨ⬧ äĨ㲁 㷩 Ĩî㌀ äĨ㥃Ĩú ⠯ Ĩð ąäĨ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨ啵
:(嵗 Ĩ囐 îĨ㥃Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩ徰 婧䰮ĨĨú 䰻 Ĩ㺸 Ĩû⬧ äĨ媓 äĨ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 Ĩą恗ï Ĩᱛ )ĨĜ⫆ 峤Ĩ媎

Ĩラ äĨ㺸 Ĩû⬧ äĨ惠 Ĩ䅋 ßĨ䆪 㓈Ĩ徰 ì抉 ĨîþäĨⴰ 䶮 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ峭 Ĩ䰌 þäĨüąþ㟥Ĩ࿀Ĩû⬧ äĨą
孈 亽

Ĩû⬧ äĨ啵 Ĩ㠎 嗚Ĩ很 äîĨĚ 哶 ĨĜ䬊Ĩ⌀ Ĩ⸞ Ĩė 峤妊Ĩ㷨 Ĩûä㑴Ĩ嬸 Ĩî㚦äĨⴣ 䶮 îþäĨĚì抉 Ĩ㱾Ĩî㚦ä
١

Ĝä峤Ĩ媎 Ĩå 壯Ĩ Ĩᚪ Ĩé ß

Ĩ嬸 ĨĚ ⣾ Ĩě äĜĨ懓 äĨĜĨě äĨĜ㷩 Ĩᰂ䱱 Ĩ㱾Ĩû⬧ äĨ嬸 徰 婧䰮Ĩ㲁 Ĩ媎 Ĩ⽁ ĨᠢĨ啵 Ĩð ä

Ĩ⸞ Ĩ徰 婧䰮Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 婧þìĨû⬧ äĨîþäĨ弨 㒋 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㬄 Ĩ凪 ⬧ äĨø ß Ĩ弑 䆨Ĩď áßĨå 㥶 Ĩᄣ äĨ೧

Ĩ㨗 Ĩ୧ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䅏 Ĩ峤 Ĩ憗 Ꮖ Ĩ啵 Ĩ徰 婧䰮Ĩû⬧ äĨ㲁 Ĩ㲒 Ĩ抁Ĩ㥃Ĩú 㞔äĨ䮵 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ㨱 íĨ㥃Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩᰂ䱱

Ĩî㌦ äĨ㺸 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩîąᖯ ĨîþäĨü 垏 äĨîąᖯ ĨÛ䉺 ⡜îĨîąᖯ ĨÛ⚠ ᠢą
î ᖯ Ĩᄭ äĨ奡 㺮 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ࠻ Ĩਮ 㞑
Ĩ࿀Ĩð äĨ徰 婧䰮Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩç ⚡ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩㅻ äþĨî㟣 Ĩð äĨ徰 ìä壅 äĨþĨ㎪ Ĩ㷨 Ĩû⬧ ąäĨ⸞

Ĩç ܉Ĩ䎼 ìĨ塴 Ĩ㠯 ⸞ Ĩð äĨú ⓥ୳ ĨĜ峤Ĩ䅋 Ĩ૽ Ĩ㍀ ܉Ĩ㥃Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩą㡷 Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ㨱 ßĨ䆪 㓈剛㥃
ǔ
Ĩ㥃ئ
 ĆᎹĨ࿀Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩ徰 婧䰮ĨĨú 䰻 Ĩ㺸 Ĩû⬧ äĨú 㞔äĨᠢĨ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 Ĩą恗ï Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁

ĨᠣĨ㷨 Ĩ徊 ᠬ Ĩ和 ⬧ äĨęþĨᵤ Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩú 㞔äĨą㚧 Ĩç äî⻐ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ᱓ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ ß塴 Ĩᥢ 㨱î㌀ ä
٩١ص،(䐮 äĨ恔㘄乗 ĨᏠ 亾 ) ﺟﮩﺎن دﯾﮕﺮ
– اﻗﺒﺎل-١
ِ

ǘ
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٢٨

Ĩ㥃Ĩç 佀 ĨĚ Ĩ࿀Ĩð äĨîþäĨ嵉 Ĩ忕 ìĨîä㟥ĨĐ 剚Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨ⸞ Ĩ徊 ᠬ Ĩ懓 㟣 Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ä恗äĨ⡠ Ĩ㥃ĨĚî äì

:Ĩ嵉 Ĩ䟁 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱î㌀ ä

:㻠Ĩė 㲘 Ĩ剙 ᎹĨ Ĩ啵 ĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ⡜ Ĩü 㱾Ĩ㡘 äþĨ戆 ᔊĨ屨 äĨ㥃Ĩû⬧ äĨą
怾 îᎹĨ㲁 Ĩ ᄯĨ⸞ Ĩ䶱 ĨĐ ßĨ㽻 ä
Ĩ೧ Ĩ徊 ᠬ Ĩ懓 㟣 Ĩ愡 äĨęþ㏵ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ劖 Ĩ╬ Ĩ愡 äĨ㱾Ĩė ୢ㍚ Ĩ嬸 Ĩḟ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ垆þ婩 ‘۔ü ä恗äĨ㖿 ’
Ĩエ 㑓 Ĩ弥 徉îßĨîþäĨ和 ⡜ĨṎ Ĩ很 峤Ĩð ⿆þîĨ⸞ Ĩû㣡Ĩ悇 äĨ愡 äĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ嵖 ‹Ĩ㲒 Ĩė 技Ĩઃ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㎗
Ĩ弥 徉îßĨîþäĨ和 ⡜Ĩ徊 ᠬ Ĩ侂 ĨĚî屩ĨĜĨᣗ Ĩ⫌ Ĩě ìĨḱ Ĩ㱾Ĩ徊 ᠬ Ĩ媙 Ĩ愡 äĨ⸞ Ĩé ä䲘 äĨ㺸
Ĩ㖺 䗋 ĨþĨ和 垊Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 䰮Ĩ弥 徉îßĨᴍ Ĩ嵗 Ĩì䆨þäĨ悇 äĨ抁徉䁐ĨĜ嵗 Ĩラ ⓥĨ㥃ĨĚî㥃Ĩ垆 Ĩ㷨 Ĩç äîᖯ
Ĩ和 ⬧ äĨॼ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä恗äĨ㖿 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ勀 Ĩ啵 Ĩᱍ îþĨ ܫリ ĨþĨྶ Ĩ㷨 Ĩîäì㨱Ĩ㺸 ĨĐ ܉Ĩ和 ⡜Ĩîþä
Ĩ⸞ Ĩü 嗚技Ĩ㖿 ĨṎĨ䅏 峤Ĩラ ⓥĨ㨗 Ĩ峭 þĨ岫 Ĩ⸞ Ĩü ä恗äĨ㖿 ĨĜᣲ᱑ĨęîĨ⠮ îĨ愡 Ĩ徊 ᠬ
١

۔ᡁ Ĩ剚㱾ں啶 þî

‘‘㡣 äþĨ戆 ᔊĨ屨 ä’’Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 峤 ‘‘ç þᰂ’’܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ和 ⬧ äĨ徊 ᠬ Ĩ啵 Ĩð 㞽 äĨ䆨܉Ĩṏ î卬

ĨĨú 䰻 Ĩ㺸 Ĩû⬧ äĨ啵 Ĩ嚆 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä恗äĨ㖿 Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 恗ï Ĩî þäĨç 佀 Ĩîą㌀ äĨ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ࿀
ǔ
ĨĚ 㚧 Ĩ䬉äþĨ嬸 峤Ĩė 抂 㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨė Ṑ Ĩ⸞ Ĩئ
 ĆᎹþĨå 㨱Ĩî㌀ äĨ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ࿀Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩ徰 婧䰮
Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 恗ï Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ剮 Ĩ徰 ᚠ Ĩ೧ Ĩ㱾Ĩð 㣱Ĩð ąäĨě 哶 Ĩ嵉 þĨ嵗 Ĩ∁ ໋Ĩㅻ äþĨ㥃Ĩ憿 Ꮖ
Ĩ㺸 Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㍑ Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 恗ïĨラ äîìĨĜ㻠峤Ĩ䅏 Ĩ䞻 Ĩ啵 Ĩ嬸 䰮ï Ĩ徚 㟥Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨ徉ĨÞğħğĤ

Ĩ㑷 Ĩð äĨ㷨 Ĩü äĨç ⻎ Ĩ峭 þĨ嵗 Ĩ剮 Ĩç ⻎ îþäĨĚ ្ ĨÛᜰ ĨṎ Ĩ啵 Ĩ䪺 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩå ܉
Ĩîąä⨭ äĨ⋐ 律ìĨĜ嵗 ĨᣲßĨ塴 Ĩ೧ Ĩ啵 Ĩė þ恗ᒌ ĨĚ  ĨîþäĨĚ 囍 Ĩ憇 ìĨ㷨 (ء١٩١٧ ء۔١٩١٥)

Ĩ䅍 Ĩ䟔 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ⻁ Ĩ൝ìäĨþĨ㐍 Ĩृ Ĩ啵 Ĩ㑷 Ĩð äĨęþ㏵ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ啓 偾 Ĩ憇 ìĨृ îþäĨĚì⠩
Ĩ㠶

ĨîþäĨç ⻎ Ĩ峭 Ĩ悇 äĨ啵 Ĩ䪺 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äĨ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㍑ Ĩ೧ Ĩ啵 Ĩô➏ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔ä
:嵉 Ĩ䟁 Ĩ啵 Ĩ➂ Ĩ愡 äĨû嗚Ĩ㺸 ĨĚ þ垆Ĩü ⮭ Ĩⵗ Ĩ㱾ĨÞğħğĥĨ䰽 婧ğġĨ䵨 Ĝ嵗 ĨìṎ吴
١٠١ص،ﻓﮑﺮ اﻗﺒﺎل
ِ  ﺷﺬرات-١

ǘ
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٢٩

Ĩ嬸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 ĨäìᄯĨ㍑ Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩû⬧ äĨ啓 ï ⨭ *ĚìṎ þĄøąᖯ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ媎 Ĩ⽁ Ĩ೧ äîíĨ啵 Ĩð ä
١

Ĝ嵗 Ĩ弥 ຩĨñ îþ࿀Ĩ啵 Ĩä峤ĨþĨå ßĨ㖀 䰮ìĨ㷨 Ĩė ㍒

Ĩę妊Ĩ㱾 (Ěþ垆Ĩü ⮭ Ĩⵗ Ĩû૾Ĩå 函 )Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ䆨܉Ĩṏ î卬 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩě î܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩø ᖯ
ٰ
Ĩîþï࿀Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩⴣ äĨ啵 (ء١٩٠٨)اﯾﺮان ﻣﯿﮟ اﻟﮩﯿﺎت ﮐﺎ ارﺗﻘﺎĨ䰍 冬 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äîþäĨ㷞 îĨ啵
Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 ĨÞğħĞĦĨ㲁 Ĩä峤Ĩ抁Ĩ傛

Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨĜᡁĨü áäĨᾜ ĨĚ ä恔吵Ĩ㥃Ĩᳮ Ĩ徇 䰮㘄Ĩ▹ 剚Ĩᙅ

Ĩ࿀ĨĚì⠩Ĩîąᖯ ĨîþäĨ嬫 ᯳Ĩګą堆 Ĩ佻

Ĩ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨी Ĩ㺸 ĨÞğħğĞĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ㳁 îĨ⚜

!ᣬ Ĩ⇡ Ⴤä剛㥃Ĩ⸞ ä(ú 㞔ä)ĨęþĨी Ĩú ⡜Ĩ婧ĨÛᣬ Ĩ嵗 îĨ㨱 Ĩ壢 Ĩ㷨 Ĩîᖯ Ĩᳮ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü áä
ą 㥃Ĩú 㞔äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩਮ 㞑Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㶝 îĨì徉Ĩ೧ Ĩç ܉Ĩ抁Ĩė 抂
Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨĐ î技Ĩû㣱Ĩ

Ĩ㷨 Ĩē吴 Ĩ屨 ä

Ĩු Ĩþ㭸Ĩ࿀îᖯ Ĩ㺸 ĨĚì⡛Ĩ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䞻 Ĩᵤ Ĩ愡 äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨĜ㷩 Ĩö þ⻑ Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩî㕽

Ĩ屨 äĨ୧ Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩ䱰 äĨú äþï Ĩ㲁 Ĩᅌ Ĩ࿀Ĩ嚆 Ĩð äĨęþĨ✭ 䆧܉ĨĜ‹Ⳣ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䅎 Ɫ Ĩᚪ Ĩú ⡜Ĩęîჸ
Ĩ抁ĨĜ䅏 Ĩ㨱 ĨĐ 寅Ĩ㱾Ĩė ᠢ㣡Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ㨱 Ĩ峤 Ĩ➵ äìĨ啵 Ĩ㐽 ĨþĨ㚧 Ĩ和 ⬧ äṎĨᡁ Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㍑ Ĩ⡠

Ĩ吮 ⡜ Ĩ啵 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩ㷨 ( ء١٩١٥)ĨĚì⠩Ĩîąä⨭ äĨ㨱 Ĩ⥛ Ĩ噰 îþäĨ㨱 Ĩ协 Ĩå ⠩Ĩ啵 ĨÞğħğģĨú ⠯
Ĩ啵 Ĩė ☓ Ĩ㜢 ㄯ Ĩ⥢ þäĨ岠 Ĩ嬸 Ĩ
䚶 买Ĩ㷨 Ĩė þ弎 娚Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨîþäĨø ᖯ Ĩ㍑ Ĩ啵 Ĩå 㥶Ĩð ąäĨĜ徉آ
ƍō
Ĩ俜 ࿀Ĩ៶ Ĩ㷨 Ĩė ٵƬǎƸǌƹǌť äୢĨ㷨 Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㍑ ĨṎ Ĩ▗ ĨęþĨ㥃Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴ą 恗ïĨĜ㷩äጌ Ĩ㐽 ĨìąĆîĨ恔⻎
Ĝ嵗 ⫈ Ĩ㲏 Ĩᐥ Ĩ㥃Ĩ䚶 买Ĩ㷨 Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㞲 Ĩⴣ äĨ啵 ĨĚì⠩Ĩąîä⨭ äĨÛ嵗

Ĩ㺸 䯻 Ĩ䞺 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ抁Ĩ㙾 ìĨ愡 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ峤 Ĩ抁Ĩð 丣 ĨĜç ܉ĨĚ ✭ßĨ㷨 Ĩ⭒ Ĩð äĨå ä

Ĩð ຩĨð ß㺸 ĨÞğħğģ۔ğĤĨü 傍 Ĩ抁㽻 äĨĜ嗚᱑Ĩ婨Ĩ㌤ äĨ 㞑Ĩ㱾Ĩð äĨęṎୢĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ恔ी
Ĩú 㞔äĨ⸞ Ĩṏ þĨ㷨 Ĩ㐽 ìąĆîĨ䰍 äþĨ嬸 峤Ĩ࿀Ĩ悡 恕äĨᄸ Ĩ㺸 ĨĚì⠩Ĩîąä⨭ äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫈ 峤ĨᠢĨ䅏 䞻
ن傍 Ĩ抁Ĩ⸞ Ĩ⡠ Ĩⴣ äĨ恔ĨĜ峤Ĩ⯪ Ĩ偗

Ĩ啵 Ĩ峭 Ĩ㌤ äĨû㍗ Ĩ㷨 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ塴 恗ï Ĩ嬸

Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 宪 Ĩø エ Ĩ婨Ĩ啵 Ĩě ì侬 ĨĚ 恙妛 äĨラ äĨ圼 ⊆ ĨĜ徉ຩî㽺 Ĩ婨Ĩ⸞ Ĩ☶ 亾 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ媛᯳塴

(Ꮋ 亾 )ĨĜᡁ Ĩ之 Ĩ㥃Ĩⴣ äĨîþäĨ嵗 "ĚìṎþĨøą ᖯ "Ĩ䛢 Ĩ啵 Ĩ➂ Ĩラ äĨ㺸 Ĩ吶 ㏵ Ĩû嗚Ĩ㺸 ĨĚ þ垆Ĩü ⮭ Ĩⵗ ĨĜ

ĥĦĨò ĨÛú þäĨᵸ ĨÛ اﻗﺒﺎل ﻧﺎﻣﮧ-١

*

ǘ
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٣٠

Ĩę⻎ Ĩ庾 Ĩ啵 ĨĚ 恙妛 äĨĜ䅍 Ĩęî Ĩ⸞ Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩé îìĨ೧ Ĩõ䚵ä㨗 Ĩઃ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᣲ ßĨ塴 Ĩė 㔴 Ĩ⊠
Ĩ啵 Ĩᷨ ᔊĨ塴 恗ï ĨĜᡁ Ĩ徉ì㨱 îþìĄĨ㱾 ė ⺙ ä㽽 þ㘄ĨîþäĨç ䷼ᔎ Ĩ⊠ Ĩü äĨ嬸 ҥ ǎăĨ啵 Ĩ䳾
Ĩ࿀Ĩç 䰮冬 Ĩृ Ĩ啵 Ĩü 傍 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ䅏 Ĩ㲢 î Ĩ塴 Ĩፀ 㱾Ĩç 㖵ㅨ äĨĚîþㆈ Ĩü äĨ೧

Ĩé îìĨ ä⚉ĨĚîþㆈ Ĩ⊠ Ĩ啵 Ĩ✭ ßĨ㺸 Ĩð äĨ圼 ⊆ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ䅋 Ĩ㷨 Ĩð 丣 Ĩ೧ Ĩç îþㆈ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ ä⚉
Ĝ嵉 Ĩ䅍 Ĩ抜 ìĨ㨱

“Bedil in the Light ن傍 Ĩ
Ě 恙妛 äĨ䆨܉Ĩę㨱䲖 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ吶 ㏵ Ĩ啵 Ĩå 㥶 Ĩ塴 Ĩ恗ï

TranscriptionĨ㥃Ĩ
ð äîþäĨ㏭ Ĩ剙 㥃Ĩ㥃Ĩ䳾 Ĩ㢜 Ĩヹ äĨÛĨᷗ ᔊĨþìîĄäĨ㥃 of Bergson”

Ĩ㞃 ㅨ äĨü 傍 Ĩę⻎ Ĩ㖺 徉îì婧Ĩ抁Ĩ㥃Ĩú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩå ìäĨᣲ䬊㞔äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ哴 äĨĜ嵉 Ĩ嵗 î᱑Ĩ㺶 Ĩ剙 

㣰ä㘄Ĩᒑ

þìîĄäĨ⻯ ĨÛì⣝Ąä

Ĩ䍙 㥃Ĩ戔 îþäĨ⦧ î嬪技
ر峤䆨

Ĝ㻠峤 Ĩ⡠ Ĩ㥃

ûî⋑ Ĩą
ㇷ Ⓩ 律ì

ǘ
ءğħĦĦĨû孲 äĨ恗ï Ĩ㺸 Ĩî峤䆨Ĩ Ĩ⬦ î嬪技“啵 Ĩ þîĨ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㚧 Ĩú ව Ŗٱƌō傑 ”

Ĩ塴 Ĩą恗ï ĨĜ㺶 Ĩ庾 Ĩ嬸 Ĩü 㨾 ຩĨ和 ì㥃äĨú 㞔äĨ悡 恕äĨþìĨ㺸 Ĩी ĨĜᣗ Ĩ弥 峤Ĩ庾 Ĩî܉Ĩú þäĨ啵
Ĩå 㥶ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ孆îĨ峤 Ĩ庾 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ⩠ ᠢĨ㺸 Ĩ峭 Ĩ和 ì㥃äĨú 㞔äĨ೧ Ĩ悡 恕äĨę⻎ Ĩ㜍 ㅨ äĨî㟣 Ĩ㩴 ĨîþäĨᖓ

ĨîþäĨ啓 偾 Ĩ嬸 Ĩ塴 Ĩ尪 äĨì䲷 Ĩ࿀Ĩð äĨĜ勀 Ĩ弥 ä恗྿ĨĚ Ĩ⸞ äĨ峭 Ĩᡀ ⡜㺸 Ĩ㌤ äĨ䯼 þäĨ㷨
ĨîþäĨソ äĨå 㖻ßĨ㦪 äĒĨÛ徊 ìäĨäï哶 ĨÛ(扯 ï )Ĩ哶 Ĩîヌ ĨÛ♥ 䒲äĨ⮬ Ĩ乗 Ĩ啵 Ĩᷩ Ĩ䟔 Ĩ抜 ᑌ

Ĩ憇 ìĨृ ĨîþäĨⴖ Ĩ徊 ìäĨ承 ï äĨęþ㏵ ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ㨱 íĨਮ 㞑Ĩと ❴ ĨÞ⮸äĨ㺸 Ĩđ ઝĨᴧ Ĩ㜺 þ࿀

Ĩ媛☻ îĨ㥋 äĨ啵 (ç îஸĨÛĨė þᶀ )Ĩî㻠Ĩï吴 ßĨ䶟 Ĩᄭ äĨĜ㺶 Ĩ技技îĨę㐷 Ĩ࿀Ĩð äĨ೧ Ĩ嬸 Ĩç ä□
Ǖǔ
Ĩࢥ äþĨ⸞ Ĩᾜ î⛪Ĩą
ç ൞ìäĨþĨ婩 Ĩ܉ï ۂ堗 äìĨ㺸 Ĩü äᠭ ĨęٱĴŅơƲäìĨĜ㷨Ĩㅎ ᠢĨ㷨 Ĩ䮔 ᎹĨð äĨ嬸
ǘ
Ŗٱƌō傑 ”ĨṎ Ĩ㷩 Ĩᷗ ᔊĨ啵 Ĩⴣ î㖵Ĩ㥃Ĩå 㥶 Ĩ嬸 Ĩⓦ で Ĩç ൞Ĩ㐓 Ĩì⣝äĨ媛ä恗äĨ㺸 Ĩþìî äĨą
ç ൞ìä
Ĩ庾 Ĩ啵 ĨÞĠĞĞĞĨ嬸 Ĩü 㨾 ຩĨ和 ì㥃äĨú 㞔äĨü ä㑥 Ĩą恗ï Ĩ㺸 “ėٵƬơŃĨĚ 嵢Ĩ悫 垆äąᠢĨ࿀ĨîìĨú ව
Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 㖵ㅨ äĨîþäĨ媛᯳Ĩ塴 Ĩᷗ ᔊĨⴣ î㖵Ĩ抁Ĩ啵 Ĩ廝 äþäĨ㺸 ĨÞĠĞğĥð Ĩ㿩 ä)ĨĜ㷩
ĨĚîᄯĨ抁Ĩ嬸 Ĩ垆þî ä୲ Ĩ㥋 äĨî堞 äìĨ愡 äĨ㺸 Ĩ峭 Ĩü ä恗ä(Ĝ嵗 Ĩ䆨äþĨ嬸 峤Ĩ庾 Ĩ೧ Ĩ⸞ Ĩü äᠭ

ĨĨ䮔 ᎹĨĚᵸ Ĩⳤ Ĩᄣ äĨ㱾Ĩᷨ ᔊĨⴣ î㖵Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĨ䳾 ĨîþäĨ喆 冼 Ĩě 哶 Ĩ惠 Ĩå 㥶

Ĩïä〛 ĨÛ恔婧Ĩą
ç äî噡 ä :⻑ 嗚)Ĩ㷩 Ĩ庾 Ĩ啵 Ĩᵸ Ĩᄷ Ĩ㷨 “Ě屙ìĨú ව Ĩą
ç 䬊㓴 ”ü ä㑥

Ĩ㐓 Ĩ剐 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ㌤ äĨ剙 ĨᠢĨû嗚Ĩä哶 Ĩ䚴 吵 Ĩîण Ĩ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩð 㘓 äĨ剐 (ء٢٠٠٨

Ĩᄸ Ĩð Ĩ愡 äĨĜ㷩 Ĩ塴 Ĩøąエ ĨÛᣬ Ĩᶢ 䲗 Ĩㆫ 㖵Ĩ㺸 Ĩå 㥶 ĨĚîᄯð äĨṎ Ĩ⸞ Ĩû嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ൞

Ĩᷗ ᔊĨ抁ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ䆨äþĨ嬸 峤Ĩ庾 Ĩ徊 㑣 ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ↕ Ĩ峤 Ĩᷗ ᔊĨ೧ Ĩ啵 Ĩü ܉ï ĨĚ 䪫ㇰäĨ㥃Ĩå 㥶 Ĩð ä
Ĩđ 恱 îĨ㺸 IRDĨü ୢĨ㦪 äĒĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ嬸 Ĩü ୢĨⶸ 䰮Ĩ㦪 äĒĨ䒲⫆ äĨđ 恱 îĨ㺸 Ĩ⦧ î嬪技Ĩ媤

Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㜌ㅨ äĨì䲷 Ĩě 哶 Ĩᷗ ᔊĨⴣ î㖵Ĩ㥃Ĩ喆 冼 Ĩě 哶 Ĩ࿀Ĩå 㥶 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ⇡ ĨęîĨ೧ Ĩ㝦

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ带 㘄Ĩü 㺰 Ĩ喆 岮䰮Ĩî値 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äᠭ Ĩü ä㑥 Ĩą恗ïĨ㺸 “Ěî帴 䆨Ĩú 㞔äĨąę妊ĨïäĨú ව ”

٣٢

ǘ
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ǘ
“Ĩ啵 Ĩ þî Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㚧 Ĩú ව ٱŖƌō傑 ”ĨĜä峤Ĩ庾 Ĩ೧ Ĩ啵 Ĩě î ⾛Ĩ㺸 ĨÞĠĞĞĥĨ䰽 婧

Ĩ♠ Ĩ寄 ㇰĨ㦪 äĒĨî堞 äìĨü äṎ婧Ĩࢥ äþĨ⸞ Ĩ和 ì㥃äĨú 㞔äĨ啵 Ĩ㌤ äĨ㷨 Ĩ悡 恕äĨ塴 Ĩ恗ï Ĩ㺸

Ĩ抁 Ĩ㷨 Ĩå 㥶 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ哴 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩü 勽 Ĩ㥃Ĩü äĨ㢻 äî Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ䬉Ĩ䎽 ìĨ䬉儢 Ĩ㖓 Ĩ嬸 Ĩ䬉᠖

Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ä□ Ĩ䰍 äþĨ㶝 î Ĩ䎽 ìĨ⸞ Ĩç 䬊㞔äĨîþäĨú 㞔äĨ೧ Ĩ㌤ äĨ戆 ᔊĨĨęï Ꮉ

㣰ä㘄Ĩᒑ

⻯ Ĩîウ Ĩ ⡜

اُردوĨç ൞ìäì⣝Ąäو

Ĩ䍙 㥃Ĩ戔 îþäĨ⦧ î嬪技

å ìäĨąĨ㣰 ᔊĨ䶛 ĨÛ㋮ 嗚‘ú ⓥ’
î峤䆨

ĨĜ䅎 Ĩ峤 Ĩ䎽 ìĨą᱓ 吴

ءĠĞğĤĨ䰽 婧٩

ǘō
Ĩ啵 Ĩ þîĨ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩą
㚧 Ĩú ව ĨŖ
ٱƌ傑
Ĩ㺸 ١抁î‹äĨ⿌ Ĩ恔ĨĜᣬ Ĩ冗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ îìĨ㐪 äĨĚì܉ßĨ㥋 äĨú ව Ĩîì䜑ä㌗ Ĩäï 亾

Ĩ⣜ ìï Ĩ愡 äĨ抁î‹äĨ⿌ Ĩ䆯 äĨĜ㍚ 冗 Ĩ戆 ᔊĨ㎵ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ⣝þ岳 Ĩ⸞ Ĩी Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 䰮ï

Ĩ啵 Ĩð äĨ㲁 ᎹĨ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩᒸ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ ᑋ Ĩ╨ Ĩð ᬪ Ĩě î 屩Ĩ⸞ Ĩ♝ îĨ ĨĚ ĨṎ ĨÛᡁ Ĩ厜

—ú ව Ĩ㏭ Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨĜ⬍ Ĩ㨱Ĩå 壯Ĩ Ĩ㱾The UniversalĨࣗ Ĩą
ç äíĨìṎ吴
Ĩð 丣 Ĩą䡴㌑ĨęþĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ㐽 Ĩ婨äî㜂 Ĩ㖓 ĨîþäĨęìĨᛖ

Ĩ愡 äㇸ Ĩᒸ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 —ú ව ㍚ 

Ĩ塴 ĨĎ备 Ĩ悎 äĨ丰 Ĩø ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩࣗ ĨçąäíĨìṎ吴 Ĩ啵 Ĩð äĨîþäĨ嵉 Ĩ慪 ìĨ啵 Ĩïä垆äĨ䗷 Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ㱾
Ĝ峤Ĩü Ĩüą徉Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨṎ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱ĨęîäĨ⸞

࢚ Ĩėä噫 Ĩå ⓧ Ĩ很 þĨęì࿀Ĩé 吴 Ĩï


Ĩଦ Ĩ她

⣜ 㧭Ĩå 壯Ĩ⛭ Ĩ Ĩě äĨĭࢥ Ĩⅳ Ĩᠢ

ßĨᄣ äĨ嬸 Ĩᝮ Ĩ⛭ Ĩ Ĩě äĨĜ⫌ Ĩ媎 Ĩ嘦 嵢ĒĨ㱾Ĩě ⋖ Ĩ㺸 ĨîⰆ Ĩé 吴 ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘ÝĨ嵗 Ĩė 㲂 Ĩå 壯 (婨îþ)Ĩ嵉 Ĩ㶢 îĨ㨱

Ĩ屩 ĨÛჿ äĨ嬸 Ĩð äĨĜ䅏 峤Ĩú 噦 äĨ㥃Ĩð äĨ啵 Ĩ㐸 Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ⡜ ġĠĨĜ㛇 Ĩþ岳 Ĩ戆 ᔊĨ㎵ Ĩ㥃ĨĚ 㒌 ĨĚ ウ Ĩ承 婧-١
Ĝ䟑 Ĩ承 ᙡ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䅕 Ĩç ౾ ĨٶŔŮǎƴ⻑ ĨîþäĨᔊⳢ
࢚ Ĩ ė ä噫 Ĩ 乫 Ĩ 很 þĨ ęì࿀Ĩ é 吴 ï
å 壯Ĩ⣜ 㧭Ĩ⛭ Ĩ Ĩě äĨĚäĨࢥ Ĩⅳ Ĩᠢ
ĢħġĨò Ĩú þäĨᵸ ﮐﻠﯿﺎتﺑﯿﺪل

:嵗 Ĩė 技Ĩ Ĩゞ -

ǘ
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Ĩ Ĩ憗 íĨéąîìĨ⸞ îᖯ Ĩ㺸 the IndividualĨᝯ ßĨΌ Ĩᄭ äĨ岫 Ĩ㍚ Ĩ承 ï äĨęþ㏵
ä⨭ Ĩ╽

:嵗Ǖ ĨᎹ㨱Ĩę㻠ßĨ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸
ƠĹ
þĨ承 äĨå ⡟äĨïäĨに Ĩė⋏Ĩũ Ĩ和

匇 Ĩ很 äᳬäĨĨ࢚ Ĩė ä噫 Ĩ㲁 Ĩब îĨąᠲ
äⳢ Ĩ㺸 Ĩî嗝äĨ劋 Ĩ⟄ îþäĨᎻ 亾 Ĩ㖓 Ĩ愡 äĨ㺸 Ĩç äîíĨ很 峤Ĩě ৰ Ĩ㺸 î婧Ĩラ äîìĨに

Ĩì厰 Ĩ愡 ä–Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ࿀Ĩî㊓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩご ConcreteĨð ᬪ Ĩ愡 äĨ㨱 íĨ㥃Ĩð äĨ屨 Ĩ䮵 Ĩ媎 Ĩ㨗
Ĩᠲ

:Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ㲇 Ĩú ව Ĝ࿀Ĩî㊓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩě ì䰮îþäĨç ╌ þ

Ĩ悇 äĨ㷨 ĨĚì䰮Ĩऎ îĨ愡 äĨ࿀Ĩ䶱 Ĩ婏 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩに Ĩ嬸 Ĩå ⡟ äĨþĨç 䆨ⓥĨ啵 Ĩäん Ĩ㺸 Ĩ媜ìĨð ä”
“Ĝᣲ峤Ĩ媎 Ĩç 㙎 ĨĚ 哶 Ĩ䲋 Ĩ㷨 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 ĨĚ 嶔 ì

Ĩ㧩 Ĩ㥃Ĩ îìĨ㐪 äĨ㥃Ĩü äĨ嵗 ĨęþĨ嵗 Ĩ㌵ äĨਮ 㞑Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ⑼ ĨṎ Ĩ啵 Ĩ⭒ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ䮵

Ĩð 丣 Ĩä峤ĨᎹî㽽 Ĩ⸞ Ĩç ܉ᑋ Ĩ媛ⓥþîĨ㺸 Ĩė þ冗 Ĩ㎵ Ĩûᝯ後ᚓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ媜ìĨṎ Ĩ岭 í ١ç 䎑 ä

Ĩė Ṑ Ĩ啵 ĨĚ  ąî㚦äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ圼 ⊆ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ剙 Ĩ೧ Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ啵 Ĩ戆 冗 Ĩü äĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ峤
Ĩò ⛪Ĩṏ ᠢĨ㷨 Ĩė 㐋 Ĩ䆪 ㇰĨ㺸 Ĩ㛋 Ĩ൝克 Ĩ啵 Ĩ嗜 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨÛ嵗 ĨἊ Ĩ妉 îĨ媛㽿 Ĩė Ṑ
Ĩ塴 Ĩ㱾Ĩ◟

Ĩð äĨ岫 Ĩ很 峤Ĩ䬮 Ĩę庠᱑Ĩ㥃ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ䆯 äĨĜė峤Ꮉ㨱Ĩ厪 Ĩ࿀î㊓
û塳 Ĩ厒 îþäĨᎻ 亾 Ĩ愡 ä㺸 Ĩç ٱĴǎƶƎǎƸǌƹƃōäĨी 䰮Ĩ⸞ Ĩ㍚ Ĩ悎 äĨ㩴 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵖 ‹Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩ媎 Ĩïä垆ä
Ĩ啵 Ĩ㐽 ĨęìĨᛖ

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ徊 ᠬ ĨþĨᣴ ᔊĨ㱾Ĩ岭 íĨ⒡ Ĩ Ĩ㺸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䱐 Ĩ࿀Ĩ㜢 堵 äĨ嗚Ĩ㡃 ᠢĨ㷨

Ĩ嬸 㨱Ĩ塴 Ĩą
ø エ Ĩ⸞ Ĩė áᄶ Ĩ乾 Ĩ噬 äĨ Ĩ㺸 RealityĨ◟

ĨຩĨ恙㽻 Ĩ愡 äĨॼ Ĩě ࿁

Ĩ愡 äĨᡀ ⡜Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 徉塴 ĨþĨç 䆨⠯ Ĩ憇 ìĨ㺸 Ĩü äĨė 抂 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨĜ媎 Ĩęî‹ĨäⳢĨ㺸

‘‘ç 䎑 äĨ㧩 ’’Ĩ⸞ Ĩî㌦ äĨ㺸 Ĩù ⡟ĨþĨù ⴤĨ䮵 Ĩ嵗 ‘‘Ĩç äㄯ 䆨äĨ㧩 ’’ĨᠢĨᷗ ᔊĨ䛧 㥃 Polyphonic -١
ĜĚ࿁Ĩ嗚䆨Ĩ㷪 ᔊĨ㷨
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Ĩ㣰 ᔊĨ媛ⓥþîĨᄣ äĨ㍚ Ĩᑋ Ĩ㥃Ĩᳮ îþäĨ嵖 ‹Ĩ㲒 Ĩ◟
ĨîþäĨ佻

Ĩ愡 äĨ嵗 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃(flow)á Ĩ佻

Ĩîąᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩė 㽿 Ĩᴍ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ೧ ĨęþĨîᖯ

ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨ弥 㲢 ìĨä峤Ꮉ㨱Ĩ啵 Ĩ☶ 亾 Ĩ㺸

Ĩ愡 äĨ◟

Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩė㽿 

ĨÞäĨĕ 䲇 㖓 Ĩì䲷 Ĩ岫 ĨṎ ĨÞäĨìṎ吴 Ĩ啵 Ĩé î⛪Ĩîþä—û嗚㥃BecomingĨü Ćᛴ Ĩ廾 äì

Ĩ岭 íĨäî屩ĨṎ Ĩ媎 Ĩ㨗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩù  ôą➏ Ĩü äĨě î屩Ĩ很 äⳢĨęþĨ嵉 Ĩ忋 ìĨ弥 㲢 ìĨ啵 ĨĐ þî Ĩ㺸

ĨĚî屩ĨṎ Ĩ嵉 Ĩû国 ĨĎ㑵 䶬 Ĩ㯴 ⡜Ĩ愡 äĨ抁Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㲂 Ĩ徉䁐ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ䉻äĒĨ㷇 Ĩ࿀þäĨ㺸 Ĩá Ĩð ä
Ĩì人ĨĚî屩Ĩ啵 Ĩ嬸 ᔊĄäĨîຩĨ⸞ Ĩ徉îìĨ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ徉䁐Ĩė 技îþäĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ䳌 Ĩ⯊ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㥵 ═
ûą㍗ Ĩ徉Ĩü ⫦ ĨṎ Ĩ岫 Ĩ啵 Ĩ⽑ Ĩ㷨 Ĩé î⛪Ĩ很 äĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ◟ Ĩラ äĨ㥵 ═Ĩ徉䁐ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱
Ĩ㳉 îĨ塴 Ĩጦ Ĩ㱾Ĩė ㇌ ᚎĨ㑃 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï ĨṎ ĨÛ㷨Ĩ岭 íĨ廝 䰮Ĩ㇒ 徉îĨ愡 äĨÛ嵗 ĨᎹßĨ塴 Ĩᙍ

Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 㙎 Ĩᄣ äĨĜ嵗 Ĩĕ þîĨ弥 峤Ĩ弥 䟣ĨÛ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ寄 ㋋Ĩ㯴 ⡜Ĩ㱾Ĩü ㉅ ĨþĨü ⶕ Ĩ很 峤
Ĩ媎 Ĩĕ äîìäĨ㥃Ĩᙍ Ĩ◦ Ĩð ąäĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ⫈ 㨱Ĩ⪍ Ĩ࿀Ĩ峭 Ĩ⩥ Ĩ㷨 ĨÞäĨø エ 岭 íĨᣲ ㇓ 徉îĨ抁Ĩ⸞

Ĩᣲ ㈢ Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ࠻ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ媛凫 Ĩöąä婧äĨ徉䁐Ĝ嵉 Ĩ䬫 Ĩḱ ĨÞäĨ抁Ĩ⸞ Ĩठ Ĩ㺸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ⫈ 㨱
Ĩ᱑Ĩ䰍 Ĩ婨Ĩ嵗 Ꮉ᱑Ĩ䰍 Ĩ婨Ĩᚪ ĨîþìĨ岫 Ĩ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ弥 ⡜îĨᚪ Ĩ◟ Ĩî㥃Ĩ愈 ㈲ Ĩ㥃Ĩ弒 ⡜
Ĩ媚 Ĩ愡 äĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ慫 ìĨἈ Ĩ愡 äĨ㷨 Ĩ傣 Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

Ĩ岫 Ĩ㽻 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⫈

Ĩ愡 äĨ㷨 Ĩ峭 㚧 Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨî㥃Ĩą愈 ㈲ Ĩ抁ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩç îþㆈ Ĩ㷨 Ĩî㥃Ĩ愈 ㈲
Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨ岫 ĨṎ Ĩ⸞ Ĩṏ þĨ㷨 Ĩï䴥 äĨû冬 Ĩð ąäĨě î屩Ṏ嵗 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃Ĩç îㄯ Ĩ㑎

Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹܬĨ岫 Ĩî㥃ą愈 ㈲ Ĩ抁ĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱ĨäþîìĨ㺸 Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ࿀Ĩ屨 ĨÛ嵗 Ĩラ ⓥ
Ĩ忋 ìĨ㨱 Ĩïä垆äĨ塴 Ĩü äîþìĨ㺸 Ĩ䙾 傑 Ĩ㺸 Ĩᾜ î⛪Ĩ很 äĨ弒 ⡜Ĩᣲ ㈢ Ĩᴍ ĨÛ⸞ Ĩ峭 Ĩ㑝
Ĩ峭 Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ࿄ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩû嗚Ĩä⨭ þìĨ㥃Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ抋 îþäĨ嵗 ĨᎹຩĨᕹ
Ĩü 䰮ïîþäĨ䅎 垆ï ĨÛ㥵 ═ ĨÛü Ć
ᛴ Ĩ圼 ⊆ ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ䲡

Ĩ◦ Ĩą寄 ṎĨ㥃ĨÞäĨę垆ï ĨÛ嵗

ĨÞäĨûᝯĨ⸞ Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ弥 婩Ĩ◟

‘Pure ‘‘丰 Ĩîąþ亾 ’’Ĩė㽿 Ĩᴍ Ĩ㱾Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩð äĨ䮵 ĨĜĨ嵉 Ĩû嗚Ĩ乾

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ⑼ Ĩ峭 Ĩ愡 ä

ĨṎ Ĩ嵖 ‹Ĩ⯥ Ĩä᳥ Ĩ⸞ Ĩô┢ äĨĚ Ĩ⸞ Ĩîᖯ Ĩ㉖ ܉Ĩð äĨÛ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩᗔ Ĩ⸞ Duration’
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Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䟙 Ĩ常 ⵗ Ĩ乴 嗚Ĩ悇 äĨ愡 äĨ㱾Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ岭 íäî屩ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨᕹ

Ĩ岭 íĨᣲ㇓ 徉î äĨî屩

Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩ㋄ Ĩ೧ äĨ㣰 ܉ĨîþäĨ嵉 Ĩ很 ß㨱Ĩ㋄ Ĩ屨 Ĩ▗ Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱ᗔ

Ĩ㺸 Ĩð ä MomentsĨç 嗚ßîþäĨ㻠Ĩ很 ᱑ĨęîĨ㨱 Ĩ૽ Ĩü 凫 Ĩ㥃ĨṒ Ĩ愡 äĨ丰 Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ 傑
Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ◦ 㖓 ĨîþäĨ㉖ ܉Ĩ㞺 þĨ媛凫 ĨĜ䆎 Ĩ徃 ຩĨîä㟥Ĩ媎 Ĩ㨗 îþääⳢ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 夆 Ĩᕺ

Ĩ㱾Ĩïþ恗ìĨþĨïþ亾 äĨęì㨱Ĩĕ äîìäĨ啵 Ĩïä垆äĨ人 ᱑‘‘丰 Ĩąîþ亾 ’’Ĩ徉Ĩ◦ Ĩüą䰮ï ĨĜ媎 Ĩ㨗 îþääⳢ
Ĩ㱾Ĩ㇒ 䰮ĨṎ Ĩ㥃“Now” ‘‘’’ابĨìṎ吴 Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩ廾 äìĨîþäĨ◦ Ĩ嵗 Ĩû嗚ᠢĨ抁ĨĜᎹ㨱Ĩ媎 Ĩú 㞩
Ĩ伐 Ĩ⸞ Ĩⴣ ąäĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ孫 îĨ䰋 Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ很 ≁ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ⸍ Ĩᄭ äĨ⸞ äĨઃ ĨᎹē⏢ Ĩ媎 Ĩገ Ĩᄭ ä
Ĩû嗚Ĩ◟

Ĩ 傑 Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩê ㈲ Ĩᳮ Ĩĕ äîìä㥃Ĩ◟

Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ徉䁐ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨḱ Ĩ㱾

Ĩ抁îþäĨ嵉 Ĩ五 Ĩìäㆇ äĨ啵 Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩᳮ Ĩ㥃Ĩ㥵 ═Ĩᓱ Ĩ䬉äþĨ嬸 㨱Ĩ和 㟣 Ĩጦ Ĩ佻

Ĩ嵗

Ĩ㫣 Ĩęì㨱Ĩ创 Ĩ抁ĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ ᱑ ᣲ 峤Ĩㅻ äþĨîþäĨ Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ⸞ Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ嵗 Ĩᣲ ᱑Ĩᣲ 㨱Ĩ㣰 ᔊĨė ṎĨė Ṏ
ą Ĩ创 Ĩ㩴 Ĩ屨 Ĩ⸞ Ĩᳮ Ĩ媎 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃Completed Whole
Ĩé ä⣵ äĨ㥃Ĩ㞺 äウ Ĩû塳
Ĝ⬋ 㨱

Ĩ䆯 äĨĜ徃 䟣Ĩé 㶠 Ĩ㥃Ĩç ᱑îìĨ乾 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㚧 Ĩ媛㽿 Ĩ啵 ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ屨 Ĩå äĨ徇 ß

Ĩ䪬冬 Ĩ塴 Ĩą恗ï ĨĜ嵗 Ĩäē⏢ Ĩ抁䰮⨭ Ĩ㜢 㥃Ĩ㥃Ĩ塵 îþäĨ囍 Ĩ嬸 Ĩú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨĚîþㆈ Ĩ戇ìĨܬĨ抁Ĩė 抂
Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩᳮ îþä (嵗 Ĩ俜

Ĩ࿀î⻪ äĨîä密Ĩᤔ 後ᚓ ĨṎ )嵗 Ĩ䱐 Ĩ࿀Ĩü ä技ìĨ㺸 Ĩü äĨø エ
١

Ĝ嵗 Ĩð ຩĨ㺸 Ĩ㢻 äîĨ⸞ Ĩ㟲 Ĩñ ⠩Ĩ垽 Ĩ➒

Ĩ➒ Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩüąä技ìĨ㽻 äĨĜᣬ Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ䞻 Ĩᦷ 婧ĨĚîþㆈ Ĩ㲝 Ĩ㲝 ࿀Ĩ㥷 Ĩᄣ äĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩᡁ Ĩú 儢 Ĩ抁Ĩ㥃Ĩ吶 ㏵ -١
ĨᎹ峤Ĩ冦 Ĩ䙯 傑 Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨ⸞ Ĩė Ṕ Ĩ㷥 îþäĨઃ Ĩ⸞ ĨṒ Ĩęî㱾亽Ĩ恔ĨᠢĨᎹ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩå ⥣ ì (ú 㞔äĨĎ㲁 勺 )Ĩ垽
Ĩð äĨ啵 Ĩ⣜ 㜑 Ĩ㑵 傕 Ĩ㷨Ĩ㥷 ĨęĎ⠴ íĨ䰍 äþĨ嬸 ᱑Ĩ抜 ìĨ㎠ Ĩ㱾Ĩ䍙 㥃Ĩ啷 ⬧ äĨᠢĨ婨Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩð 㘓 äĨ䮵
Relics of Ĩ
⣜ 㜑 Ĩ剙 㥃Ĩ㷨 Ĩç äîìä婧Ĩ㺸 Ĩ吶 ㏵ ìṎ吴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ懓 ï 啶 Ĩú 㞔äĨ婨ĨîþäĨ⫆ Ĩ剙 Ĩ÷ ä⨭ Ĩ㥃Ĩ㋄ 亏
:嵗 Ĩ㨱 íĨ㲝 Ĩ㥃Ĩ㋄ 亏 Ĩð äĨ啵 Allama Iqbal Catalogue

Ý徉ìĨäēĄäĨ嶔 㸭 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嬸 ᱑Ĩ峭 Ĩä✪ Ĩ嬸 Ĩ㨵

؏
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Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⫌ Ĩ⏢ Ĩ㱾Ĩ⩥ Ĩ丰 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

٣٧
Ĩ㏐ ĨĚî屩Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩ夥 Ĩṏ ᠢĨ 㞑Ĩᄵ (١)

:ᢄ Ĩ媎 Ĩ㥙 Ĩ很 峤Ĩ
忕 ìĨîþï࿀Ĩ◟ Ĩð äĨú ව ĨĜ⫌ 峤Ĩ媎 Ĩ➵ äìĨ啵 Ĩ㐼 Ĩ㺸
ą Ĩìì㽻 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ倏 Ĩ㪿 ĨþĨé 吴
乫 Ĩ㡐 Ĩû丙
嫆 ìä⤍ äĨþĨ⣜ äĨᒫ Ĩåą ൦ Ĩ䨄 ㌑

ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䡴㌑Ĩ愡 äĨĜ⫎ Ĩ慤 ìĨ媎 Ĩ啵 Ĩė 径 ä䁔 Ĩ㷨 ĨîⰆ ĨĖ ṯ îþäĨé 吴 Ĩ㷨 ĨîⰆ :ᷗ ᔊ
Ĝ嵗 ĨĚî㌑Ĩ⸞ Ĩìä⤍ äĨ㷨 Ĩð äĨ䮵 Ĩ嵗 Ĩå ᎹĨ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ婤 ᱑Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

Ĩð äĨ㺸 㨱ĨĚï ⡜Ĩ抁塴 Ĩ㷨 the Real ‘‘◒ ’’Ĩ㨱 Ĩ峤 Ĩ佹 Ĩ⸞ Ĩú 䆨⣼ äĨ厜 Ĩ㈡ Ĩ㐇
ǖ ǖǔ
ǃĨĀǌťƷǎƹưîþäĨ媎 Ĩ㨗 ĨäⳢ Ĩ㺸 Ĩᒸ Ĩîþä弢 僂 ĨĖ 亾 ĨïäĨी Ĩ㺸 Ĩ◟ Ĩ抁ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ䉻äĒĨ㨱 Ĩឧ ⛪Ĩ㥃

:⫈ Ĩ䆨Ĩ媎 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㖺 㽻 Ĩ࿀Ĩî㊓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩĕ 丙 Ĩû㟣 Ĩጦ ĨÛę垆ï Ĩ愡 äĨ⸞ ä

ì㨱Ĩ㾧 Ĩᠢ ąᒫ Ĩï Ĩ㲁 Ĩ廝 䆨ìĨ᷌ Ĩ承 ä
⣜ äĨ û国 Ĩ üą㓈ä⅁Ĩ 〙 î⠩Ĩ Ď婨⛪îì

ǖ
ƴ
ů
Ĩ㺸 Ĩé îⳢ Ĩ很 峤Ĩ≥ ĨÛ嵉 Ĩ嵗 îĨď ቩ Ĩ⸞ Ĩᙕ ĨþĨᒫ ĨĚî ٱ
Ĵǉ ĨṎ Ĩ廝 䆨ìĨûᝯĨ抁’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘Ĝ㳉 î Ĩ媎 Ĩ◟

Ĩ㨗 Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ⸞ Ĩė þî ⣝Ĩ婠 Ĩ婠 Ĩ啵 Ĩો 冬

Ĩ啵 Ĩå äṎĨ㺸 Ĩð äĨ㍚ ĨÝ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ⥕ äîĨゞ Ĩ㥃Ĩĕ äîìąäĨ㺸 Ĩ◒ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢ (٢)
ė律㽻 Ĩĕ ‹Ĩï äĨ⛭ Ĩ ĨĚ堞 Ĩú ව ’’

:嵗 Ĩ㲃

‘‘١äîĨ剑 Ĩ㾈 ĨຩĨᠣĨ㑢 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ⣜ 戩ä
Ĩ啵 (ھğġĞĠĨ ĨÛĚîヌ Ĩ傔 Ĩ垽 Ĩ㏯ )ءğħĥĦĨî峤䆨Ĩå 䝳 äĨęì㨱Ĩ庾  (匓 ) ﮐﻠﯿﺎت ﺑﯿﺪل
-١
ِ
:嵗 Ĩė 技Ĩö 值 Ĩä⨭ þìĨ㥃Ĩ

äîĨ剑 Ĩ⣜ äĨú ܉ĨᠣĨ㑢 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ⣜ 戩ä ؏
١١Ĩò Ĩ㥃Ĩî㱾亽Ĩåą 㥶 峤Ĩ▹ 剚
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㝾 ㄯ Ĩą
ç ⓥコ ä)Ĩ㑢 Ĩė Ṑ Ĩ嵗 Ĩᵤ ĨęþĨ抋 Ĩ夞 ṯ Ĩ啵 Ĩ㊂ ܉Ĩᄭ ä !ú ව Ĩě ä’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘Ĝ嵗 ĨᎹ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩî⽂ Ĩ㥃Ĩ剑 (嵗 Ĩ伀

Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䱰 ㏵ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

Ĩ䛢 Ĩ抁Ĩ啵

Ĩ憗 íĨð äÝ嵉 Ĩ㷩 Ĩú ⛪þ✪ Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ勴 Ĩ㹄 Ĩú ▖ Ĩ㥃 ‘‘ü ä᳥ þ’’ð äĨ䮵

Ĩ㟮 Ĩ弥 㱾Ĩ㷨 Ĩę寀俍 Ĩ婨㜣ㄯ Ĩü ä᳥ þĨ抁ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ愡 äĨ䞠 ܉Ĩå äṎĨ㥃Ĩė 婧þìĨú ව îþäĨė 㽿 Ĩ啵
Ĩ愡 äĨ㷨 Ĩ㚧 Ĩ抁Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 ĨĜ很 ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩ㎗ Ĩ岫 Ĩ啵 ⫑ ĨþĨå ᳨ Ĩą䉺 ⓥĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ媎
Ĝ嵗 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃Ĩ㟮 ᔊĨ㑎

Ĩú ⠯ ĨᠢĨûìᖐ Ĩラ äĨ㲁 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ寄 ㋋Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ抁Ĩ吮 ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ嬸 ١很 äîĜĨ䬉ĜĨ懓 äĨ᱓

Ĩ嵗 Ĩู 䰮Ĩ㺸 Thought Lived ú ⠯ Ĩęì㨱Ĩࢮ ĨîþäIntellectual thoughtĨ㏘

ĨĜ嵗 IntellectualismĨ⥢ ࿀Ĩ㏐ Ĩ೧ Ĩå ăäĨ抁Ĩ啵 Ĩ很 äîĨĚ 哶 Ĩ㲂 Ĩ܊äṎĨ嬸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩᠢ
Ĩᄭ äĨṎĨ嵗 Ĩ㏚

Ĩ⧼ Ĩ愡 äĨĜ嵉 ĨĨ㟺

ĨþìĨ㷨 ‘‘⥢ ࿀Ĩ㏐ ’’Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė㽿 

Ĩ㯴 ⡜Ĩ㱾Ĩç 䆨⠯ Ĩĕ 䲇 ĨṎ Ĩ⥢ ࿀Ĩ㏐ Ĩ᭛  ĨĚ ⨭ þìĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩᣲǖ㨱Ĩᑋ Ĩę垆ï Ĩ㥃Ĩç 䆨⠯
ŦƷŬ
Ĩ⸞ Ĩü äĨê ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩė ևٵĆ Ĩᴫ Ĩ㲁 ᎹĨ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨú 嵢ĒĨ啵 Ĩç äî ᖰ ĨٳǀĆǌŧ ĨîþäĨð ᬪ Ĩ媓 äĨ㺸 㨱

Ĩü 凫 Ĩü äîþìĨ㺸 Ĩĕ äîìäĨ㺸 ‘‘丰 Ĩîąþ亾 ’’Ĩ㏚

Ĩ⧼ Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĝ⬍ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㶸

Ĩᄭ äĨĜᡁ Ĩ㛇 îþäĨ䡴㌑Ĩ培 ä㘄Ĩ㥃Ĩç 孙 亽ĨîþäĨç 㣱➶ äĨÛĨ弒 ⡜ (ء١٩٥٤۔١٨٧٠)Ĩ很 äîĜĨ䬉Ĝ卭 恕ä-١
Ĩ㺸 Ĩ庆 噓ĨÛ㥃Ĩヾ

äĨ㷨 Ĩ廎 ◓ Ĩ引 ⡜Ĩ很 äîĨĜ㷩 Ĩęì⤚ äĨ୧ Ĩ⸞ Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ嬸 Ĩð äĨ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩ㺸 Ĩî㚦ä

Ĩ庡 äୢĨú ąþĨĚąäĨîþäĨ㺴 Ĩ弃 ຩĨĚ 岵 ĨÛĨė 㽿 䵨 エ 僂 Ĩ㷥 Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩð äîþäᡁ Ĩ䬤 Ĩę庠᱑Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉
Ĩ俧

Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 (㺸 Ĩ äĨą◟

Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ僁 )Ĩó þ僤 ĨÛ㐇 Ĩ◦ Ĩ㲁 Ĩᡁ Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨĜᣬ Ĩ愡 ⻑ Ĩ㺸 Ĩð ä

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㐇 Ĩ悎 äĨ峭 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨ㏭ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㐇 Ĩ怺 ᕨ îþäĨᣲ 徉ᑌ ĨÛᒹ Ĩ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 峤
Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ憇 ìĨą
ç îࣿ ĨÛ承 㨱ࢮ Ĩ㱾Ĩ㐇 Ĩ屨 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩî儸 Ĩ㥃Ĩ㞺 äウ îþäĨ◒ ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ⫈ 峤Ĩ惣 îíĨ㥃Ĩú ▖
Ĝ媎 Ĩ勴 Ĩᚆ

New Philosophy-Henry

Ĩå 㥶 Ĩø þ僤 Ĩᄣ ä࿀Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ嬸 Ĩð äĨĜᡁ Ĩê îĨï勤 Ĩ㥃Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ很 äîĨ䬉
Ĝ䟍 Ĩ啵 ĨÞğħğġBergson

ǘ
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٣٩

Ĩᾜ î⛪Ĩ弒 ⡜Ĩᣲ ㈢ ĨΉ Ĩ峭 Ĩ悎 äĨ䞠 ܉Ĩ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ勴 Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩ峭 Ĩា ⛪Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㑝 Ĩ㺸

Ĩî㥃Ĩą愈 ㈲ Ĩ峭 Ĩ恜 äĨᬶ Ĩ೧ Ĩú ව ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨ㨱 Ĩឧ ⛪Ĩ㥃Ĩ㑝 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ很 峤Ĩ嘳 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ◟

:Ĩ嵉 Ĩ㲇 ĨęþĨ᱓ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ恙ᑦ

ßĨėþĨ妉 îĨï äĨ㺸 垆äĨ㾧 Ĩą奢 Ĩě ä

‘‘Ĝß寄܉Ĩ⸞ Ĩ媜ìĨ㷨 Ĩ妉 îĨÛ ⠩Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ቩ Ĩě ä’’ :Ĩᷗ ᔊ

Ĩą䡴㌑Ĩ㱾Ĩ媜ìĨ㷨 Ĩé î⛪ 㝾 ㄯ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ䱰 ㏵ Ĩ㷨 Ĩü 凫 Ĩ啵 Ĩê コ äĨ婨㜣ㄯ ‘‘妉 î ’’Ĩ䛢

ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ࿀Ĩî㊓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ ⠩Ĩ‗ 吴 Ĩ䅎 弎 娚Ĩ㷨 Ĩü 垏 äĨ㍚ ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩᚕ Ĩ啵 ୢĨþĨ妉 î

ĨęþĨ㽻 äĨ㲁 嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨęî倢 Ĩ⸞ äĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩᣲ 㨱ĨęîäĨ嗜 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㥵 ═Ĩ䗷 Ĩ弥 亾 Ĩ㖓 Ĩ㷨 îą Ĩ䡴㌑

ą愈 ㈲ Ĩ࿄ ĨĜ嵖 ‹Ĩ嗚㨱ĨìäïßĨ⸞ Ĩìþ╌ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 凫 Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩ Ĩ⸞ äĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ孫 ‹Ĩĕ äîìäĨ㥃Ĩヹ äą峵 䰮
Ĩ㏐ ĨĚî屩ĨṎ Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩラ ⓥĨç 囑 Ĩ⸞ Ĩü 凫 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ媎 Ĩ㨗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨ很 äⳢ Ĩ䈍 傑 Ĩ㥃Ĩ媛ä᳥ þ

Ĩ䆨܉Ĩṏ î卬 Ĩú ව ĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ ㇓ 徉îĨì婩Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ奡 㺮 Ĩ嵗 Ĩû㥃Ĩ倏 Ĩで ⛪Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩᾜ î⛪Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸

Ĩ徉îìĨ愡 äĨ㱾Ĩ䅎 垆ï ĨęþĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩú ⤔ äĨ䱰 ㏵ Ĩㅻ äþĨîþäĨ愡 äĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ┍ ㅨ þĨ㷨 Ĩú ⠯
Ĩ୮ Ĩ承 䪿ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ宅 îĨü ⫦ ĨᎲ îþäĨñ 吴 ⛪Ĩ⩥ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ徉îìĨð ąäĨᚪ Ĩ᱓ ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ慪 ìĨ啵 ĨĐ þîĨ㺸
ǔ
Ʒ
Ĩ㱾Ĩᴃ Ĩð 䆫ĨΉ Ĩê ㈲ Ĩⴣ äĨ䞠 ܉Ĩ嵉 Ĩ宅 îĨ啵 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩ弥 峤ĨŲǍƹǆĒĨ媾 Ĩ㺸 Ĩě î嵢ìĨ很 峤
Ĩ⸞ Ĩᔧ

Ĩ㺸 Ĩě î嵢ì ᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ䌄 够Ĩ寄 ܉Ĩ⨭ Ĩ⸞ Ĩìᷖ Ĩð äĨé 吴 Ĩ᱓ Ĩ䆯 äĨĜ嵗 䬤 Ĩ嘦 嵢Ē
ǖ
ĜĨ嵗 Ĩᣲ ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩĕ 䲇 Ĩ㖓 ĨŖĀƶŐǌư冬 îþäĨ嵗 Ĩ忋 ì㨱Ĩì⢬ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 凫 Ĩ㱾ĨĐ ßĨᄭ äĨÛ嵗 Ĩᣲ ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩ䟢 ä

Ĩⅳ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨ㨱Ĩė徉㍚ Ĩ㱾ĨĐ ßĨᄭ äĨ㺸 㨱ĨìäïßĨ㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩ⸞ Ĩ媛ⶕ ðą 䆫Ĩᄭ äĨ抁Ĩ徉䁐
ĨîᎹĄäĨ㱾Ĩ൝ßðą 䆫Ĩᄭ äĨ㨱 Ĩ夿 Ĩ寄 ܉Ĩ⸞ Ĩü ㉅ ĨþĨü ⶕ ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ峭 Ĩ恜 äĨĨ೧ Ĩ劷 僂 Ĩ㥃Ĩå ⓧ ⡜ß
Ĩ䬤 Ĩ㨱 Ĩラ ⓥĨ㽻 ìĨîą܉Ĩ㱾Ĩð 䆫Ĩ很 峤Ĩ很 㶠 Ĩᄭ ä㨱Ĩå þĒĨ啵 Ĩě î嵢ìĨð äĨęî܉þìĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩኣ

:㻠峤Ĩ䅏 峤Ĩਮ 㞑Ĩ㺸 Ĩ⯧ 㱾Ĩ Ĩ憗 íĨé îìĨå äĨĚî㞑Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩä哶 ĨĜ嵗

ǘ
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٤٠

ᴎ ä吴 äïą⡜Ĩ慄 Ĩ嫆 徉㍚ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ徉îìĨ承 îì

١

ü 〙 ᄯĨⅳ Ĩï äĨⵗ îĨ岭 äጎ ĨĨ䰮Ĩåą ⓧ

ĨĚ 哶 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ䌄 äĒĨ㨱 Ĩė 徉㍚ Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩ㨱 Ĩ夿 Ĩ寄 ܉Ĩ承 䪿Ĩė Ṑ ĨÛ啵 ĨîⰆ Ĩð ąäĨ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ

Ĩᔧ

‘‘Ĝ嵗 Ĩ䬤 㨱 Ĩラ ⓥĨð 䆫Ĩä峤Ĩ徉㶠 ĨჄäĨ㺸 㨱Ĩଦ Ĩ她

ßĨᄣ äĨ◜ ą
Ĩå ⓧ Ĩ㥃Ĩ䅎 垆ï

Ĩ县 Ĩ㖓 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ïĨ嬸 Ĩᳮ Ĩú 壑 äĨ徉Ĩìᷖ ĨĚ 寄㋋Ĩ寄 Ĩ啵 Ĩü ܉ï Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ徉

Ĝ峤Ĩ䬊 㨱Ĩラ ⓥĨû冬 Ĩä峤Ĩ徉㶠 ĨჄä惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨ啵

Ĩ啵 Ĩî⻪ äĨ㺸 Ĩ憗 íĨ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨÝ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ㪗 Ĩ㥃Ĩü ä᳥ þĨð äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢ㾨ä(٣)

Ĝ㻠Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩ剙 Ĩå äṎĨ㥃Ĩð ä

å ⓧ ĨþĨé 吴 Ĩė⋏Ĩú ìĨąę㻠Ĩ㉘ Ĩîì ’’
‘‘⣜ äĨ⪍ ĨîìĨþìĨ寄Ĩęì᱑ĨþĨú 危

()ا

:嵗 䆨嵢ĒĨ啵 Ĩî⻪ äĨė 技Ĩ࿀Ĩė 㡗 吴 ĨîþäĨ㨗 Ĩ㱾Ĩú ⠯ Ĩⴣ ąäĨ嬸 Ĩú ව -١

媛徉㍚ Ĩ嫆 Ĩ嵗 ⽤ Ĩ ĨÛß ėþĨ岭 äጎ ï
媛ᄯĨࡃ Ĩ ðą 䆫ĨäîĨ ⓧ ĨᎹĨ㯴 Ĩė Ḹ

ì⠩Ĩąę⤲ ìĨ ĨĨᎹĨÛßĨėþĨ岭 äጎ ï
媛徉㍚

ą惱 ᕨ Ĩï äĨ⣜ 徉îìĨĎ彾 ßĨå ⓧ
__________

å ⓧ Ĩ ïą嗚Ĩ 抦䰮Ĩ ė㘓 äĨ ⑾

Ĩ 徉îìĨ ą㖓
ǔ
ƷǏř
ûäĨ ę䭰 ܉Ĩ ĨïĨì⠩Ĩũ äጎ ĨûîìĨ和
__________
恔ìĨ 峭 ä⠩Ĩ 㛹Ĩ ąी Ĩ 䰮Ĩ ą弥 äጌ
⣜ äĨ 彾 ßĨ ð 䆫Ĩ ï Ĩ 恔ßĨ ⺾ Ĩ ė ⋏

ǘ
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Ĩ佻

٤١

Ĩê ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩė ਲ਼ ĨîþäĨé ä吴 äĨė 婧þìĨú 危 îþäĨ⥕ îĨ啵 Ĩ㢮 äĨ㷨 (䅎 垆ï ) ’’دل:ᷗ ᔊ

ìî äìĨ㲁 Ĩï ᎹĨėḸ ïą嗚Ĩñą þîĨ寘 ’’

‘‘喆 ä✭Ĩ很 ୢĨ壇 Ĩìą㽻 Ĩï äĨû恔ßĨ和

‘‘Ĝ嵉 Ĩĕ 䲇

()ب

Ĩ㷨 Ĩî㚦äĨ傋 Ĩ啵 Ĩð äĨ啵 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ勴 嗚Ĩ徊ǔ 㟥Ĩ徊 㟥Ĩᷗ ᔊĨ㥃 Ĩð äĨ啵 ĨĚ 恙妛 ä
(嵗 Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ䴯 ㏵ ĨṎ )Ĩ㱾Ĩ媛垏 äĨƘ ăƖăƲĨ㍚  (ラ äîì )ĨĜė峤Ꮉ㨱Ĩ⻙ 㱾Ĩ㷨Ĩ㇕ ᠢ
Ĩⵧ þĨ㷨 ĨìṎþĨ徉䁐Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䟥 Ĩ⸞ Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩᗔ Ĩ⸞ Ĩî噡 äĨ㺸 Ĩç äîíĨ䗷 Ĩ㺸 Ĩî㓋 þì 㽻

Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩ和 ä㟣 äĨጦ Ĩą➂ Ĩᄭ äîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ䅋 î㽽 Ĩ⸞ ĨĚᤓ Ĩ徰 婩Ĩご Ĩ弥㱾Ĩ⸞ Ĩ啵 Ĩ㢮 ä
Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩᖍ ßĨą⭧ Ĩᄣ äĨå  ĨΉ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䅋 Ĩē⏢ Ĩ⭏ Ĩ匚 Ĩ峭 Ĩ恜 äĨ愡 ä㥃Ĩî㓋 þì㽻
ََ
Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩો 冬 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㥵 ä垌Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ媛垏 äﻧﻔﺲĨ徉䁐ĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ᱑Ĩē⏢ Ĩ䟙 Ĩ愡 äĨ㷨 Ĩî婧Ĩᡀ ⡜
!抁îäĨ㥃Ĩî㖻îĨᤓ Ĩą㷾 ═ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䅎 垆ï 啵 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩîǖ噡Ǖ äĨå 傃 Ĩ㥃Ĩð äîþäĨ嵗 Ĩęì䰮Ĩð ᬪ
Ʒţ
⚑ þîĨ⢁ Ĩðą 吴 ૾Ĩ喈äĨũ ơ þĨຩä⨭ ’’
‘‘ėᄞ ⪍ Ĩûî äìĨ和 Ĩ慾 îĨ⋏Ĩຩ夀 ąⅳ ï

Ĩ⋐ 㽻 äĨ嵗 Ĩ宅 îĨ⪍ 乥 Ĩ㞺 þĨ岠 ĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ᱑Ĩ㷩 Ĩü 㿫Ĩ啵 Ĩě î܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ徰 îĨ㷨 Ĩäん
Ĩヾ

äĨþĨ峵 䰮Ĩᄣ ä (奣 ß)ĨęþĨ奡  آú ⓥĨᣲ ຩĨ媎 Ĩ慤 ìĨ㥵 ═ Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ೧ Ĩ奣 ßĨ㷨 ຩĨ夀

Ĩᗔ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ奣 ßĨ㱾ຩĨñą 夒 Ĩä Ĩⴣ î㖵)嵗 Ĩ㳅 îĨᗻ Ĩ徚 㟥Ĩ徰 婩Ĩ⸞ Ĩ徰 îĨ⸞ Ĩî㌦ ä㺸
Ĩ㥃Ĩ㥵 ä垌Ĩ㷨 Ĩç ⚒ Ĩą㥵 ═ Ĩî垆äĨě î屩Ĩê ㈲ Ĩⴣ ąäĨ䞠 ܉Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹܬĨ岫 Ĩ㍚  (嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱
Ĩäん Ĩ㈲ ⛪Ĩ㷨 Ĩð 吴 嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ㊎ ܉Ĩ䮵 Ĩė 峤Ĩ╽

þĨຩä⨭ Ĩ啵 ’’ Ĝ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㷩 Ĩ媎 Ĩĕ äîìä

‘‘Ĝė峤 Ĩ㳁 î Ĩę〙 ᄯĨ⸞ äĨ೧ Ĩ⸞ Ĩė 峤妊Ĩ㷨 ຩñą 夒 Ĩê ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ徰 îĨ㷨
㗍 îĨ ç 恔܉Ĩ 悏 ⠩Ĩ ï äĨ ú ව ’’

‘‘ⵗ îĨ ûä✭Ĩ ė܈Ĩ ėä噫 Ĩ 婨îþ

٤٢

ǘ
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Ĩ⸞ ĨĐ ßᄭ äᠢĨ峤 Ĩ安 ‹Ĩ嗚㨱 Ĩęî 塳 㥃ï 嗚Ĩûąä✭ Ĩ㺸 Ĩå 丄 ĨᝮĨ㽻 ä!ú ව Ĩě ä’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
Ĩ㨱 Ĩęî 塳 Ĩ㥃Ĩ㥵 ═ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◒ Ĩ惪 îí㺸 Ĩ峭 Ĩç 㣡Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨᄭ äĨ屨 Ĩ徉䁐 ‘‘ —þ嶔 ìĨû㟣 Ĩ寄 ܉

嫆 Ĩ䡴㌑Ĩک
㨭 Ĩ╽

ୢĨûäîßĨ很 ᱑

嫆 ĨûîĨ很 ä峤Ĩû㽻 ⨭ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嫆

Ĝ嵉 Ĩ⫎

ذرۂ

ú ව Ĩ壋 Ĩ⣜ äĨᴃ Ĩą╽ǔ þĨą㍀ ܉
嫆 ĨûìĨ ĨìୢĨì ܉Ƙą ăƖăƲ屨 ᎹĨĕ ⛪
Ĩ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 㨱 Ĩûî ĨṎ Ĩ媎 Ĩ恜 äĨ೧ ĨęîíĨ愡 äĨĜ媎 ĨûäîßĨ㲝 Ĩ啵 Ĩäん Ĩð ä’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
ََ
Ĩü 唻 Ĩ㥃Ĩ嬸 ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩ匚 Ĩ㍀ ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩᗻ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䅎 垆ï  ﻧﻔ ِﺲ೧ Ĩᴃ ĨçąäîíĨ㲁 Ĩ┦ ĨĜ峤Ĩ婨Ĩå Ꮉ
‘‘۔㑵䶬 Ĩ㥃Ĩì܉þî㓋 —Ý嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩü 垏 äĨĜ嵉 Ĩ㳉 Ĩî

ǖǕ
ï äîìĨ㯴 Ĩù  Єٱǘ îĨï ܉Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ壇 þìĨ愡

䅎 垆ï ⣜ ä✪ ĨĨ劖 ĨïܬĨú ï äĨï äĨࢌäĨᎹ

ǖǕ
Ĩþì㨱ĨïäîìĨù  ĨЄٱǘ î (þìĨ㨱 Ĩ㿪 )Ĩá᱑Ĩú  Ĩ㱾Ĩú ⠯ Ĩᄭ äĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 䣍 ĨþìĨ愡 ä’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
.

Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä᳥ þ徉䁐 —峤îĨᥢ 㨱 ĨûîĨ
ă⸞ ĨĚìäïßĨᚪ ĨࢌäĨ⸞ Ĩú ï äĨ啵 Ĩ㢮 äĨⵧ þĨ㷨 Ĩä✪ Ĩᇆ îþä
‘‘Ĝ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ俧

Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 ĨĚî㖻î Ĩᤓ Ĩ廾 äìĨ㷨 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ屨 Ĩ啵 Ĩ峭 Ĩė 䣍

Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㍚ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩㅻ äþĨ亾 äĨ抁Ĩ⸞ Ĩî⻪ äĨęì㨱Ĩê ⻑ îþäĨęì㨱Ĩé îìĨ࿀þä

ĨîþäĨç äî⤋ äĨęì㨱Ĩú ⤔ äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ㱾ĨĚî㞑Ĩ䆯 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ寄 ṎĨ㥃Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩê ㈲ 寄 峭 Ĩ㥵 ═

Ĩú ව ĨĜ㻠峤Ĩ岮 îĨîäì⛭ Ĩ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㜕 Ĩ㔯 㩴 Ĩ䬉äþĨ䯻 Ĩḱ Ĩ⸞ Ĩė 径 ⡜î嗚ĨĚ 㙎 Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ܉ï

Ĩê ㈲ Ĩð äĨ岪 Ĩઃ Ĩ⯣ Ĩ媎 Ĩ傣 㱾Ĩ㥵 ═ ĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ剡 ĨęîäĨ⸞ Ĩî㌀ äĨå ⮋ Ąä㺸

Ĝ嵗 Ĩチ Ĩ㷨 Ĩご Ĩ㩴 Ĩ抁Ĩ徉䁐Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩî㌀ ä

ǘ
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ĨĜ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ徉䟣Ĩ媎 Ĩęï ä垆äĨゞ Ĩ㥃Ĩ塴 ą傫 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩê ㈲ Ĩð ąäĨ㲁 Ĩė峤⯠ Ĩ啵

٤٣

çąîࣿ Ĩ嵖 ‹Ĩ戇ìĨîä㟥Ĩ傣 îþäĨヹ äĨ⸞ äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩㅻ äþĨ抁ĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ寄 ṎĨ㥃Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ㥵 ═ 㽻 ä
Ĩü 䰮ïĨ⸞ äĨ戇ìĨîä㟥Ĩû冥 Ĩ抁Ĩ㥃Ĩ㥵 ═ĨĜ㻠Ĩ嵗 îĨ媎 Ĩ㣰 ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ◟

Ĩ愡 äĨࡖ

Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ憇 ì

Ĩė Ṑ ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ剡 Ĩ啵 Ĩî⻪ äĨì䲷 Ĩü äĨ岫 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ抋 Ĩᬶ Ĝ嵗 Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 ૾Ĩ儭 Ĩ屨 Ĩ㺸

Ĩ媛㽿 Ĩđ Ⳣ Ĩᣲ ㇓ 徉îĨĚî屩Ĩᴍ Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ䴀 Ĩ⸞ Ĩîᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ◦ Ĩ㖓 Ĩ岫 Ĩ㍚ 

Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ啵 Ĩî⻪ äþìĨ㺸 Ĩ憗 íĨ嬸 Ĩú ව ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨě ìĨ⽑ Ĩ㷨 ‘‘ç 䢴î㓋 ’’Ĩ啵 Ĩê コ ä
:嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩㅻ äþĨ⸞ Ĩ൝⠩Ĩ୧ ǢĨùǔ㘄Ĩ㥃Ĩ◦ Ĩ㖓 ĨîþäĨ◦
ƄƸǌƱ
ìୢĨ媛äþîĨñ ⨭ ĨᎹĨ⨭ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ㐸 ũą
ìୢĨ 媛ä⠩Ĩ ⫋ Ĩ û峤吴 Ĩ çą人Ĩ úą⠯
__________

⣜ äĨìୢĨþĨ寏 Ĩ çą人Ĩï äĨ⋐ 寄
⣜ äĨ ìþïĨ ûä✭Ĩ ፀ Ĩ 孆Ĩ 恗ì
Ĩ⸞ Ĩ⫎ Ĩ愡 äîᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩ◦ 㖓 Ĩüą䰮ï ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ媛äþîĨ⨭ Ꮉ⨭ ĨṎ ĨÛ啵 Ĩࡃ Ĩ㷨 Ĩç ⚒ Ĩą
 ’’ :Ĩᷗ ᔊ
‘‘㳁 îĨ媎 Ĩ⚜

Ĩęì徉ï

Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 㡥 ᠢĨ很 äⳢ Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ㥃Ĩ䡴㌑Ĩᾜ î⛪Ĩ啵 Ĩો 冬 Ĩ㺸 Ĩĕ ᒌ Ĩᤓ (Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï )’’:(٢)

Ĩ伀

‘‘۔媎 Ĩ㨗 îþä

Ĩᣴ 䊕 ܉Ĩ啵 Ĩ Ĩě ⨭ þìîþäĨᄸ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 寄㋋Ĩ⸞ Ĩî⻪ äĨ䆨܉Ĩṏ î卬
Ĩ㥃Ĩ㷪 äᔊĨþĨõ䚵äĨ㺸 ‘‘ زودûä✭
ą ’’ ‘‘ اورìୢĨþĨ寏 çą人’’ ،‘‘û峤吴 Ĩą
ç 亻 ’’ ،‘‘媛äþî ’’

Ĩ㍚ Ĩě î屩ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩㅻ äþĨ㱾Ĩù 㘄Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 䰮ï Ĩ媛凫 îþä ‘‘丰 Ĩîąþ亾 ’’Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩì凇

Ĩ㩴 Ĩĕ 埗 äĨ㥃Ĩð äĨᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩě ìĆ䰮ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃Ĩá Ĩ佻 Ĩ愡 äĨ◦ Ĩüą䰮ï Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸
ĜᎹຩĨᄿ Ĩ媎 Ĩᚪ ĨĚ ᤓ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㥵 ═Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ೧ Ĩ啵 Ĩç îㄯ

ǘ
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ᗻ Ĩ ą㣹

،㐸 Ĩ 墀䰮Ĩ 堊 ’’

‘‘Ě恔垆Ĩ㾧 ĨîìĨ很 ຩĨ承 äĨą
î 㖻îĨᠢ
Ĩ㱾Ĩá Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ïĨė 徉ଦ ຩĨ䬉äþĨ嬸 峤Ĩ恔㌑Ĩ࿀Ĩ屨 Ĩ啵 Ĩ嚆 Ĩ㺸 Ĩĕ 埗 äĨᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩᴃ ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘Ĝ峤Ĩエ 㞑Ĩ⸞ Ĩ慭 ìĨî㖻îĨ㷨 ą
㾧 ຩĨ
ð äĨ
ᝮĨ㲁 Ĩ
嵗 Ĩî㟣 Ĩð äĨ
ø エĨ
劷 僂 ĨĜ⫍ Ĩ媎 Ĩĕ þî

:嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨîþïĨ恔仁 Ĩ啵 Ĩė þ 㺸 Ĩ憗 íĨ࿀Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩ佻
⻎ ṎĨ和 ĨᠢĨüą᱑Ĩï äĨ伐

îþäĨᚕ  㞑嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 䰮ïĨ㍚ 

ĨþĨ㇒ 䰮Ĩîą㓋

äîĨäì㘄þĨĚìĨ㜢⽰ äþĨ㽻 Ĩ㿪Ĩ⣜ äĨïþ亾 äĨîì
Ĩᝮ ĨᠢĨþ㨱Ĩ抁ᑌ Ĩ㥃Ĩäì㘄  ز وþĨ恗ìĨᄭ äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ äĨ⸞ Ĩú ⓥĨě ᤑ Ĩî㓋 Ĩ㥃Ĩäì㘄  وï ĨþĨ恗ì ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘Ĝ䆎 áຩĨ㿪 Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⓥĨᄭ äĨ媓 ä

䉺 ⓥĨìï Ĩú ⤣ äĨúą㖵Ĩ⺝ 㽺 Ĩ㚴 㓈Ĩì⠩ï ’’
‘‘⻎ Ĩäì㘄ĨᠢĨïąþ亾 äĨì㖻äĨጦ Ĩęᶉ Ĩï äĨ姅
Ĩę㻠ß⸞ ĨĐ ßĨᄭ äĨᝮ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ䰋 Ĩð äĨ丰 Ĩⴣ 㣱Ĩጦ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ伐
Ĩ媎 Ĩ㨗 Ĩ㺸 þïîßĨð äĨ很 äⳢ (îᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩ伐

ǖ
ƴ
ů
Ĩú ⓥĨäîٱ
Ĵǉ ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ

)(۔媎 Ĩ㡤 äþ⸞ Ĩヹ äą
峵 䰮Ĩᄣ ä)媎
‘‘Ĝ很 ᱑ĨĘĨ䆎 ßĨ塴 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ厤 ĨþĨęᶉ Ĩ㲁

剙 äĨ屨 þĨĚþጎ Ĩï äĨᎤ Ĩ⹌

çą㙎 ’’

‘‘⻎ Ĩäì㘄Ĩä亾 Ĩą
ï þ亾 äĨ㲁 Ĩìî⠩Ĩご 䚉

Ĩ㲁 Ĩ弥 㲢 Ĩñ 䚉 Ĩ悇 äĨ嬸 Ĩ⹌ Ĩçą㙎 ĨĚ 哶 Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱 ĨĚ þጎ Ĩ㷨 Ĩė þ哴 Ą
äĨû峤吴 ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘Ĝ䅏 峤Ĩ憗 Ꮖ Ĩ啵 ‘‘äì㘄’’،‘‘ïþ亾 ä’’Ĩä哶

Ĩ㥃Ĩ侵 Ĩᣲ 壏 Ĩ愡 äĨ㍚ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ峭 Ĩ愡 ä律ᚓ Ĩû冥 Ĩ䆨äþĨ嬸 ᱑Ĩ徉ຩĨ啵 Ĩî⻪ äĨþìĨĚ ✭ß

Ĩ☄ Ĩ婨ä㍚ ĨÛ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱 spatialiseĨü 凫 ĨĨú 䰻 Ĩê ㈲ Ĩ㨵 Ĩ㱾Ĩü 䰮ïĨ屨 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ抁Ĩ惠 ĨÛ☄

ǘ
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٤٥

Ĩû峤吴 Ĩ很 þïîßĨ㷨 Ĩ⨶ Ĩçą㙎 ĨᠢĨ徉Ĩîᖯ Ĩ㥃 not yet١ ‘‘ï峖 ’’Ĩ㲁 嵗 ĨᎹܬîþäĨ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩጦ

Ĩ㱾Ĩご Ĩᓱ ĨîþäĨĕ 䲇 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ嚄 ĨṎ ĨÛ丰 Ĩå ä⨭ Ĩ䆨äþĨ嬸 ß塴 Ĩ㥃Ĩ哴 ĄäĨ徉Ĩ嵗 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃ĨĚ þጎ Ĩ㷨
ĨĜ媎 Ĩ媜Ĩîᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩ䝙 ⛪Ĩą◟

Ĩ廾 äìĨė 抂 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ戆 冗 Ĩü 侃 ĨĜ㥃Ĩ找 ìĨ૾Ĩ人 ᱑îþäĨ㯴 ⡜

Ĩ㷨 Ĩä✪ ĨÛᣬ Ĩᥢ 㨱îᖯ Ĩᣲ äíĨą
ç 㣡Ĩ峭 䳿 䆨Ĩ愡 ä㱾Ĩì僆 ĨṎ ĨÛ愡 ì垌㺸 Ĩû㫤Ĩ很 㐈 Ĩü 侃
Ǖ
Ĩ愡 äĨ丰 ĨṎ Ĩ媎 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃ĨŲĆŏķĄѽą Ĩ㩴 ç 弄㥃ĨĜ䅋 峤Ĩ媎 Ĩ✆ Ĩ㨱 Ĩ㲨 Ĩ啵 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩç 㣡Ĩᓱ
Ĩ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩ࿄ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩû嗚Ĩ㥃Ĩ㐽 Ĩ佻

Ĩઃ Ĩ媎 Ĩ㥃ĨûᝯäĨ㩴 Ĩ抁ĨĜ䅋 ĨĚì㨱äጌ Ĩ㙾 ì

Ĩ剙 㥃Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩラ äĨᄣ äĨ奡 㺮 Ĩ㻠Ĩě ᬬ Ĩ吶 嗚î㥃Ĩ儭 Ĩ Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩ㞺 äウ Ĩ岪 Ĩ㐇 Ĩäî屩

Ĩç 嗚凫 äĨᔊĨûᝯĨĨ㺸 Ĩç 弄㥃îþäĨ媎 Ĩ峭 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ啵 Ĩ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 垏 ä(ᕹ

Ĩ㷨 ) ब ㅨ îþäĨû塳

Ĩラ äîì ‘‘ė孆þ’’Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨĜ媎 Ĩ㨗 Ĩ䆎 ßĨ⸞ Ĩú ⓥĨ◦ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㱾Ĩ峭 Ĩ䡠 äĨ㐇 Ĩ㥃
:嵗 很 峤Ĩ幗 ēþäĨå 壯Ĩ㷨 ‘‘ė抂 ’’

:嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩî㌀ äĨė 技Ĩ啵 Ĩç ➅ Ĩᄭ äĨ憇 ìĨą妉 Ĩ㥃Ĩú ⠯ Ĩⴣ äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔ä-١

Ĩ寘 ĨṎ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ䰋 Ĩð ąä⫎ 峤Ĩ媎 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ夁 Ĩ儭 Ĩ㺸 Ĩᙍ ĨÛ嵗 Ĩù ➶ ⨭ ĨᎹ⨭ ĨṎ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嗚äĨ悎 äĨ愡 äĨラ äîì ’’
ǖ
Ĩᣲ 媜唑 Ĩ⸞ äĨ屨 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹßĨûï 䆨ĨĨė 㲂 Ĩ抁Ĩ啵 Ĩ㜒 㺸 Ʈ ǎƸŐŪ㥃Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ嵗 Ĩù ➶ Ĩិ Ĩ岠 ĨîþäĨ剙 㥃Ĩ啵 Ĩç äíĨᄣ ä
ą Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㟮
Ĩ㥃Ĩ傣 ĨùąĆ➶ ĨĜᡁ Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㥃Ĩû╒ Ĩ૽ äĨ恔ĨᰂäĨ恗ï Ĩ㺸 Ĩ⩫ î äĨ㲁 Ĩῇ Ĩ承 㨱ᗔ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ峭 Ĩ㥵 ═ Ĩû㍗

Ĩ弥 㱾Ĩ㷨 Ĩç ँ Ĩᓱ Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨΉ ॥ Ĩ嵉 Ĩė Ĩ徉ຩĨ ĨÛⅺ ⨭ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䬣 㙠Ĩᓱ Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩç äíĨúą㭹
Ĩü 垏 äĨĜ媎 ĨᎤ î ìăĨ㺸 Ĩ䙸 äĨ堶 Ĩ㩴 ĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ䰋 Ĩð ąäĨ嵗 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ㷨 Ĩç äíĨą
ø 夽 äĨ䅎 垆ï Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨĜ媎 ╌

Ĩ㥃Ĩ傣 ĨùąĆ➶ Ĩ䮵 —Ĩ㷨 ĨĚìä亾 嗚îþäĨ和 㥃嗚—嵗 Ĩ䱰 ㏵ Ĩ㷨 Ĩᳲ Ĩ⽁ Ĩ ĨᠢĨ㲒 not-yet‘‘ï 峖 ’’Ĩ㥃
Ĩ愡 ä(㲁 )Ĩ嵗 Ĩûï 䆨ĨîþäĨ嵉 Ĩ傋 啵 ĨìṎþĨᄭ äĨ㺸 Ĩð äĨṎ Ĩ⸞ Ĩç 嗚凫 äĨᓱ Ĩ噬 ąä䆨Ĩü äĨ嵗 Ĩç î㌔ ‘‘ï 峖 ’’
ǔ
Ĩ媎 Ĩù 㘄Ĩ吴 ⨭ ĨìṎþ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㐽 Ĩě î⡜Ĩð ąäĨ啵 Ĩ㭏 ĨüąĨ㷨 Ĩð äĨ䮵 Ĩ徃 ßĨ࿀Ĩì⿶ ĨŖĎźƸŬĨ㨱 Ĩ૽ Ĩ◟
٩١،٩٢(صĚï 媜Ĩ恗垉:ᷗ ᔊ)Ĩ啷 ⬧ äĨçą䰑 äĨ恔᳥ Ĩᕹ ‘‘ĜᎹß

ǘ
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٤٦

ìì㽻 Ĩ戩äĨⴣ îĨ囑 ßĨė⋏Ĩ⣜ 囑 ßĨ⋐ 寄 ’’
‘‘١ìì㽻 Ĩäì㘄ĨᠢĨąïþ亾 äĨ㲁 Ĩ⣜ Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ⋐

ĨᎹ᱑Ĩ૽ ‘‘ė 抂 ’’ĨᠢĨ峤 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩラ ⓥĨ弥 ⡜îĨᚪ Ĩð äĨᝮ Ĩ᱓ ĨĜ嵗 ‘‘ė 孆þ’’Ĩ寄 म ĨṎ ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘Ĝ嵗 Ĩ㶢 îĨĘēþäĨå 壯Ĩ㷨 Ĩäì㘄Ĩ嬸 Ĩïþ亾 äĨě îឨ Ĩê ㈲ Ĩⴣ äĨĜ嵗

ǘ
Ĩ㥃ĨÞäĨ㽻 äĨÛ嵉 Ĩ忕 ìĨṏ ᠢĨø ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ抜 ᳬĨ屨 äîþäĨ愡 äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව ŖٱƔơŐƑĨ屨 Ĩå ä(٤)
Ĩė 㺮 Ĩ承 ⑼ Ĩð ᬪ Ĩĕ 䲇 Ĩ㖓 Ĩì㽻 Ĩìî ąäĨᄭ äĨ岫 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ傣 Ĩą㥵 ═ Ĩ寄 Ṏ
Ĩ戆 ᔊĨîì嗚Ĩ㥃Ĩ媛垏 äą㚧 ą怾 îᎹĨęþĨ嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨå äṎṎĨ㥃Ĩú äⳢĨð äĨ嬸 Ĩė 㽿 ĨÝ嵉 Ĩ忋 ìĨ弥 㲢 ì

þìĨÛ嵗 د値 Ĩᵤ Ĩ寄 Ĩ㲁 Ĩῇ ĨÛ啵 Ĩç 㙎 Ĩ㷨 Ĩç ⚒ Ĩą⻙ ṎĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹܬĨ岫 ĨęþĨĜ嵗 Ĩå äṎ

—嵉 Ĩᥢ ßĨ塴 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ䚶 买ĨîþäĨᛩ Ĩ㷨 Ĩě ⨭ þìĨ愡 äĨ㞺 þĨ ĨṎ Ĩ嵉 Ĩ剰 Ĩç 嗚᳠î

Ĩę垆ï ĨûᝯĨ䅎 弎 娚Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 嗚᳠îĨė 婧þìĨü äĨĜĨᴰ î ą㥵 ═ ĨĚ ⨭ þìĨîþäĨû㟣 Ĩጦ ą㥵 ═ ĨᠢĨ愡 ä
Ĩ嶂 Ĩ䆎 ßĨ准 Ĩ㥃Ĩᴰ î ą㥵 ═ĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩ噒 孆íĨîþäĨᱣ Ĩė 抂 Ĩ㺸 ĨÞä

Ĩ⸞ Ĩገ Ĩ⸞ äĨê ㈲ Ĩ㷨Ĩ愡 Ĩ惠 Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩ人᱑Ĩ㱾Psychic RushĨ懒 îĨ壎 Ĩ很 峤
Ĩᳮ Ĩ屨 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ戇ìĨ㨱 Ĩ䲡

Ĩ啵 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩ人 ᱑Ĩ愡 äĨ⸞ äĨ啵 Ĩ þîĨ㷨 Ĩė ㇌ ᚎĨ㑃 îþä㷎

ĨĜĨ嵗 Ĩ媎 Ĩご Ĩ䟢 äĨ弥 㱾Ĩ⸞ Ĩ◟

Ĩ媛ⓥþîĨęþĨ嵉 Ĩ㲇 ExtensionĨìä䲕 äĨ徉Ĩęì䰮Ĩ㱾Ĩご

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï ĨĜ嵉 Ĩú 壑 äĨ 㞑嗚Ĩ啵 Ĩヹ äĨą㥵 ═ Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵉 Ĩç 㥃═ Ĩ䚴 䲎 Ĩï䴥 äĨ 㞑Ĩė 婧þì
Ĩ㺸 Ĩ准 Ĩð ąäĨĜ嵉 î䶀 Ĩ࿀Ĩ慭 ìĨ人 ᱑Ĩご Ĩ愡 äĨ⸞ äîþäĨ嬸 ⌀ Ĩ㱾Ĩá Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨÛ ᚎĨ㑃
Ĩå 壯Ĩ⸞ äĨṎĨ嵗 Ĩᣲ㨱Ĩ þĨ═Ĩ㥃Ĩ噒 孆íĨî㥃Ĩå 噛 äĨü äîþìĨ㺸 Ĩᚎî äᄭ äĨ䅎 垆ïĨ䰋

:嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩü ൞Ĩė 技Ĩ啵 Ĩ㑽 ܉îĨ愡 äĨᄣ äĨ嬸 Ĩú ව Ĩ㱾Ĩú ⠯ Ĩⴣ ä-١
ⴣ äþĨ 㽻 äĨ 伐

Ĩ Ĩ ⣜ äĨ ú ⓥ

ⴣ Ĩ äì㘄Ĩ Ĩ ⋏Ĩ Ěî⾛Ĩ ïþ亾 ä
⣜ äĨ 媜ìĄĨ ûì亾 Ĩ ìṎþĨ ï äĨ îþìĄ ㏌

ⴣ Ĩ 囑 ßĨ 㲁 Ĩ 喆 ìĨ ⻎ ܉Ĩ 媜ì
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Ĩ寄 म ĨṎ Ĩご Ĩ峭 þĨ徉䁐ĨĜ嵗 Ĩė þï 吴 Ĩ徰 婩Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ找 ìĨĐ þî媜Ĩ㑃 Ĩ很 ㅨ ᚎĨĨîþäĨ嬸 ᄺ
Ĩ弥 峕 îĨ㷨 Ĩð äîþäĨᣲ 㨱Ĩ䳌

Ĩë îĨ㥃Ĩ㥵 ═ Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨÛ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩé î ⓥĨ啵 ĨÞᚎî äĨ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï

Ĩ⸞ Ĩ嬸 㨱Ĩę寀俍 㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ啵 Ĩ㐽 Ĩ彾 ßĨęì䰮Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ࿄ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ 㨱

ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ峭 Ĩ恜 äĨᬶ Ĩ೧ Ĩ塴 ĨĎ备 Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව 啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩð äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩç ܉Ĩ䎼 ìĨĜ嵗 Ĩç î㌔
Ĩě 哶 Ĩî⻪ äĨ憗 íĨé îìĨĜ媎 î Ĩ剙 㥃 Ĩ㥃Ĩç 㣡ĨîþäĨ徰 儬 Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩð ąäĨ媓 äĨ⋐ 㽻 ä
:䆎 Ĩ承 㨱Ĩ愈 ᖗ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ þ僤

ç îþ㨭 Ĩ㾈 Ĩ䰮Ĩą峭 㻠ßĨï Ĩ抁៕ ’’ (i)
‘‘⻎ Ĩü ࢌĨþĨì㖻äĨì⠩ ą㚧 ĨîìĨ㲁 ĨìୢĨė ᱑

—ç ⚒ ą⻙ Ṏ —ü ᱑ĨĚî屩ĨĜ䆨äĒĨ૾Ĩî㓋 ĨþĨì㽻 Ĩ㱾傣 Ĩ很 ダ Ĩ嬸 Ĩ䁱 ßĨĚî屩 ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘Ĝ䅋 峤Ĩ憗 Ꮖ Ĩ啵 Ĩęì䰮ĨþĨᴃ Ĩ㨱 Ĩ峤 Ĩ㧪 Ĩ㈲ ⛪Ĩ㷨 Ĩė ㇌ ᚎĨᄭ ä

⣜ äĨę㚱 äĨᥢ ⚡ åą 壯Ĩ⠮ ĨïäĨęᶉ ’’ (ii)
‘‘㰘 Ĩ和 Ĩ啔 îą㥃Ĩ孆塴 ĨîìĨㄱ ą妉 î

ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ䬊⌀ Ĩ啵 Ĩç ⚡ Ĩåą壯Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩ嬸 Ĩ凪 ìĨ≠ Ĩ弥峤Ĩᣲēä (㷨 Ĩå ä⻑ )’’ :ᷗ ᔊ

Ĩງ᳨ Ĩú ව Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵗 ‘‘å ⤌ ä’’Ĩ傛

‘‘Ĝ嵗 Ĩ䅏 Ĩ૽ Ĩ⚑ äエ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 峤妊Ĩ妉 î Ĩ㥃Ĩå ä⻑

Ĩ䛧 Ĩ㥃 ‘‘ç ⚡ ’’Ĩ啵 Ĩ堿 Ĩᄸ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ

Ĩ啵 Ĩė儬 Ĩ㺸 ‘‘ü ⫦ ’’Ĩ徉Ĩ㥵 ═Ĩû㍗ Ĩ岪 Ĩ⸞ äĨ塴 Ĩጦ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩᣲ壏 Ĩ㷨Ĩç ⚡

Ĩ岫 ĨṎ Ĩęì䰮Ĩĕ 䲇 㖓 ĨîþăäĨ人 ᱑Ĩ寄 म Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩî㟣 Ĩð äĨ丰 Ĩ傛
Ĩû嗚Ĩä⨭ þìĨ㥃Ĩᑖ Ĩ弥 峤Ĩᣲ ēĄäĨ㷨 Ĩå ä⻑ ĨᠢĨ抁ĨĜ媎 Ĩ寄 ܉ĨĨ⸞ Ĩ◟

Ĩ㥃Ĩü äĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩú ⤔ ä

ĨÛ嵗 ĨᎹßĨ塴 Ĩì㽻 ìî äĨᄭ ä

Ĩ峤 Ĩ峭 îßĨ塴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ⽑ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ⚑ äエ Ĩð ᬪ Ĩð äĨ岫 ĨṎ îþäĨ峤 Ĩ䅏 Ĩ徉ìĨĕ þîĨ㱾Ĩî㖻îĨ㷨 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗
Ĝ峤Ĩ㲢 îĨĕ þîĨ㱾Ĩá Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨ嬸 Ĩᳮ

ǘ
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٤٨

Ǖ
î äٶŔƟǏřĨ儭 Ĩą姅 䆨Ṏ  嫆 Ĩ廪 ⓥ’’ (iii)
‘‘⻎ ܉Ĩ和 Ĩė堆 ąⲓ Ĩ䰮ĨąęîĨîìĨຩ åą ä⠩

.

Ĩą㥵 ═ )ĨÛėáຩĨ䆨äþĨ嬸 ᱑Ⳣ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ┦ Ĩ媎 Ĩ廝 ⓥĨ⑼ Ĩ弥㱾Ĩ啵 Ĩę妊䆨ṎĨ㷨 Ĩ◟

’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
ƶĆƪŬ
‘‘Ĝ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨû㥃Ĩ㥃Ĩė 堆 Ĩą
ⲓ Ĩ啵 Ĩęäî Ĩð äĨ೧ (ęٶ
Ŕǎ

Ĩृ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 ĨṎ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩú ⤔ ä(唺 Ĩⲓ )Ĩęî⤋ äĨ峭 þĨú ව Ĩ啵 Ĩ Ĩð ąä
Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩì凇 Ĩ㥃㍚ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩú ⤔ äĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ┍ ㅨ þĨ㷨 Ĩ傛

Ĩᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩ⚵ î

Ĩ啵 Ĩラ äĨÛ嵗 Ĩᣲ ßĨ塴 Ĩ㦙 þîĨ㱾Ĩ㥵 ═Ĩð äĨ寄 म Ĩご ĨṎ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ廾 äì ą㥵 ═ Ĩ寄 ṎĨ㥃Ĩ◟

Ĝ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨû㥃Ĩ⡜ Ĩ㥃Ĩė 堆 Ĩąⲓ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ和 㟣 Ĩጦ Ĩ恔仁

ę妊 ą妉 嫁 Ĩę㻠Ĩ⻎ äᔊĨ和 Ĩ㚴 ᘶ Ĩ䁑 ’’ (iv)
‘‘⣜ äĨęì㨱ĨäⳢ îĨ
Ą⨑ Ĩ䰮徂 ßĨäîĨęᶉ

ĨᎹ㨱 ‘‘ç 㖵夽 ä’’Ĩ̤ǔĄĨäⳢ îĄĨ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

(㏐ ĨĚî 屩 )Ĩ彾 ßĨäî屩 ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ

‘‘Ĝę妊 ą妉 嫁 Ĩ㥙 îþäĨ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨîä㟥 (ìä䲕 ä)㚴 ᘶ Ĩ㱾Ĩ◟

ĨęþᠢĨ㥙 ĨĜ嵗

ĨÛî ĨîþäĨęì䰮Ĩラ äîìĨõ䚵äĨ㺸 ‘‘ę妊 ’’‘‘ اور㚴 ᘶ ’’Ĩ伀 Ĩ啵 Ĩ堿 Ĩᄸ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ
Ĩ୧ Ĩú ⤔ ąäĨ啵 Ĩ 㥃Ĩ㨱 䒰äĨú þĆäĨò 䒄 ܉ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ䴫 ㏵ Ĩ㷨 Ĩìä䲕 äîþäĨ㚧 îþäĨ壇 îþäĨᴃ
Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩ傛

Ĩ㥃Ĩ㲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ寄 ㋋㱾ĨṒ Ĩ壎 Ĩ㷨 Ĩě ì䰮Ĩ抁Ĩ奡 㺮 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ之 
ǔǕ
Ĩ屨 ĜĨ嵗 ⸞Ĩ Ĩṏ þĨ㷨 Ĩę妊ĨĎ抁þäïĨě î屩Ĩø エ Ĩ徰 ̲ ٵĨ䬉äþĨ嬸 ᱑弥ຩĨ寄 मĨ啵 Ĩç ╌ þĨ㷨 Ĩ◟

ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨ㨱 Ĩð 嗚⥣ Ĩ㥃Ĩ㐽 Ĩ㺸 Ĩĕ äîìäĨě î屩ĨṎ Ĩ嵉 Ĩ慪 ìĨ⸞ Ĩ㒛 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㏐ Ĩᄣ äĨ⸞ ä
ǔǕ
Ĝ㳅 îĨ媎 峭 ìṎþĨ⸞ Ĩě ⨭ Ĩ啵 Ĩç 㙎 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◒ ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩᣲ 㨱Ĩ寄 ㋋㱾Ĩ徰 ̲ ٵĨ恔⻎ Ĩð ä
Ĩ㨱 Ĩė 㺮 Ĩ Ĩ㱾Ĩ◟ Ĩĕ äîìäĨě î屩Ĩ㏐ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ啵 Ĩå äṎĨ㺸 Ĩú äⳢĨð ąäĨå ä (v)

Ĩ啵 Ĩç 䆫傑 Ĩ㑃 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩî㥃Ĩą愈 ㈲ Ĩ㏘ Ĩäî屩Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩ㡤 吴 Ĩ㥃Ĩ㍚ Ĩě î屩 ،嵗 Ĩ忋 ì

:嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩä峤Ĩ妊 î 剛㥃

ǘ
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٤٩

⣜ 徉îìĨ愡 Ĩ⺍ ìĨþĨę㱾Ĩ㛹Ĩ⠵ Ĩé 吴 ï ’’
‘‘ì恙îĨ和 Ĩå ä⨭ Ĩ䰮 ą䆪 Ĩᖁ Ĩúą⠯
Ĩê コ äĨ婨Ĩ㜣ㄯ Ĩ䆯 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ嗚᱑Ĩ䴱 㭴 Ĩ傛

Ĩ傛

ĨĚ 䚦 Ĩ㥃 ‘‘㛹’’Ĩ䛢 Ĩ伀 Ĩ啵 Ĩ ’’
Ĩ㥃Ĩ㛹Ĩą䛢 Ĩ徉䁐ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ嗚᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩå ᳨ 㭴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ䰎ąäĨą
ç äí徉Ĩç äí ą壢 Ĩ傛 Ĩ㥃Ĩ䛢 Ĩð äĨ啵

㭴 Ĩ抁Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ傣 Ĩą
ç äíĨ㲁 Ĩ᱓ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ壢 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 ĨĚìä壅 äĨ很 嗚äĨø エ
Ĩ峭 Ĩ愡 äĨ⺍ ìĨþĨę㱾Ĩ啵 ĨîⰆ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ傣

ِ ’’Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㲃 Ĩ㍚ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩç äĨ峭 Ĩç ä
ذات

ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ弥 äîßĨå ä⨭ Ĩ啵 Ĩð äĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩĕ äîìąäĨ⡜ ኹĨäî屩ĨᠢĨ抁ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩᕹ

Ĩ㷨 Ĩá Ĩ佻

Ĩ惠 )Ĩ㉘ Ĩ㑃 Ĩ⣜ ìï Ĩ愡 äĨ奡 㺮 Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㲢 Ĩ㥃帴 ì⸞ Ĩå ä⨭ Ĩ峭 Ĩ⸞ ኹĨø エ ‘‘Ĝ嵗
Ĩ❊ Ĩ㷨 Ĩäん ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩᣲ 㨱Ĩᘯ Ĩ㥃Ĩ㒃 婧Ĩ㷨 Ĩĕ äîìäĨ㺸 Ĩü ä (寣 ä⠩Ĩ㷨 Ĩᔥ

Ĩ㷨 Ĩð ኹ

Ĩ÷ ਯäĨ㺸 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩð äĨú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩä哶 Ĩ䆯 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ慨 ìĨ啵 Ĩ⽑ Ĩ㷨 Ĩå ßĨîąì‹Ĩ㱾Ĩ徰 î

ĨÛ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩç 䆫傑 Ĩ㑃 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩᘯ Ĩ㥃Ĩî儸 ĨîþäĨ嵏 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㐇 Ĩě î屩Ĩ㲁 Ĩ啵
:嵗 Ĩ嵢 垆܉Ĩė 技Ĩ㱾Ĩü 傍 Ĩð ąäĨ啵 Ĩ 㺸Ĩ Ĩ憗 íĨ೧ Ĩ嬸 Ĩ㜢 㓀 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ孆îĨû㥃嗚
ï匈 Ĩ悏 ⠩ ą㏐ ĨĨė äìĨ䈗 Ĩᖁ Ĩą夁 Ĩï

١

ìî垄 Ĩå ä⨭ ĨęĎᶉ Ĩï äĨ㽻 Ĩ徊 㘄Ĩ䉺 ì

Ĩç îþㆈ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩîþ克 Ĩ࿀Ĩ㏐ Ĩᄣ äĨᠢĨ徉㲢 Ĩ媎 Ĩ㥃帴 ìĨ⸞ Ĩå ä⨭ Ĩ嬸 Ĩᝮ Ĩ㽻 ä’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘Ĝ䅍 Ĩߟ ⸞ Ĩ嬸 㲢 Ĩ㥃帴 ì㥃Ĩå ä⨭ Ĩ㍀ ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㯌 Ĩ啵 Ĩ䈗 Ĩᖁ Ĩᄣ äĨᝮ ĨᠢĨ啵 Ĩラ äĨĨĜ媎

Ĩçąäìî äþĨᵤ Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩç ➅ Ĩᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩė 媑 äĨÛᣬ Ĩᰂ䱱 Ĩ୧ Ĩ⸞ Ĩê þîĨ
Ą㷨 ⛄ Ĩ㷨 ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㜢 ㍚ Ĩú 㞔ä-١
Ĩ徉ìĨ䪬ä⚉Ĩ㥃Ĩ Ĩⴣ ąäĨ㺸 Ĩ㜢 ㍚ Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ㨱 íĨ㥃Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩ㠎 嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩ抜 ᑌ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩ㺸 î

ĨþĨ㷨 äîìäĨúą㐶äĨě î 屩Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äĜ٥٣۔ģĠĨò Ĩ㺸 (ø ⻑ äĨ【 )Ĩ垾 ĨĚ 恙妛 äĨ峤 Ĩ▹ 剚ĨĜ嵗
Ĝ嵉 Ĩᥢ 峤Ĩ䳌

Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 徉îþㆈ ĨîþäĨウ 冬 ĨÛç 䆫傑 ĨĚî㜌Ĩě î屩ĨĚî

ǘ
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٥٠

Ĩ㑃 Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩ创 Ĩ㒃 婧Ĩ㷨Ĩ㐇 Ĩ㺸 Ĩĕ äîìäĨ╨ Ĩě î屩Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㜢㍚ Ĩ徉䁐

Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ垑 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㜢 ㍚ Ĩú ව Ĩ䆯 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ很 峤Ĩ䰋 Ĩď ⏢ Ĩ㷨 ĨìṎþĨ徉Ĩû㍗ Ĩ㺸 Ĩç 䆫傑
Ĩᣬ ⋏Ĝ嵗 Ĩ㐇 ĨĚ 塴 Ĩäî屩Ĩø 寀Ĩ㥃Ĩó ä㌬ äĨ㺸 Ĩú ව ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ安 ‹Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩⶔ ᔊĨ㷨 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㑎
ĨìṎ吴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㥵 ═Ĩ佻

╌ äþĨ㷨 Ĩç ⚒ ĨęþĨ嵗 Ĩ徉ßĨ䪬 ä⚉ĨṎ Ĩ㥃Ĩ彾 ßĨ啵 Ĩ Ĩé îìĨ啵 Ĩě ጎ

Ĝ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱寄㋋㱾Ĩç 㧧 Ĩ㯴 Ĩü 悐 ࿀Ĩ㷨 Ĩç ä人᱑

Ĩ㱾Ĩú ⠯ Ĩᄭ äĨęþĨĜ嵗 Ĩᤓ Ĩęì徉ïĨ♍ Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ࿀Ĩ㐇 ĨĚ 塴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ Ĩě ⨭ þìĨ愡 ä (vi)
ǔ
ǔƷǌţ
Ĩ⸞ Ĩ嗜 ᱑ĨĚî屩Ĩ⸞ äĨǁٳůƷǎǌţĨ䯙 þĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ㎗ Ĩë îĨ
Ą㥃Ĩê ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩǁٳůǎ Ĩ䯙 þĨ㜺 þ࿀Ĩᚪ Ĩ╌ Ĩ୧
Ĩě î⤋ ąäĨ䰍 äþĨὝ ⳢĨ⸞ Ĩ㷪 ᔊĨ㷨 ‘‘䛧 ąᗔ ’’ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨîä㟥 ‘‘ᗔ Ĩ䛧 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

’’

Ĩ㨱 Ĩ憗 Ꮖ Ĩ啵 Ĩ人᱑Ĩ㱾Ĩ㷨 ═ ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ峭 Ĩî㾖 ĨĚî屩Ĩ抁Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ ܬĨ岫 Ĩú ව Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ ჄäĨ㱾
:嵉 Ĩ㲇 ĨęþĨĜ嵗 Ĩ忋 ì㨱Ĩⵙ ä㥃Ĩü 凫 Ĩ㱾Ĩð äĨ㨱 Ĩ㨵 ࿀Ĩé 吅 ĨĚ 塴 Ĩ愡 äîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ忋 ì
ìୢĨ悏 ᖄ Ĩ Ĩù 㖵ßĨ⺟ äìĨ ⠇ ĨᎹ’’
‘‘١⣜ äĨęì㨱Ĩ㉴  Ĩ䰮üą܉ï ĨïäĨࡃ Ĩ承 äĨéą吴
Ĩ䅋 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ媎 Ĩᗔ Ĩ䛧 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

Ĩᚪ Ĩ᱓ Ĩ惠 )Ĩᣗ Ĩ媛ä◷ Ĩ㷨  吴 ⛪Ĩᚪ Ĩ᱓ ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ

Ĩäጌ Ĩ尷 Ĩ啵 Ĩé 吴 Ĩ㷨 ĨîⰆ Ĩ嬸 Ĩ㾗 ĨĚî屩ĨĜᡁ Ĩ悏 ᖄ Ĩ ĨîþäĨñ 吴 ⛪Ĩ㨗 Ĩ⡞ (ᣗ

‘‘Ĝ嵗 ĨĚì㨱

:䵨 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ恙ᑦ Ĩç ⫦ ĨĎ垽 Ĩ抋 Ĩ࿀Ĩç 䰮冬 Ĩì䲷 Ĩ嬸 Ĩú ව -١
⣜ äĨ⿅ þîĨ ⠇ Ĩï äĨ䰮ĨĎ彾 ßĨå ⓧ Ĩė ⋏
ǔǖǌ
⣜ äĨ㕢 þîĨäîĨ㜧 ㌑Ĩ÷ä⅁Ĩ
˦
Ĩங Ĩ䆪
ą
⣜ äĨ  ⠇ Ĩ ąṘ Ĩ ú ìĨ ąᶾ

Ĩ ą㽻 Ĩ ⿅ þî

䵨 Ĩ徉

ǘ
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٥١

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ慭 ìĨ啵 Ĩ⽑ Ĩラ äĨ㷨 Ĩð äĨ㱾Ĩð äĨ惠 Ĩ弥 ⡜îĨîþäĨç ँ Ĩ剙 㥃Ĩᚪ Ĩ㱬 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

ĨĚï⡜Ĩ抁塴 ĨᔊĨûᝯĨ㺸 Ĩ匌 Ĩ愡 äĨ㺸 Ĩ㐇 Ĩࡖ

ĨĜ嵖 ‹Ĩ戇ì㨱Ĩĕ ᔊĨ䯩 Ĩäî⳥ Ĩ㥃Ĩ䛢 Ĩ岫 䰋
ǔ
Ĩ⒓ Ĩ啵 Ĩü ܉ïĨᷴ äĨ愡 ä،峤Ĩ Ĩ啵 Ĩû㥃Ĩᄭ äĨṎ Ĩ㱾Ĩ⺾ Ĩ㩴 “啵 Ĩõ䚵äĨ㺸 ĨǁٳůƷǎǌţĨ㜺 þ࿀
Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ◦ Ĩ嵗 ĨęþĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ㵆 Ĩ⥕ îĨ峭 Ĩ愡 äĨ吮 ⡜Ĩě î屩 ”Ĝ嵗 Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 㨱

Ĩ⸞ Ĩð äĨîþäĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 剚Ĩû㟣 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ㥵 ═ Ĩû㟣 Ĩጦ Ĩð äĨ㡃 ä䪫äĨ㜢 ĨĜ嗚㨱Ĩ俧 Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩᡀ ⡜
Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅝 Ĩ峭 䰮Ĩú 䵠Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ㨱ĨƘ ăŬĨ㱾Ĩ⎍ ĨĚ ࿀þĄäĨø エ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ◟ Ĩ㏐ Ĩ࿀Ĩ૾Ĩ㷨 Ĩ⡦ 匈

Ĩ圼 ⊆ ĨĜ⫈ 䆨Ĩ媎 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㖺 㽻 Ĩ㱾ĨáĨ㺸 Ĩð äĨ䮵 Ĩ嵗 ĨᠢĨܬþĒĨ啵 Ĩ媛ຩĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩⴣ Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ᱑Ĩð ä
Ĩ㥃Ĩç ⫦ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ◟

Ĩ徉Ĩ 吴 ⛪Ĩú ව Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 㨱Ĩラ ⓥĨç 囑 Ĩ⸞ Ĩç äìᖲ 㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï
⣜ äĨ㣰܉Ĩ㉖ ܉ĨþĨ◒ Ĩ扳 妝 Ĩ ⠇ ĨᎹ’’
ǖǕ
‘‘⣜ ä ⨭ þìĨìï 垏 Ĩᶶ ę㽻 㲁 ĨäîĨЄٱǘ î

:嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ恙ᑦ Ĩ垽

㻠嵢ì ĨęþĨĜ㻠Ĩ嵗 îĨ㣰 ܉Ĩï䴥 äĨ㥃Ĩ儭 þĨç îㄯ Ûᥢ 㨱Ĩ媎 Ĩî✔ äĨ 吴 ⛪Ĩᚪ Ĩ᱓ Ĩᝮ ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
Ĩ恜 äĨ弥 㱾Ĩ㥃Ĩç 䦰äĨी Ĩą
ç ⚒ Ĩ◟

‘‘Ĝ嵗 Ĩ孫 î ä⨭ ĨþìĨ岪 Ĩ峤 Ĩ䅋 Ĩ弥 䟣Ĩ婨Ĩę㽻 Ĩ㱾Ĩᳮ

Ĩîąᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ㷩 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ慫 ìĨ抁Ĩ岫 Ĩå ä(٥)

ĨᎹ᩷äĨ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㛋 Ĩú äⳢ Ĩ抁 ١î㥃Ĩü 䒮þĨĜ嵗 Ĩû冥 Ĩ啵 Ĩû⬧ äĨ㲁 Ĩῇ Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ䆨ìĨ愘

:嵗 Ĩ㲃 îþäĨ嵗

Ĩ怯 ᕨ Ĩ㷨 Ĩî㚦äĨ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ嬸 Ĩî㥃Ĩü 䒮þĨĜᡁ Ĩ偫

Ĩę恔 Ĩ㥃Ĩú 㞔ä(ء١٩٢٩ ء۔١٨٥٠)î㥃Ĩü 䒮þĨ怡 ä-١

Ĩ㥷 ĨþìĨ嬸 Ĩð äĨ࿀Ĩė㽿 ĨĜ㷩 Ĩ೧ Ĩᷗ ᔊ㥃Ĩ嫦 ᖐ Ĩृ Ĩ㷨Ĩð äĨîþäĨ䟑 Ĩ೧ Ĩ㥷 Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸
Ĩå 㥶 Ĩ㨱 䒰 äĨ✭吵 ĨĜ䟑

The Philosophy of Change

‘‘ᙍ ĨĎ㛆 ’’  اورHenri Bergson(ء١٩١١)

Ĩ承 ï äĨęþ㏵ ĨĜ㷩 Ĩ೧ Ĩᷗ ᔊĨ㥃Mind- Energy (1920)Ĩå 㥶 Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ嬸 Ĩð äĨĜ弥峤Ĩ ܫ᯳Ĩø þ僤 Ĩęì徉ï

Ĩ㜺 þ࿀Ĩ㥃Ĩ㛋 Ĩ啵 Ĩü 䨢 Ĩø ßĨ⦧ î嬪技Ĩ䍙 㥃Ĩ㱎 Ĩü 䨢 ĨęþĜ䟍 Ĩå 㥶 Ĩ愡 äĨ೧ Ĩ࿀Ĩ㛋 Ĩ㺸 ĨⓈ þ㨱Ĩ嬸 Ĩð ä
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٥٢
ĨęîìṎ吴 Ĩ㨱 Ĩ峤 Ĩ䟢 äĨ⸞ Ĩᴃ Ĩ㺸 Ĩê þîĨ㷨 Ĩð äĨࡖ

Ĩê þî 㷨 Ĩ⺾ Ĩ㩴 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ勴 Ĩ嗚Ĩ愚 Ĩ抁’’

Ĩ㒚 Ĩ嗚㨱î ᖯ Ĩ抁Ĩ䮵 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ äĨ⠌ Ĩ㥃Ĩ徰 ìä壅 äĨ⸞ Ĩᳮ 嵗 ĨᠢĨ峭 Ĩᴇ

Ĩ抁Ĩ奡 㺮 Ĩ⬍

Ĩę僚 㥃Ĩç 䦰äĨी Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ㷨 Ĩᴃ Ĩ㲁 (ᠢĨ峤 Ĩ婨Ĩ Ĩ弥 㱾îþäĨ࿀Ĩç ܉Ĩð äĨ岫 Ĩ㽻 ä)Ĩ嵗 Ĩ勴
Ĩ㻠峤Ĩ㌖ Ĩîą㥃Ĩ嗚垈帴 ĒĨ᰾ ᠢĨ㷨 Ĩě ㏠ Ĩ悎 äĨ㩴 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㛋 Ĩ࿀Ĩî㊓ Ĩ抋 ࢌĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ峤 Ĩ◟

Ĩø エ Ĩ抁Ĩ䮵 …Ĩ嵗 Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩ寄 ܉Ĩ⸞ Ĩìþ╌ 㺸 Ĩ㛋 Ĩ೧ Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩ壢 Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ䮵
Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ⇡ Ĩ慤 ìĨ屨 Ĝ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ屨 ä㘄Ĩì Ĩㅻ äþĨ㷨 Ĩü 凫 äĨ㺸 ĨএĨᄣ äĨ岫 ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ峭 Ĩᙍ ĨĎ㛆
ǖ
ĨⳢ ĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ峤ĨìṎ吴 ĨþĨõ为 Ĩ啵 ĨƮ ǎƸĆŐķĨᔊ ûᝯĨᄣ äĨ㇒ 䰮Ĩ啵 Ĩ◟ Ĩ㷨 ‘‘丰 Ĩîąþ亾 ’’

Ĩ惣 îí恜 äĨ弥 㱾Ĩ㲁 Ĩ媎 Ĩ勴 Ĩ恜 äĨ㷩 ĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ ⛪Ĩ和 ï 䆨Ĩ㥃‘‘丰 Ĩîąþ亾 ’’Ĩ㵧 î Ĩõ为 Ĩ㱾Ĩ㇒ 䰮㽻 ä
ĨĚìä壅 äĨð ąäĨç ⚒ Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵖 ‹Ĩ嗚峤 دṎ吴 愚 Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩृ Ĩ徉Ĩ峤ĨìṎ吴

Ĩ嵗 Ĩ媎 Ĩ恜 äĨ㽻 äÝ嵗 Ĩ䬫 ĨēᠢĨᔧ ĨჄäĨ寄 म ĨĖ 亾 Ĩą
㞺 þĨṎ Ĩ䰍 Ĩ㨱 Ĩõ为 Ĩ㱾Ĩ⺍ 㽺 ⨭
Ǖ
ĨຩĨ婁 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ喆 ͽᳩ
ٵĄ ĨìṎþę垆ï Ĩ寄 Ĩු þĨ㭸 Ĩ奡 㺮 Ĩ嵗 Ĩü ൞Ĩਮ 㞑嗚Ĩö ㇓ 䆨äþĨ嬸 峤Ĩ啵 Ĩç 弄㥃ᠢ
Ĩð äĨ㽻 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㳁 îĨ೧ Ĩ㙶 îþäĨ愡 äĨäîþ䰮Ĩ⸞ Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩ匥 Ĩ啵 Ĩ埖 Ĩ㿝 äîþäᅇ Ĩ㱾Ĩᛩ Ĩ㨱
Ĩě î屩Ĩ恔 婋᱑Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨ䮵 Ĩ㻠峤Ĩ 傑 Ĩ㒚 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㐇 Ĩě î屩Ĩ抁ĨᠢĨ很 ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩ呲 Ĩç  Ĩ㥃Ĩ亾 ä
١

‘‘ Ĝ峤Ĩ婨Ĩ勴 Ĩ㥙 Ĩ䰋
Ǘ
Ĩû嗚Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㥷 Ĩ憇 ìĨृ Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨĜᡁ Ĩîウ Ĩ㥃Ĩ幼 ⡜ⳢĨּǔǎ ⦠ î äĨîþäĨ㝦 Ĩ㥃Ĩ怣 䌛 Ĩø ßĨ幼 ⡜ⳢĨ廝 äîĨęþĨĜᡁ
Changing Backgrounds in Religion and Ethics. (1927)
The Free Will Problem. (1928)
The Unique Status of Man. (1928)
Leibnitz. (1931)

:嵉 Ĩ憗 íĨé îì

Ĩ恗ï Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 㞔äPhilosophy of Benedetto Croce اورThe Philosophy of ChangeĨ 㥶 ĨþìĨ㷨 Ĩð ä
Ĝ嵉 “õ为 ”Ĩ啵 Ĩ懓 ï 啶 Ĩú 㞔äĨå äĨîþäĨ嵉 îĨ䙯 傑

١٩٥،ğħĢĨŵ ė峤Ĩ▹ 剚ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ䅏 Ĩ䬊Ĩ⸞ (ء١٩١٤)دیﻓﻼﺳﻔﯽآفﭼﯿﻨﺞĨå 㥶Ĩ㷨 Ĩî㥃Ĩü 䒮þĨð 㞽 äĨ抁 -١

ǘ
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٥٣

Ĩ䰍 Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩᄭ äĨ㱾Ĩ㇒ 䰮ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩá Ĩ壎 Ĩ愡 äĨ䅎 垆ï Ĩ㽻 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵖 ‹Ĩ㶜 îĨì徉Ĩ䆯 äĨç ܉Ĩ抁

Ĩᣲ ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩㅻ äþĨç ܉Ĩ抁ĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ很 峤Ĩ㷟 îĨõ为 Ĩ㱾Ĩ怾 îᎹĨᄣ äĨê ㈲ Ĩð äĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩė äþìĨė äþîĨ㨱
Ĩ㻠峤Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ⓥĨç îㄯ Ĩ媙 Ĩ愡 äĨÛ愚 Ĩû㟣 Ĩᓱ Ĩ䆨äþĨ帳 Ĩ䆎 ßĨ寄 Ĩ㥃Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗

Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 婧þìĨė 㽿 îþäĨú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩä哶 Ⳣ ĨĜ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ徉ìĨ媎 Ĩîä㟥Ĩ丰 Ĩîąäᚾ Ĩ⸞ äĨîþä
Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩ创 Ĩ࿀Ĩ侵 Ĩð äĨᠢĨ㡤 吴 Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ壢 Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 䦰äĨी Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ㷨 Ĩᴃ Ĩ㛋

Ĩç ⚒ Ĩîąᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äĨṎ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ ßĨ媎 Ĩ塴 Ĩęìï Ĩø ⠩Ĩ⸞ Ĩé ä⣵ äĨ悎 äĨ㩴 ĨęþîþäĨ嵗 Ĩㅻ äþ
:嵉 Ĩ㲇 Ĩęþ!峤Ĩ婨Ĩė 㺮 Ĩ峭 Ĩûì䲣 Ĩ⸞ Ĩç ᘍ Ĩ㷨 Ĩû⬧ äĨîᖯ Ĩ抁Ĩ䁐 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩîþウ 䰯ï 䆨Ĩ⸞
 درد和 Ĩ⸆ ĨþĨ㰘 Ĩ和 Ĩ㕦 Ĩìą徉Ĩ㾧 ’’
‘‘ìĨ婃 Ĩė㱫 äĨû⻎ Ĩ和 Ĩᶶ Ĩ奡 ßĨ㖺 î
Ĩñ 㥃Ĩě äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㲃 ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ徱ì㨱 Ĩĕ ‹Ĩ⸆ ĨჄä㺸 㨱 Ĩì徉Ĩ㱾Ĩ㕤 Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨᄣ äĨú ቩ ’’ :ᷗ ᔊ
‘‘Ĝ嵗 Ĩ勴 嗚Ĩ抁Ĩå äĨ奡 آú ⓥĨ⫈ Ĩ㨱 Ĩᴝ îĨø ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨð äĨ啵

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ⇌ ä㨱Ĩú þ䰼 Ĩṏ ᠢĨ㷨 ĨĚî㞑Ĩø ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩė áᄶ Ĩė 徉娚ĨûᝯĨ㺸 Ĩç 徉㚧 Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව
Ĩ亾 äĨð ąäĨĚî㞑Ĩ㲁 Ĩė 峤⯠ Ĩ啵 ĨĜ嵖 ‹Ĩ䯩 Ĩę庠᱑ĨĚ ៶ Ĩ㥃Ĩç äîᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äĨ䶵 Ĩå äĨी

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㛆 Ĩü ä哴 Ĩ㥃Ĩᳮ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ⺾ Ĩ悎 äĨ㩴 Ĩ㲁 Ĩė 峤㲃 Ĩ抁Ĩ啵 Ĩ᱓ 㻠Ĩ峤 Ĩ䳒 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䶱 Ĩ啵
Ĩ媎 Ĩ㡃 ᠢĨ㷨 Ĩç ٱĴǎƶƎǎƸǌƹƃōäी Ĩ䰮Ĩû塳 Ĩ厒 Ĩ㩴 Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ᙥ ĨᔊĨûᝯĨᄣ ä峤ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ很 ޤ

㺶 Ĩᔯ Ĩ抁Ĩ屨 ĨᠢĨ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ䙯 傑 Ĩ⸞ Ĩṏ ᠢĨ㥃ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ屨ǔǖĨ᱓ Ĩ䮵 Ĝ嵖 ‹Ĩ㶜 î
ŧƴ
Ĩ媎 Ĩ呗 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ抁ᑌ ĨþĨᒸ Ĩ厜 Ĩ㱾Ĩü äĨ㍮ Ĩ㥃Ĩü äĨ⸞ Ĩî㌀ äĨŲŏǎƶ Ĩ⋐ 㽻 äĨ㲁 Ĩ⫎ ĨęîĨ媎 Ĩॼ

Ĩ㏐ îąᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äĨ屨 Ĩ㽻 äĨĜ嵉 Ĩ㳉 îĨî Ĩ剙 㥃Ĩ㥃Ĩ岤 äĨ㷨 Ĩ惁 㘄Ĩ婨㛈 Ĩᄭ äĨęþĨ屨 ᎹĨ徱ì
Ĩ㺸 Ĩ弥 婩 þĨヹ äĨ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩㅻ äþĨᠢĨ䯼 Ĩę庠᱑Ĩ㥃Ĩü ä᳥ þĨą㪗

抦塴 îþä

Ĩ愡 äĨęþĨç ᙥ Ĩ㷨 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 ĨìṎ吴 Ĩ扰 ✮ Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩ廎 ◓ Ĩ婨㛈 Ĩ啵 ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨ啵 Ĩå ܉
ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨᠢĨ㷨 Ĩ廎 ◓ Ĩü äĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ䳌

Ĩ啵 Ĩå ⮋ ĄäĨ㺸 Ĩ㍚ Ĩ愡 äĨ很  ޤ㺸 㛇

䰜ä⚉ĨĨᙾ Ĩ屨 îþä嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ峭 îĨĘĨ䆎 ßĨᠢĨ䅎 垆ï ĨĚî屩Ĩ㲁 嵗 ĨìṎ吴 Ĩ┍ ㅨ þĨ㜢 㥃Ĩ啵

٥٤
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ǖ
Ĩě ⨭ þìĨ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩü ˔Ĩ
ٵĆヹ äĨç 㥃═ Ĩó î䲴 ĨþìĨ㷨 Ĩìä䲕 äîþä㚧 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ抁îþäĨ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱 ㇒ 䰮
Ĩå ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 䰮ï ĨĎ抁ᑌ îþäĨ䉺 þìĨęþĨ㷨 Ĩç ᙥ Ĩㅻ äþĨ啵 Ĩð äĨ䮵 ĨĜ⫍ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩ媎 Ĩä᳥ Ĩ⸞

Ĩ㥃Ĩú þäĨĎ吶 冼 Ĩᚪ Ĩė Ṑ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩㄻ ❴ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㛋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 ĨṎ Ĩ媎 ĨìṎ吴 Ĩ抁þîĨ㑃 ĨęþĨ啵
ĨĚì ĨęþĨ奡 㺮 Ĩ⫎ 㨱Ĩ媎 Ĩ䈍 傑 Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨ⸞ Ĩú ව Ĩ屨 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩㅨ ᚎĨ㥃ø 堵 äĨÛ嵗 Ĩᗻ

ĨĚ ㍚ Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ䮵 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩ⫎ Ĩ㨱 Ĩîþㆈ Ĩ䈍 傑 Ĩ㥃Ĩ⼲ ĨĚ ⨭ þìĨ⸞ Ĩü ĄäĨ屨 Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ㍚ Ĩ࿀Ĩî㊓
Ĩ岫 ĨęþĨĜ嵗 Ĩᰣ Ĩ Ĩᘚ ĨĚ 塴 Ĩ寄 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ㨱Ĩ壢 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㡃 ᠢĨĚî屩

Ĩ征 ßĨ奡 㺮 Ĩ嵖 ‹Ĩ嗚ßĨ媎 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㺸 帴 ìĨ㺸 ConcreteĨü þ冿 Ĩ岫 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩ塐

Ĝ媎 Ĩ啵 Ĩð 墔 äĨ㺸 Ĩð äĨ╝ 㥃

ᘯ Ĩ 很 婩㘓 Ĩ Ĩ 徚 壅 Ĩ äîĨ ú ì ’’

‘‘⻎ 嗝Ĩ ú  Ĩ 彾 ßĨ 承 ä ą庫 äîß
Ĩ啵 Ĩ抜 塴 Ĩ⸞ Ĩê ㈲ Ĩ愡 äĨ㱾Ĩ◟

Ĩ啵 Ĩ垤 äìĨ㷨Ĩð ĄäĨû塳 ĨჄäĨ㥃Ĩė㽿 Ĩ㷩

Ĩ䬮 Ĩû㥃Ĩ⸞ Ĩ㏐ Ĩï⡜Ĩ抁塴 Ĩð äĨÛ啵 Ĩㆼ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ◟

Ĩ㷩 Ý媎 Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䪩 嵢Ē

Ĩ䌄 äĒĨ㨱 Ĩ㛹Ĩ㱾Ĩð äĨ㺸 㨱Ĩìþ丗 Ĩ啵 Ĩìþ╌ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 凫 Ĩ㱾Ĩá Ĩヹ äĨ㺸 ĨÞäĨ啵 Ĩì婩Ĩᄣ äĨṎ Ĩ很 峤
Ĩ愒 ㈲ Ĩ乷 ĨîþäĨ嬸 峤Ĩࡤ Ĩ壓 Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ抁þîĨ㑃 Ĩ㥃Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㷩 ĨÝᎹ峤Ĩ媎 Ĩ㑃 Ĩ抁þîĨäî屩ĨÛ嵗

Ĩ൝ᑋ Ĩ㷩 ĨÝ嵗 Ĩ㨗 äⳢ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 凫 äĨ㺸 Ĩú ▖ Ĩ㺸 Ĩė技î 㥃Ĩෂ ᔇĨîþäĨė技î㥃岵 ĨÛî㥃Ĩ很 孆
Ĩü ⶕ Ĩû㟣 Ĩጦ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ïĨîþäĨá Ĩ壎 Ĩ㽻 äĨÝ嵗 Ĩ⫌ Ĩě ìĨ㨗 Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ⸞ Ĩð äĨ岫 Ĩ弒 ⡜

Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ岫 ĨᠢĨ嵉 Ĩ傋 Ĩç 嗚᳠îĨ㺸 Ĩ㟮 Ĩė 婧þìĨî᯳ßĨᴝ îĨîþäĨû㟣 Ĩጦ Ĩ啵 Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨
Ĩø エ Ĩ㱾Ĩė þ哴 ĄäĨûᝯĨᄣ äĨ㺸 㨱Ĩĕ ᔊĨ࿀Ĩî㊓ Ĩ创 Ĩ㱾Ĩ䅎 弎 娚Ĩᣲ ㇓ 徉îĨîþäĨᣲ ᱑Ĩ厎

Ĩð äĨ徉Ĩ嵗 Ĩ岮 îĨÛ嵗 ĨῊ ĨṎ Ĩ啵 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩð äĨ岫 Ĩ㷩 ĨÝ嵖 ‹Ĩ戇ìĨ㨱 Ĩ婨Ĩė 㺮 Ĩᛀ 亾 Ĩ࿀Ĩü ä᳥ þ
Ĩ㥃Ĩė 㽿 ĨÝ嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨēਅĨ☴ Ĩ㥃Ĩð ĄäĨ啵 Ĩ㐽 Ĩ㺸 Ĩᘚ ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩᘚ Ĩ嬸 Ĩ㏐ Ĩᴍ Ĩ啵 Ĩç 弄㥃
Ĩ⫈ Ĩ峤 Ĩࡤ Ĩ壓 Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ䰋 Ĩě î屩Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉ Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ⚒ ą㨳 ä亾 Ĩᣲ 媜凫 Ĩ⋐ 㽻 äĨ塴 変 Ĩ㑃
ǖ
ĨĜ媎 Ĩ㏘ ĨីäĨ啵 Ĩો 冬 Ĩ㺸 塴 Ĩ很 孆Ĩ备 Ĩ㏘ ĨŖĀƶżō⛪Ĩ㺸 Ĩė þî堞 äìĨ嬸 ä࿀Ĩ抁Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵗
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Ĩ⸞ Ĩ峭 Ĩ⩥ Ĩᾜ î⛪Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟
Ĩü äĨ岪 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ佻

٥٥
Ĩ奡 ⋏Ĩ塴 Ĩ很 孆Ĩ备 Ĩė 婧þìĨ㏘ ĨîþäĨ㑃 Ĩ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï

üą㉅ Ĩ愡 äĨࡖ Ĩ㱾Ĩ㞺 äウ îþäĨ◟ Ĩ㲁 Ĩ᱓ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩęì⤚ ä
嬸Ĩ 㨱Ĩ弥 峕 îĨ剙 㥃Ĩᚪ Ĩヹ äĨ徰 㓈Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩė 婧þìĨ抁Ĩ䰋 Ĩð äĨÛ嵗 Ĩ岮 îĨỲ þäĨ⸞ Ĩę妊Ĩ㷨

ĨĜ媎 Ĩ㥃Ĩö 婧ĨÛ嵗 㥃Ĩ îìĨęþĨ嵗 Ĩù 㘄ĨṎĨü 咍 îìĨ㺸 Ĩü äĨĜ嵉 Ĩû㥃嗚Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩė愻 Ĩ啵
Ĩ㺸 Ĩ◟

࿀Ĩî㊓ Ĩ來 Ĩ㏭ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 ᱑Ĩ䰍 Ĩᚪ Ĩ◟

Ĩ岫 Ĩ抁þäï Ĩ抋 Ĩ㥃Ĩ ᑋ Ĩě î屩

Ĩě î܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äîþäĨ承 㨱Ĩė 㺮 Ĩ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ抜 þäï Ĩð äĨ✭ ßĨ屨 Ĩᇆ ĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ᱑Ĩ૽ Ĩå ┱Ĩ㥃Ĩě ⋖
Ĩ厱

ĨĎᑋ Ĩě î屩Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ᱑Ĩ㷩 Ĩᔯ Ĩ抁Ĩ᱓ ĨÝ㷙 îĨė㺮 Ĩ哴 ĄäĨ㷨Ĩ㟮 Ĩ㩴 Ĩ啵

Ĩì⠩ĨṎ —ᄶ Ĩ㥃Ĩ傣 Ĩąᔧ

—Ĩ嵗 Ĩ೧ ĨîþäĨᄶ Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃 distributive experience

Ĩ婨Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䅎 ì㽻 î㥃Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨ㐇 Ĩ戆 ᔊĨ㐪 äĨ㲁 Ĩä峤Ĩ抁Ĩ傛

Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨᠢĨ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱 Ĩ发

㱾Ĩ◟

Ý峤Ĩ婨Ĩė 㺮 Ĩ峭 Ĩ卬 ĨìⳢ îþäĨࡤ Ĩ壓 Ĩ抁Ĩęä⠩ĨÛ嚄 Ĩ㥃ąę寀俍 Ĩ㞺 ìĨ㲁

Ĩ ᑋ ĨîþäĨ⥢ ࿀Ĩ㏚

ĨÞäĨ㺸 㨱Ĩ峭 垆堆 Ĩ㷨 Ĩî㥃Ĩ很 孆Ĩ愒 ㈲ Ĩ媚 Ĩ㨱 䒰 äĨ✭ 吵 Ĩ䁐 Ĩě ᬬ Ĩî Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩė 愻 Ĩ徉䁐Ĩ೧

ĨîþäĨü ㉿ äĨ恜 ä(啵 Ĩ îìĨ愡 ä)Ĩ岫 ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ⫌ Ĩ㨱 Ĩⵧ þĨ㱾Ĩìþ╌ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㖺 㽻 Ěî屩Ĩ࿀

Ĩ媎 ĨïäṎĨ㥃ĨþïîßĨĚî屩Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㐇 Ĩ┟ Ĩ啵 Ĩå ܉Ĩ㺸 Ĩ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟
Ĩ啵 Ĩ寄 傴 Ĩð ᬪ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ◟

ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫌ Ĩ㨱 Ĩ呲 Ĩü ⫦

Ĩ䙸 äĨ堶 Ĩ戆 ᔊĨ㐪 äĨ㥃Ĩü 垏 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩ⫎ Ĩ㲙 Ĩ屨 Ĩ徉䁐ĨĜ⫈ Ĩ૽

Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨÛ嵉 Ĩ㳅 î ا᳥ Ĩ⸞ Ĩð äĨ岫 ĨṎ Ĩ㺸 㨱Ĩᔘ Ĩ㱾Ĩė ᠢ㣡Ĩü äĨઃ Ĩ媎 Ĩ嗚᱑Ĩî㽽 Ĩ㨱 Ĩ峤 Ĩ⸞
Ĩ峭 Ĩ㺸 㨱Ĩラ ⓥĨç 囑 Ĩ⸞ Ĩìᷖ Ĩᄭ äĨø エ ’’ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ戇ì㨱Ĩ㿪 Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩ啵 Ĩá Ĩⵧ þîþäĨࣗ

ĨএĨ㨱 Ĩ峤 Ĩñ 㕽ßĨ屨 —Ĩ䬊 㨱Ĩä᳥ Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩᇆ îþäĨ䬊 Ĩḱ Ĩ嬸 Ĩð ĄäĨ⸞ Ĩᳮ —Ĩ⸞ ĨîⰆ Ĩᣲ 吴
‘‘äîĨ䁔 Ĩì㨱Ĩä᳥ Ĩࡃ Ĩï äĨ䅎 ìⳢ ß’’

‘‘Ĝ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ㨱 Ĩラ ⓥ

Ĩð ąäĨ抁Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ悫 垆äĨ䶵 Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹß塴 ĨĚ 㣡Ĩ୧ Ĩ寄 म Ĩ⋐ 㽻 äĨú 䆨⣼ äĨ䆨܉Ĩęî㱾亽

Ĩ悎 äĨ啵 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨ㺸 Ĩ㟮 Ĩᳮ ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ媎 Ĩ呲 ĨïäṎĨ㥃Ĩü ä᳥ þĨ㺸 Ĩ㟮

اج
ِ ⣵ äĨ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ࿀Premisesç 䰮冼 Ĩ乾 Ĩᷩ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩç îþㆈ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú 䆨⣼ ä

ǘ
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Ĩð äĨîþä㻠峤Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ៶ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㛋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩラ äîìĨę庠᱑Ĩᙩ

Ĩ㥃Ĩü äĨÛ嵗 Ĩ䱐 Ĩ嚄

Ĩě îと ❴ ĨîþäĨᚎ î ä㺸 愡Ĩ ᒌ ĨĚ 婧䰮þîĨ啵 Ĩ吚 ᳩĨ啵 ĚĨ ウ Ĩ承 嫏 äĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩû㥃Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㟮
ǔǕ
Ĩė 㽿 Ĩç äᰂäĨ㺸 Ĩŀ ƶŐǎƶƛĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩð 㣱Ĩ嬸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 Ravaisson١Ĩü ⡜þ

Ĩ㱱 Ĩල Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㛋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ屨 㽻 äĨîþäĨ䅎 峤Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩラ ⓥĨ弥 ⡜îĨᚪ Ĩė 㽿 ÛĨ㺶 Ĩ匥 Ĩᚪ
Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㟮 Ĩð ąäĨ࿀î㊓ Ĩ和 ï 䆨Ĩ傛 Ĩ㥃Ĩ൝咍 㥃Ĩð ąäĨĚî屩ĨᠢĨ徃 ᱑Ĩ೧ Ĩ峤 Ĩå 咍 㥃Ĩ啵 Ĩ嬸 㨱

Ĩ㺸 Ĩö 婧Ĩ媛ä᳥ þĨ奡 㺮 Ĩ嵉 Ĩú ව Ĩîäì㐉 Ĩ㺸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ㻠峤Ĩ媎 Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㱱 Ĩල Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ä᳥ þ
Ĩ㺸 Ĩ徰 ìþ丗 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ媛垏 äą㐇 ĨûᝯĨᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩ൝咍 㥃Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩě 哶 Ĩì Ĩ㷨 Ĩç îþㆈ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㐇
Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ徉᩷äĨ夥 Ĩ抁Ĩė 抂 ĨĜ媎 Ĩ徉ẻ Ĩ೧ Ĩ嬸 Ĩ⺾ Ĩ㩴 Ĩᴍ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫌ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㶢 îĨ࿀Ĩîᖯ Ĩ和 㑈
Ĩ㺸 Ĩù ➶ äîþäĨ㛸 ĨÛ孈 亽Ĩ嬸 Ĩð äĨṎ Ĩ㱾Ĩė 吴 嗚î㥃Ĩü äĨ媛垏 äĨ㏐ îąᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗

ǘ
ŐƑ
ǔ
Ĩð äĨĜᡁ Ĩ㛸 Ĩë îĎ吴 îþäĨø 䲫 Ĩ培 ä㘄 (ء١٩٠٠ ء۔١٨١٣)Ĩҗǎ 吴 Ĩü ⡜þĨě îĨƘ Ľǎƶ ĨĒîٱĴǍƶơǎƹńĨü äĔ -١٣
ǔǕ
Report sur la Ĩ
ᖩ Ĩ屨 äĨ⸞ Ĩ⡞ Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ⡜ąþě îĨ
ăĜ㷨Ĩラ ⓥĨ ᔊĨ婨㛈 Ĩ媛ä妛 Ĩ恗ï Ĩ㺸 Ĩŀ ƶŐǎƶƛ嬸

Ĩᡁ Ĩ嗚ܬĨĨ抁Ĩ准 Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨ⸞ Ĩ恗ᒌ Ĩ㷨 Ĩď î ᄯîĨð ąäĨĜ嵗 philosophie en France au xix Siecle (1867)
Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩûä䊖 äĨę㍗ 㞑܉Ĩ㥃Ĩė 䪫ㄯ äĨᣲ ٱĴǎƶƎǎƸǌƹƃōäĨी Ĩ䰮ĨÛ㛇 Ĩ培 ä㘄Ĩîþä嵗 Ĩ佻 Ĩ徰 äþîĨ婨㛈 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ垎 ä㘄Ĩ㲁

ĨĚî ä冼 ĨîþäĨ媛凫 Ĩ㥙 Ĩ寄 傴 Ĩ㺸 Ĩî Ĩ㲁 Ĩᡁ Ĩ抁Ĩ塴 変 Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨû嗚Ĩ㥃Ĩ媦 ⓥþîĨė ⡜þĨě îĨ
ăᴍ Ĩᣬ
Ĩ㫰 Ĩ徉㥃Ĩ㷨 Ĩヹ äĨ峵 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩü ĄäĨ⻙ 㱾Ĩ㷨 Ĩ嬸 㨱Ĩଦ Ĩṏ îìĨ啵 Ĩç ⓥコ äĨ㷨 Ĩ㟮 Ĩð äĨ媓 äîþäĨᥢ 峤Ĩ媎

Ĩė 婧þìĨ抁ĨĜ㐽 Ĩą
ç 㣡ĨĚ ⨭ þìĨîþäĨᚆ Ĩą
ç 㣡Ĩ愡 äĨ嵉 ĨìṎ吴 Ĩᥖ 㣡ĨþìĨ啵 Ĩê þîĨ媛垏 äĜĨ嵗 Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸

ĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ 䳪 Ĩ㥃Ĩ㨵 Ĩęìäî äĨ㲁 Ĩ ᄯĨ抁Ĩ弥 㱾Ĩ᱓ îþäĨ嵉 Ĩ忋 ìĨḱ Ĩ㱾Ĩě ìäî äĨ媛垏 äĨ࿀î ㊓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ庆 噓Ĩ厜 Ĩᄭ ä
ǔ
ĨĜ媎 Ĩ㨗 Ĩęþ㏵ Ĩ㺸 Ĩä؎ٶĄĨ徉Ĩ⠴ Ĩì凇 Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨ㲁 Ĩ㻠峤Ĩ抁Ĩå äṎĨ㥃Ĩð ä
Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ嬸 Ĩ很 äîĨ䬉ĨĜĨ㷩 Ĩ೧ Ĩęì⤚ äĨ⸞ Ĩð äîþäĨ徉૾Ĩ೧ Ĩ恗ᒌ öą㇌ 吴 Ĩ㱾Ĩ㛆 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė ⡜þĨě îĨ
ă嬸 Ĩė 㽿 

Ĩ୧ Ĩ㷨 ĨĚ  Ĩ◟

Ĩ媛ⓥþîĨ
Ą㷨 Ĩü ⡜þĨě îĨ啵 New Philosophy - Henri Bergson Ĩå 㥶 Ĩᄣ äĨ࿀

Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䆨äþĨ嬸 峤Ĩî㌃ Ĩ㥃Ĩ㑷 Ĩ媚 Ĩ愡 äĨ⸞ ĨþîĨ
Ą㷨 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ㨱 íĨ㥃Ĩ弥 䁐Ĩጦ Ĩð äĨ㷨 Ĩð äîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ惱 ᗜ
Ĝ䅎 峤ĨĚî⡜ĨþĨĚî᱑Ĩ媦 ⓥþîĨ啵 Ĩ㊂ ܉Ĩ㺸
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Ĩð äĨ啵 Ĩ弹 ᎹĨ㷨 ĨĚî㥃Ĩ媦 凫 Ĩ㷨 Ĩê þîĨĜᎹ䆨Ĩ媎 Ĩ啵 Ĩ㈲ ⛪ĨÛ嵉 Ĩ抜 ìĨû囑 äĨ啵 Ĩü ä哴
Ĩ䅋 Ĩ䬉㨱Ĩó 㘄Ĩç ܉Ĩ抁ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ䅏 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ䳌

Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩđ ⳢĨᣲ ᣳ⚒ Ĩ⸞ äĨ㲁 Ĩῇ Û啵 Ĩú 䆨⣼ ä

ĨęþĨ抋 ĨîþäĨ嵉 Ĩᣲ ᱑Ĩ峤 ĨĚîᄯĨ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩø 㣡þĨ㑃 Ĩ㺸 Ĩě ìĆ䰮Ĩç 徉îþㆈ ĨûᝯĨ㷨 Ĩü 垏 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗
Ĩ૾Ĩ㍀ ܉Ĩ㥃Ĩü 垏 äîąᖯ Ĩ⡞ 匈 Ĩ㖓 îþäĨ࿇ Ĩð äĨ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㇍ þ冂 Ĩ⯟ Ĩ‹Ⳣ Ĩ

Ĩ剙 㥃Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 垏 äĨ愡 äĨࡖ

Ĩ㥃Ĩü 垏 äĨઃ Ĩ媎 Ĩᑋ (⛪îĨ
Ą愡 )Ĩ㥃Ĩ圝 äĨ愡 äĨø エ ĨĜ嵗

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ抜 ᑌ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㐇 Ĩ媛垏 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⫈ 㨱Ĩ屨 ä㘄Ĩ剙 㥃îą Ĩ㥃Ĩ㌋ þĨ㺸 Ĩ㏐ Ĩ媛垏 äĨ峭 Ĩᑋ

Ĩ⯮ ĨⓈ Ⳣ Ĩ Ĩ೧ Ĩ嬸 Ĩð äĨ惠 Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱î✔ äĨî㥃Ĩ愈 ㈲ Ĩ抋 Ĩᬶ Ĩ೧ Ĩ嚏 㥃Ĩ啵 Ĩ⭒

Ĩ࿀Ĩ嚏 㥃Ĩ㱾Ĩė 㽿  (㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩç ܉Ĩ䎼 ì )Ĩ䮵 ĨĜ䬊㨱Ĩó 㘄Ĩ㌊ þĨò 亍 Ĩ㥃Ĩ岭 íĨ媛垏 ä

Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨ⸞ Ĩ峭 Ĩö þ⻑ Ĩ徉䁐Ĩė 技îþäĨ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩü ൞Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩ㔯 Ĩ㱾Ĩ侵 Ĩ嬸 Ĩð äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩó ä㌬ äĨ抁
Ĩ峭 Ĩ äĨ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨø ➶ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嚏 㥃ĨęþĨṎ Ĩ廝 䆨ìĨûᝯĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩ㡘 äþĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨ㨱 Ĩñ þ了 Ĩ㱾Ĩ☄

Ĩç îㄯ Ĩⴣ äĨú 䆨⣼ äĨ㥃Ĩė 㽿 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ ᱑Ĩø ➶ Ĩ㺸 Ĩî㥃Ĩ愈 ㈲ Ĩᄭ äĨ㺸 Ĩð äĨì⠩Ĩ⸞ Ĩç ⻎
Ĩ佻

Ĩ㱾ĨĐ ßĨᄭ äĨᴍ Ĩ承 㨱Ĩú ⠯ Ĩä᧕ Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃ےìĆ䰮Ĩ㱾Ĩü 垏 äĨ屨 㽻 äĨ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ峤 Ĩ幙 で Ĩ啵
Ĩ媛垏 äĨ㲁 Ĩ᱓ Ĩ嵗 Ĩî㥃⨭ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩî噡 äĨîþäĨú äþï Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ埧 ᬪ Ĩ啵 Ĩú ⚉䰮Ĩ悎 ä

Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵉 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ悇 äĨç 徉îþㆈ Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨç 㞑þäĨृ ĨîþäĨ媎 Ĩü ä⚸ Ĩ丰 Ĩü 垏 ä㲁 嵗 Ĩᣲ ܬĨ怾 îᎹ

Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ勴 Ĩ䮵 ĨĜĨ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ㨱 Ĩü ܉㟥 (寣 ä⠩ )ĨĚì䰮Ĩᄣ äĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ▖ Ĩ㺸 Ĩü äĨęþ

Ĩ媛ä᳥ þĨᔥ

Ĩ㷨 Ĩü äĨ嵉 Ĩ嵗 îĨ㲙  ᚎĨ㐪 äĨ㺸 Ĩü 垏 äĨĐ ßĨḽ Ĩ㲁 Ĩě ìĨå äṎĨ抁Ĩ㥃Ĩð ä

Ĩ㺸 Ĩě ⨭ þìĨ愡 ä㡚 äþĨú ව ĨîþäĨė 㽿 Ĩė Ṑ Ĩ嵗 Ĩû冬 ĨęþĨ抋 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩ⸞ Ĩç ä寀俍
Ĝ嵗 Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩ抁ᑌ Ĩ㥃Ĩě 㑴ìĨęî㱾亽Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨû㥃Ĩラ äĨäî屩Ĩ䰋 Ĩð ąäĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ ᱑Ĩß徊Ĩ 㟥
ą Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 
Ĩ啵 Ĩû冥 Ĩ䰍 嵢ĒĨ幄 ĒĨ㱾Ĩ㷪 ᔊĨ㷨 Ĩ㚧 Ĩû塳 Ĩė 抂 Ĩ啵 )Ĩ啵 Ĩ㚧 Ĩû塳
Ĩ愡 äĨ⚜

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㏐ (媎 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㚧 Ĩû塳 Ĩ弥 㱾Ĩ㛆 㥃Ĩė 㽿 ◟

îìĨĜė峤孆îĨ㨱 Ĩú ⤔ ä

Ĩ啵 ĨìṎþîᖯ Ĩ㔯 Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩě î܉ᄭ äĨ㥃Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ⸞ Ĩå ᚫ î äĨ㺸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩⴣ Ĩ㷨 Ĩę䀇 Ĩ䬉ï ä
Ĩ㞢 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ㏐ îą㌃ Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩ峭 Ĩ愡 äĨ㷨 Ĩ弥 ⡜îĨᚪ Ĩîᖯ Ĩ◦ Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨå äĨĜ徉ß
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Ĩᣲ Ꮉ嗝Ĩ徉Ĩ媛ä⚸ Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩ很 峤 ᥢ 㨱Ĩᴝ ä亾 Ĩė技îþäĨ很 ᱑Ĩ㨱 Ĩᴝ îĨø ㈲ Ĩ㷨 ĨîþìĨ㺸

Ĩᚪ Ĩî Ĩą䉺 ⓥ protozoaĨĚ þïĨᠢþ࿀Ĩð äĨ㨱 ĨᔊĄäĨ媾 Ĩ೧ Ĩ⸞ Ĩð äĨ恔Ĩ徉Ĩᚪ Ĩî ą䉺 ⓥ
Ĩ㺸 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩ悇 äĨ㷨 Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ㷩 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩᣲ ᱑Ĩᄿ Ĩᚪ Ĩå 㖁 ĨĎ备 後ᚓ Ĩ徰 ì䰮Ĩė Ṑ Ĩ很 ᱑Ĩ䰍

Ĩᴝ îĨ㷨 Ĩê ㈲ Ĩð äĨÛ峤Ĩ䬊 㨱Ĩð 剝 Ĩ啵 Ĩęì䰮ðą 䆫Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩ĨîþäĨ峤 Ĩࡥ Ĩᚎ î äĨ㱾Ĩ㏐ Ĩ嬸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ䰋
Ĩ弥 äܵ äĨ䞠 ܉Ĩी Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ⚒ ïą㓈ßṎĨ峤 Ĩ勴 ĨᠢĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩö ä婧äĨü äĨ㷨 Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ恔ĨĨ抁Ý嵗 Ĩ勴

Ĩç ╌ þĨᣲ 咍 嗚Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㟮 Ĩęጊ Ĩ弥 噬 äĨṎ Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü 垏 äĨ抁Ĩ䮵 Ĩė 峤Ĩ戆 ᔊĨ徊 㟥Ĩ㺸 Ĩ☄ ä亾

Ĩó 㘄Ĩ抁Ĩ䮵 ĨĜ媎 Ĩ勴 㽽 寄ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ↕ Ĩ峤 Ĩ庠㖵࿀Ĩî儸 Ĩ坕 þäĨ弥 噬 äĨ㺸 Ĩᚎ î äĨ㺸 㨱Ĩ㣰 ᔊĨ啵

Ĩ徰 ì䰮Ĩ⸞ Ĩė Ṑ Ĩ徃 ᱑Ĩ䰍 Ĩᚪ Ĩ夈 Ĩð äĨ㱾Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩå ᳨ ą㐽 Ĩ屨 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ很 峤Ĩᥢ 㨱

Ĩ岫 Ĩ啵 Ĩû塳 Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 ĨÝ㷩 Ĩ㻠Ĩě ìĨ岫 Ĩå ᳨ Ĩą㐽 Ĩ抁Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢ ĨᠢĨ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩï㓈ß㥃

Ĩ䆎 ßĨ岫 Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩ䙾 傑 ൝ᑋ Ĩ㺸 廎 ◓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩᚎ î äĨ㷨 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ剡 Ĩ㇍ þ冂 Ĩ愡 äĨø エ

Ĩê ㈲ Ĩð äĨ㱾Ĩú ⓥĨçąîㄯ Ĩð äĨ屨 㽻 äĨĜ䅎 峤Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩ᰾ ᠢĨ㨱 Ĩ⇴
ą Ĩ㥃
Ĩ抁塴 Ĩ恜 äĨ愡 äĨç 㞑þäĨृ ĨṎ Ĩ媎 Ĩ㨗 ĨäⳢ Ĩ㺸 Ĩě 垆㱾Ĩᤓ Ĩ愡 ä㺸 Ĩ噒 孆íĨ㚧 Ĩû塳
Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ∁ Ĩ໋ĨᠢĨ⯫

Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹܬĨ岫 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩì⠩ĨÛ峤Ĩ抁䰮⨭ Ĩ㢭 Ĩ弥 噬 äĨ㥃Ĩ廎 ◓ Ĩ啵 Ĩ匇 äìĨ㺸 Ĩᳮ ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ忋 ì⧧
Ĩ儹

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ◟

ĨìṎ吴 Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩė ಟ Ĩú  ĨĚì䰮îþäĨð ᬪ ĨûᝯĨᄣ äĨ岫 Ĩü ä᳥ þĨ抁Ĩ㲁

Ĩ㥃Ĩė 㽿 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩú ⠯ Ĩä哶 ĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩ塇

Ĩ啵 Ĩ嚆 Ĩ㺸 Ĩब äîĨę㍗ 㞑܉ĨîþäĨ憗 ㊓ Ĩ愡 äĨ啵
ą Ĩ㺸 Ĩð äĨü ä᳥ þĨîąᖯ
ĨäîíĨṎ ĨÛ⸞ Ĩ㚧 ĨĚ 㨳 亾 Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨîþäĨ媎 ĨĚîþㆈ Ĩ㽽 寄Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㚧 Ĩû塳

Ĩ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ寄 ㋋Ĩ啵 ĨĐ þîĨ㺸 Ĩ ᑋ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㟮 Ĩ愡 äĨ啵 Ĩ嚆 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ抜 ᑌ Ĩ䅍 Ĩ㺶 Ĩ⸞ Ĩô┢ ä
Ĩ㚧 ĨĚ 㨳 亾 )Ĩ⸞ äĨॼ ĨÛ⫈ ĨęîĨ媎 Ĩ廫 㞑Ĩᚪ Ĩ恗ìĨęì徉ï ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ嵢 ⅂Ĩ妉 îĨ恜 äĨ㥃Ĩ䬣 䵠 Ĩ࿀Ĩᳮ

Ĩ 㞑Ĩ岫 ĨṎ Ĩ媎 Ĩó ä㌬ äĨ弥 㱾Ĩ࿀Ĩü ä᳥ þĨð äĨ䶵 Ĩ䆯 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ㷩 Ĩ䟢 äĨ㺶 Ĩê þ䶊 (㱾

Ĩ䬉䵠 Ĩ悎 äĨ愡 äĨ⸞ äĨė Ṑ Ĩ嵗 Ĩᣲ峤Ĩö þ⻑ Ĩė孆þĨ偸

ĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ呲 Ĩç ㅨ þ冂 Ĩ㐽

ĨĜ峤⫈ Ĩ㨱 Ĩᕮ Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 䆫傑 ĨûᝯĨ㺸 Ĩç 㙎 ĨĚî屩ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹ᱑Ĩ㷩 Ĩጦ Ĩ啵 ĨĐ þîĨ㺸 Ĩ抜 塴

Ĩ⸞ Ĩ幙 倵 ĨþĨç 倐 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䅎 垆ï ĨᲗ ĨÛĨ媎 Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ匌 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㐇 ĨីäĨü ä᳥ þĨė 抂 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව
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Ĩ俧

٥٩

Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩä✪ Ĩ㱾Ĩ㷾 ═ Ĩ壎 Ĩ傣 Ĩ㍚ Ĩäî屩ĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩ寄 ㋋Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩ㺸 Ĩę岳 ìĨç 囑

the Ĩ傣

Ĩ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩઔ Ĩ⸞ Ĩì㤡 Ĩĕ 䦼 äĨ㷨Ĩ徰 ìä壅 äîþäĨ嵗 ĨᎹßĨ塴 ĨᎹ㨱

Ĩ⸞ Ĩû䆨ßĨ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩü ä᳥ þĨ㽻 äĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ㨱Ĩ恙ᑦ Ĩ垽 Ĩ㥃١嬸 ᱑Ĩ峤Ĩù 㓲 Ĩ啵 Absolute

Ĩ啵 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩð äĨᠢĨ嵗 ĨᎹßĨ䰍 Ĩ࿄ äþĨø ㈲ Ĩ㷨 Ĩç ⚒ Ĩ戆 ᔊĨù ìで Ĩᄣ äĨ岫 îþäĨᎹ䆨ìĨç 囑
Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨ伔

Ĩ愡 äĨ㱾Ĩ㋄ 㕽Ĩᣲ 䢴Ĩð ä䅍 很 䟣Ĩ啵 Ĩ傣 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ㻠峤Ĩ抁ĨᠢĨû㥃Ĩ戆 ᔊĨ屨 äĨ寄 म

Ĩð äĨ㷩 ĨÝ峤Ĩ㷩 ĨᠢĨ很 ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩ伔

ĨûᝯĨě î屩 抁Ĩ㷩 ĨÝ㻠峤Ĩᔥ

Ĩ㪗 Ĩ媛ä᳥ þĨ㽻 äĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢĨĜ很 ᱑Ĩ徉ìĨú ࢌĨ啵

Ĩ㷨 Ĩė þáïîßĨ㊎ ܉ĨûᝯĨĚî屩Ĩ傛

Ĩ㥃Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨî Ĩ很 äîþ䰮

ĨûᝯĨ抁—ç ä䒰 ĨĆ╨ Ĩᚪ Ĩ╌ Ĩ㩴 îþäĨ╝ ĨÛ㐇 ĨÛ㐽 ĨÝ㻠Ĩě ì㨱Ĩᕮ ĨĨ㷨ĨìṎþĨęጊ

㺸Ĩ Ĩė 啶 㽻 ⨭ Ĩė 䁐Ĩ嗚䁐ĨĚî屩Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨ媛ä᳥ þĨ㷩 ĨĜ嵉 Ĩᥢ 㨱Ĩᘚ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ⻂ ĨĚî屩—エ 㑓
ĨŲĆŏķĄĨ㺸 Ĩî Ĩ媛垏 äĨ傛 Ĩ㥃Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨ媛ä᳥ þĨ伔 Ĩ徉Ĩ憗 ㊓ Ĩ㷩 ĨÝ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨú 㶠 Ĩ⥴ îĨ媚 Ĩ䰋 ǖ
Ĩ㏭ Ĩ㺸 Ĩᕮ Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 徉îþㆈ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ⻂ Ĩęጊ Ĩ嚄 Ĩ㥃Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ峤 Ĩ㨗 Ĩęì徉ï Ĩ⸞ ĨŊ ƃĆƎƲ

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨ㷨 Ĩ㟮 Ĩð äĨÝ㻠峤Ĩø ìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ找 ì㨱ĨęᎼĨĨ㱾Ĩĕ 丙 Ĩラ äĨ㺸 Ĩç 徉îþㆈ Ĩü ä
Ĩ㐪 äĨì婩Ĩû嗚ĨûᝯĨ㺸 Ĩü 垏 äĨ㲁 Ĩ㻠峤Ĩ婨Ĩ㨗 ĨäⳢĨ㺸 Ĩð ä憇 ì õą䚵  اĨ傛

Ĩ㥃Ĩ找 ìĨ㖂 ᔊ

Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩ抋 Ĩ愡 äĨø エ Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 囑 Ĩ⸞ Ĩė áþïßĨ᭛  Ĩü äîþäĨ嵉 Ĩᯯ  Ĩç 䆫傑
Ĩ⻂ Ĩ媛垏 ąäĨĜ很 ᱑Ĩ徉ìĨ㨱 ĨęᎼĨÛ嵗 Ĩᣲ 㨱Ĩäጌ Ĩ啵 Ĩ屨 Ĩ抁ĨṎ Ĩ㱾Ĩ庻 ä⻑ ĨþĨç 㥃丙 Ĩü äĨ㺸 Ĩ䅎 垆ï
Ĩ㺸 Ĩ廝 䆨ìĨ婨㛈 Ĩ很 äⳢ Ĩ㱾Ĩė 䁐䪫Ĩü äĨ傛

Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ姫 äĨç 壅 Ĩ╌ Ĩ îᖰ Ĩ恜 äĨ㥃

Ĩ䮵 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徉ìĨ㨱 Ĩð 技䰮Ĩ嬸 Ĩç 䆨ⓥĨḽ ĨÛ媎 Ĩ㨗 îþäĨ㺸 Ĩ㪪 ì⠩ĨęĎî倢 Ĩęì㨱Ĩጦ Ĩᡀ ⡜
Ĩð äĨ丰 ĨᠢĨ抁ĨĜᣲ㨱Ĩ媎 Ĩì܉Ĩ㱾Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨĚìä壅 äĨĚî屩Ĩ䉺 ⓥĨ媛ä᳥ þĨ㲁 Ĩ㲝 Ĩ抁ĨĐ ßĨ恔
Ĩ⩷

þĨ岫 Ĩ抁ĨÛė孆Ĩᾜ ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨú ࢌĨ啵 Ĩî ĨᔊĨⵧ þĨ愡 äĨ⸞ äĨ㺸 㨱Ĩⵧ þĨ㱾Ĩìþ╌ Ĩ㺸

Ĩú ⤔ ä(啵 Ĩç îㄯ Ĩ㷨 by a sink in toĨ惠 )Ĩ㺸 Ĩ⮷ äĨîण Ĩ㱾“Sink”Ĩ䛢 Ĩ࿀Ĩû冬 Ĩð äĨ嬸 Ĩú 㞔ä-١

ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ峭 þĨ䛢 Ĩ抁Ĩ㽻 äĜ嵗 Ꮉ᱑Ĩ嵢 ࿁Ĩ峭 SinkĨ抁Ĩ寄 म Ĝ㷩 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ啵 Ĩラ äĨ䛢 Ĩ抁Ĩ㲁 徉ຩĨ⯞ Ĩ媎 Ĩ啵 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ㷩
Ĝ嵗 Ĩú ⤔ äĨė þï 吴 Ĩ㖓 Ĩ୧ Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨ抁ĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ嵢 ࿁Ĩ嬸 Ĩҥ ǎă
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٦٠
ĨᔊĨûᝯĨ㷨 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ岫 îþäĨ嵗 Ĩᣲ ᱑Ĩᄿ Ĩᚪ ⽈
Ĩ䱐 Ĩ婨Ĩ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩ㏐ ĨĨ䱐 ĨᠢĨ婨Ĩ⩷
 ذاتą壢 Ĩ怗 îᔇĨ㎪

ĨĎ备 Ĩラ äîìĨ⩷

þĨ抁Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵗 Ĩࡧ Ĩᠢ

þĨì婩Ĩû嗚Ĩ抁Ĩ奡 㺮 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ忋 ìĨ㨱 Ĩûþ丙 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ徰 儬

Ĝ㐽 ĨĨ䱐 Ĩ婨îþäĨü ä᳥ þ

Ĩ㷨 Ĩ⻂ Ĩ媛垏 äîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ◟ ĨⲰ Ĩ愡 äĨ媛垏 äą怾 îᎹ
ą äĨþĨç äĨ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩå ᳨ þĨ徊 ᠬ Ĩ佻 Ĩઃ Ĩ媎 Ĩ啵
ĨÛä✪ Ĩ㽻 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ啵 Ĩç äíĨû⣱
Ĩઃ Ĩ媎 Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩ㪗 Ĩ媛ä᳥ þĨᇆ ᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ㷾 ═ ĨþĨç ⚒ 䰯ï 䆨ĨÛ嵉 Ĩᥢ ܬĨú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩῇ

Ĩ啵 Ĩû冥 Ĩ೧ Ĩ㩴 㽻 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ勴 Ĩ弥 ⡜îĨᚪ Ĩð äĨ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩ峭 Ĩ㷾 ═ îþäĨç ⚒ Ĩø エ
Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩå ┱Ĩ愡 äĨø エ Ĩ⻂

ĨĚî屩îþäĨ嵗 ĨĚìĨ᾿ ᔊĨ㱾Ĩ峣 îĨ啵 Ĩ㊂ ܉Ĩě î屩Ĩ嬸 Ĩð Ąä

Ĩ㺸 Ĩ峣 îĨᄭ äĨ嬸 Ĩð äĨṎ Ĩ媎 Ĩ戇ìĨ嵢 ĒĨ㱾Ĩゾ Ĩüą凫 Ĩð äĨó 㘄Ĩäî屩ĨᠢĨ嵗 Ĩ㲢 îĨ⌀ Ĩ⸞ ĄäĨ嬸
Ĩø ⼒ Ĩ媓 äîþä㨱Ĩ≡ Ĩ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩ㐽 Ĩ㱾Ĩėþî ä技ìĨ㷨 Ĩ䵙 Ĩ㷨Ĩü 凫 Ĩð äĨઃ Ĩ嵗 Ĩⓚ Ĩ䰋
Ĩîᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩ㛹Ĩラ äîì Ĝ嵗 Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩì値 îþäĨٱŒǌťūĨ㱾Ĩ㎪ Ĩ㷨 Ĩð äĨ惪 îíĨ㺸 Ĩü äĨ㨱 Ĩú ࢌĨ啵 Ĩė 彽 ß
Ĩ侂 Ĩ愡 ì垌Ĩě 哶 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵖 ‹Ĩ㶜 îĨ啵 Ĩ岭 íĨç ܉Ĩ抁Ĩ㱾ĨĚî㞑)Ĩ嵗 Ĩ㑿 Ĩ㥃Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㍑ Ĩûᝯ
Ĩð äĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ佽 Ĩ࿀Ĩ媜ìĨ侂 Ĩ⸞ Ĩė 技ウ ĨṎ (嵉 Ĩ承 ⑼ Ĩ乾 ĨþìĨø ᖯ Ĩ㍑ ĨîþäĨø ᖯ
Ĩ㷨 Ĩė 婧侃 Ĩ戆 ୩ Ĩ㺸 ĨîþìĨ寄 Ĩ嬸 Ĩø ᖯ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ㟮 Ĩð äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⡠ ĨäĨ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩú äþïĨ㺸

Ĩð äĨṎ Ĩ嵗 ĨĚìĨ㨱 Ĩ㱱 Ĩල Ĩ㷨 Ĩû塳 Ĩ和 䪭äĨ㺸 Ĩ惏 ⻑ Ĩ࿀î㊓ Ĩð 丣 Ĩ㖓 ĨîþäĨ嵗 Ĩ䬊 Ĩē圻 Ĩ㱾Ĩė ᠢ㣡
Ĩ嵗 Ĩ惣 îíĨ愡 äĨ丰 Ĩ㥃Ĩ㚆 ìĨ㺸 Ĩç 徉îþㆈ ĨĚî äㆌ äĨîþäĨ和 峍 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䅎 垆ï Ĩ㑽 Ე äĨ愡 ì垌Ĩ㺸

Ĩ䜐 ⛪Ĩî垆äĨ㺸 Ĩù 亠 Ĩラ äîìĨ㥵 ═ Ĩ嗜 ᱑Ĩ㷨 Ĩ⣜ þäĨ岠 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ䅏 Ĩ䬊 㨱Ĩó 㘄Ĩ抁ĨĜ Ĩîþä
Ĩ啵 Ĩü ܉ï Ĩ婨㛈 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩü ⡜ßĨ嗚㨱Ĩឰ ĨîþäĨ婋᱑Ĩ抁Ĩ䮵 Ĩ嵗 Ĩᣲ 峤Ĩäጌ Ĩ⸞ Ĩហ Ĩ㷨 Ĩå 㤷Ĩ㺸

رþäĨ剙 Ĩ啵 Ĩç äí Ĩᄣ äĨęþĨḽ ĨÛ㥃Ĩ嬸 峤Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩìä㘄äĨ㥃All‘‘㫣 ìąṎ吴 ’’Ĩ㺸 Ĩ⣜ þäĨ岠
Ĩ垑 Ĩ㷨 Ĩᗻ Ĩᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩù 亠 Ĩᄣ äĨ㺸 Ĩ⚠ ᠢĨ很 ä✪ ĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ媎 Ĩ傛

Ĩ抁ĨÛ嵗 Ĩ䬤 㨱Ĩ㕔 人

Ĩ嵗 Ĩç 㣡Ĩ䗷 Ĩ悇 äĨ愡 äĨ㷨 Ĩú äþïĨラ äîìĨîᖯ Ĩ⥢ þäĨ岠 Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩü 懔äĨä哶 ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ徊 㟥Ĩęì徉ï

Ĩ弥峤Ĩ⌕ Ĩ啵 Ĩě ì䆫Ĩ㺸 Ĩ寣 ä⠩Ĩû僭 îþäĨ承 〛 Ĩ寄 मĨ㷨 Ĩ ܫ㟥Ĩęì徉ïĨᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩ䜐 ⛪ĨṎ
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Ĩì凇 Ĩ㥃Ĩü ᳠îĨ悎 äĨĜ嵗 ĨᎹ峤Ĩäጌ Ĩ⸞ Ĩú äþïĨ㺸 Ĩė 吴 㣡ĨṎ Ĩ嵗 Ĩü ᳠îĨęþĨ抁Ĩ啵 Ĩ寄 ṎĨᄭ äĨĜ嵗
Ĩ䅎 垆ïĨ抁îþäĨ嵗 Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩĕ ᔊĨ⸞ äĨ徉Ĩ嗚㨱Ĩäጌ Ĩ帿 ĒĨ啵 Ĩü ᳠îĨ㺸 Ĩç ⚒ ñąþ㥃îþäĨ䅎 垆ïĨ㪠
Ĝ嵗 Ĩø Ĩìä䲗 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ嬸 ᱑ĨĖ ஸĨ䰋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ岪 Ĩ⸞ ĨìṐ üĨąä哴 Ĩ㺸

㺸Ĩ Ĩû㫤Ĩ㐇 Ĩ和 ⬧ äĨì⠩Ĩ岫 Ĩ塴 Ĩą㠯 ⸞ Ĩ庆 噓Ĩ㣰➶ äĨ㺸 Ĩ㛋 Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ䮵
Ĩú ⠯ Ĩ㥃Ĩú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩῇ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ俧 Ĩ⸞ Ĩç ⚒ Ĩą㥵 ═Ĩä✪ 㽻 äĨĜ嵗 Ĩ䨆äĒĨ塴 Ĩ࿀Ĩ㛋 Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉
Ĩ愡 äĨ岫 Ĩ㍚ Ĩ惠 Ĩ嵗 God in Time‘‘ü 䰮䒴äĨ㜢 䇐ą’’اĨęþĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩㅻ äþĨç ܉Ĩ抁Ĩᠢ嵗
ǔ
Ĩ嵗 Ĩ↕ Ĩ峤 Ĩ恗྿î㌃ Ĩ▗ Ĩ愡 äĨ㥃Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ怾 îᎹĨ愡 äĨ㷨 Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 ĨᎹä㨱Ĩø î䲴 Ĩ⸞ Ĩä؎ٶĄĨ悎 ä
Ĩ弥 㱾㥃Ĩä✪ Ĩ恔ĨĜ嵗 Ĩ峭 îĨ峤 Ĩ㋄ Ĩ䐪 寄Ĩᙤ Ĩ㷨 Ĩृ ĨîþäĨ嵗 ĨìṎ吴 Ĩ啵 Ĩç äíĨ㷨 Ĩð äîþä
Ĩð äĨĜîᖯ Ĩ抁ĨᲗ 㻠峤Ĩ婨Ĩó î䲴 Ĩî㟣 Ĩð ąäĨ⸞ 䇐ąٱĳĨٳƿąೢ Ĩęì㨱Ĩጦ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ◿ Ĩü ß㟥Ĩ೧ Ĩîᖰ
Ĩ㥃Ĩᓯ Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 Ĩç ٱĴǎƶƎǎƸǌƹƃōäĨी 䰮Ĩ㷨 Ĩú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁Ĩú äⳢ ĨᠢĨ∫ Ĩ䆎 ßĨ⸞
Ĩ嵗 㻠Ĩ嵗 㻠ĨęþĨ㱾Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵗 Ĩ和 㽻 ⨭ Ĩᓱ ĨìäïßĨ㷨 Ĩä✪ Ĩ丰 Ĩ准 Ĩ㥃Ĩð äĨ㷩 ĨÝ嵗 Ĩ㷩 Ĩ准 Ĩ✭ ß
Ĩ㱾Ĩì⠩ĨęþĨ㲁 ᎹĨ嵗 Ĩ孫 îĨᎹ㨱Ĩ䚶 买Ĩì⠩Ĩ㷨 Ĩ㐽 ĨìäïßĨᄭ äĨä✪ Ĩ憇 ìĨõą䚵äĨ徉Ĩ嵗 Ĩ徱ìĨ㨱 Ĩ僷
Ĩ㺸 Ĩú ව Ĩ㲁 Ĩ㲟 Ĩė 技Ĩ啵 Ĩõ䚵äĨü ⡜ßĨęì徉ï Ĩ徉䁐ĨÝ⬍ Ĩ㨱 distortĨ啵 Ĩç 弄㥃ĨĚì䰮Ĩ愡 ä
Ĩė 技ĨĜ嵗 Ĩç î㌔ Ĩ⸞ Ĩú ៕ Ĩė ᣔ 孆Ĩᄭ äĨ㺸 Ĩð äĨ㺸 Ĩä✪ Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩ⸞ Ĩ䰍 ä⚉Ĩ㺸 Ĩø ᖯ
Ĩᳮ Ĩ嵉 Ĩᥢ ᱑Ĩ峤 Ĩî‹þì 㡚 äþĨ⸞ Ĩ þ冂 Ĩð äĨ㺸 Ĩþጎ Ĩ㺸 Ĩ媛䰮ፂ Ĩ㛇 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä恗äĨ屨 Ĩ徉䁐
Ĩ徉Ĩ嬸 䆨布 ìĨ㱾Ĩ▛ Ĩ愡 äĨᄭ äĨ㺸 Ĩ傣 Ĩîą婧Ĩ嵗 Ĩ嚄 Ĩᓯ Ĩ㷨 Ĩç 弄㥃Ĩ㲁 Ĩᡁ Ĩ抁Ĩ塴 ĨĎ备 Ĩ㥃
㱾Ĩì⠩Ĩ⸞ Ĩç äᰂäĨ㺸 Ĩç 䆨⠯ þĨî㚦äĨ㺸 Ĩ媛䰮ą㚧 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ媜ìĨ㲁 Ĩ嵗 Ĩ抁 ◟ ĨĜ㥃Ĩ嬸 㨱Ĩ愡 îᎹ
Ĩᚪ Ĩå äManichaeanismĨ徰 婧䰮Ĩ啵 Ĩî㚦äĨ൝克 ĨþĨ㣰 俬 ĨĜ⫳ Ĩ㨱 Ĩ媎 ĨìäïßĨ㥙 㭴
Ĩ㺸 ĨĐ î技Ĩ೧ Ĩå äĨęþĨä࿁ĨᰂäĨä䁔 ĨṎ Ĩ㥃Ĩî㚦äĨ媛ä恗äĨü äĨ࿀Ĩᚎ î äĨ㺸 Ĩ弨 㒋 Ĩ懓 㟣 Ĝ嵗 ĨìṎ吴
Ĩ存 亽Ĩ懓 㟣 Ĩ㺸 Ĩ媜ìĨĜ嵗 Ĩ⫈ Ĩ᱑Ĩ慥 ìĨė 孆Ĩ㺸 Ĩė 㽿 Ĩì⠩îþäĨ崣 ĨÛîᄞ Ĩ䵨 Ĩ啵 Ĩė 㛅
Ĩ啵 Ĩ嚆 Ĩ㺸 Ĩü ä恗äĨ㖿 Ĩ㷨 Ĩė ୢ㍚ Ĩ䮵 Ĩ㷨 Ĩ徊 ᠬ Ĩ㷨 Ĩ䰎 äĨîąᖰ Ĩ嬸 Ĩû⬧ ąäĨ᠘ Ĩ啵 Ĩė 吴 塳
Ĩ⽑ Ĩ㷨 ‘Descent’Ĩ䬣 ៕ ،îᖯ Ĩ㥃Ĩᣲ ㋟ Ĩì⠩Ĩ㷨 Ĩä✪ îþäĨĜ䅏 峤Ĩú 䰻 Ĩ啵 Ĩ徰 婧䰮Ĩû⬧ ä
Ĩ寄 ㋋ĨÛᣗ ĨĚ 婧䰮㭴 Ĩ⸞ Ĩî㌦ äĨ㺸 Ĩê þîĨᄣ äĨṎ Ĩᣗ Ĩ哸 ßĨ孚 äîĨ悇 äĨᡀ ⡜Ĩ㺸 Ĩᳮ Ĩ啵
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ǔ ŝŌ
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